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General introduction

In the diagnostic work-up of a patient, physicians rely on multiple sources of diagnostic

information. Such information may come from patient history, or signs and symptoms

presented by the patient or from more elaborate and invasive diagnostic testing such as imaging

tests, laboratory tests or biopsies. A single piece of diagnostic information is referred to as a

(diagnostic) test result. For physicians, knowledge about the diagnostic accuracy of such tests,

in isolation or preferably in combination with other tests [119, 120], is of vital importance to

value test results when diagnosing a patient.

Ideally, the accuracy of a test or combination of tests is evaluated cross-sectionally by subjecting

all study patients suspected of the condition of interest (i.e. the target condition) to the test(s)

under study (i.e. the index test(s)) and a reference standard [27,104,123]. The term ‘reference

standard’ describes the best available single method or combination of methods for verifying

a patient’s target condition status. In literature, one often encounters the use of the term

‘gold standard’ instead of ‘reference standard’. Although both terms are used to describe the

prevailing best available method for target condition verification, the use of the term reference

standard has been advocated [28, 104, 143]. This term better reflects that the majority of

existing best methods for target condition verification are prone to at least some level of target

condition misclassification or ambiguous results (i.e. the best available reference standard is

almost never truly ‘gold’). Following this principle, in this thesis we only use the term ‘gold

standard’ to describe methods for target condition verification that have perfect accuracy for

diagnosing the target condition.

For most diagnostic studies, obtaining a classification that reliably distinguishes between

study patients with and without the target condition is challenging [135, 143, 145, 166]. For

instance, the best available reference standard may be too invasive or too costly to apply in

all study patients, or some patients may even refuse to undergo the reference standard. In

these cases, the disease status is not verified for all study subjects who underwent the index

test(s). This problem is known as partial verification [16, 48, 49, 145]. In other situations,

some of the studied patients may only be verified by a reference standard that is inferior

to the prevailing best available reference standard [125, 146]. This is known as differential

verification. Finally, there are situations where the prevailing best available reference standard

is subject to classification error [143,166].

Errors in the classification of the target condition can lead to a biased evaluation of test

accuracy [29, 112, 176]. Commonly used measures of test accuracy, such as the index test’s

sensitivity, specificity and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve that are derived
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Chapter 1

directly from the cross-classification of index test and an imperfect reference standard are

likely to be biased [32, 112, 159, 173]. Estimates of target condition prevalence and index

test’s predictive values are similarly affected [145, 173]. These biases can cause a series of

problems for clinical practice, including: misguided treatment decisions, unrecognized under-

and overtreatment and delayed acceptance of new and better tests [78].

A variety of alternative disease verification strategies have been suggested to overcome the

problem of absence of a gold standard in diagnostic research. These methods have in common

that they combine the outcomes of multiple tests to improve disease verification. One may

consider the use of an expert (or consensus) panel diagnosis [19, 65, 179], in which a group

of clinicians reach consensus based on the available test results for individual patients. Results

from multiple tests can also be combined through a fixed rule as in a composite reference

standard (i.e., diagnostic decision rule [9, 79]). Finally, statistical models that account for

uncertainty about the true disease status have been suggested. These probabilistic models

originated in the social sciences in the work of Lazarsfeld [107] in the 1950s, and Lazarsfeld

and Henry [108] in the 1960s. In more recent years these models have found application in

modeling of multiple tests results to estimate the target condition prevalence and index test

accuracy in the absence of a gold standard [64, 94, 95, 144]. These models are commonly

referred to as latent class models.

Objectives

The primary aim of the work in this thesis is to explore and improve the methodology for the

evaluation of diagnostic test accuracy in the absence of a gold standard. In particular, we focus

on two commonly used methods found in diagnostic test evaluation: latent class modeling and

composite reference standards.

Outline of this thesis

Chapters 2 through 5 focus on the use of latent class models in diagnostic studies without a gold

standard. In Chapter 2 we present a systematic review of studies that used latent class models

to estimate diagnostic accuracy. We focus on the statistical methods used and their reporting.

In Chapter 3 we evaluate the performance of goodness-of-fit testing to detect violations of the

criticized conditional independence assumption underlying the standard 2-class latent class

model. Power and Type-I error rates are evaluated based on three empirical examples. In

Chapter 4 we present a Bayesian latent class analysis evaluating the accuracy of five diagnostic
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General introduction

tests for childhood pulmonary tuberculosis. Data from a study of hospitalized children in South

Africa are used. In Chapter 5 we revisit the evidence presented in an influential paper by Albert

and Dodd [6] that cautioned against the use of latent class analysis in the absence of a gold

standard.

The use of composite reference standards in diagnostic studies without a gold standard is

discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. In Chapter 6 we explore the rationale for using composite

reference standards and make recommendations for reporting their results. In Chapter 7 we

provide insight into the workings of the composite reference standard. We evaluate the driving

factors of bias in estimators of index test accuracy and disease prevalence that is due to target

condition misclassification which remains present when using composite reference standards.

Chapter 8 and 9 concern logistic regression models, which are often used in the context of

(multivariable) diagnostic research. In Chapter 8 we investigate the role of the number of

events per variable (i.e. the well-known 1 in 10 rule) as a factor in the performance of binary

logistic regression analysis. We explore the potential reasons for the varying minimal events

per variable recommendations from earlier simulation studies. In Chapter 9 we present a

nomogram that can be used to improve the reporting of multinomial logistic regression models.

Chapter 10 provides a general discussion of methods to improve diagnostic research in the

absence of a gold standard. Future challenges and directions for new research are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Latent class models in the absence of a gold standard:

a systematic review
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Abstract

Latent class models (LCMs) combine the results of multiple diagnostic tests through a statistical

model to obtain estimates of disease prevalence and diagnostic test accuracy in situations where

there is no single, accurate reference standard. We performed a systematic review on the

methodology and reporting of LCMs in diagnostic accuracy studies. This review shows that

the use of LCMs in such studies increased sharply in the past decade, notably in the domain

of infectious diseases (overall contribution: 59%). The reviewed studies (n = 64) used a range

of differently specified parametric latent variable models, applying Bayesian and frequentist

methods. The critical assumption underlying the majority of LCM applications (61%) is that

the test observations must be independent within two classes. As violations of this assumption

can lead to biased estimates of accuracy and prevalence, performing and reporting checks

whether assumptions are met is essential. Unfortunately, our review shows that 28% of the

included studies failed to report any information that enables verification of model assumptions

or performance. Due to the lack of information on model fit and adequate evidence external

to the LCMs, it is often difficult for readers to judge the validity of LCM based inferences and

conclusions reached.
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Latent class models - systematic review

An essential step in the evaluation of a diagnostic test or biomarker is to obtain valid estimates

of its accuracy, that is, its ability to discriminate between patients who have the disease of

interest and those who do not [104, 145]. Typically, the accuracy of a single or a set of

diagnostic index tests is analyzed by examining the results of index tests in relation to the

outcome of the reference standard in patients suspected of a disease of interest. A single and

error-free reference standard is preferred, but for many diseases such a reference standard, also

known as a ”gold standard,” does not exist [16, 123, 143]. The use of an imperfect reference

standard will often lead to misclassification of the disease status in a substantial portion of

subjects, which can lead to biased estimates of index test performance and disease prevalence.

One approach to reducing these misclassifications is to combine multiple pieces of diagnostic

information to determine the disease status among study patients. Multiple tests may, for

example, be used in expert panels in which a group of clinicians reach consensus based on the

available test results of patients [65, 104, 123, 179]. Results from multiple tests can also be

combined through a fixed rule as in a composite reference standard (i.e., diagnostic decision

rule [9]). Finally, as a probabilistic alternative, a latent variable approach may be adopted by

combining multiple diagnostic tests using a latent class model (LCM).

In the past decades latent class modeling (i.e., latent class analysis) has been applied in medical

and veterinary sciences, particularly in test accuracy research [64, 67, 95, 144, 182]. The use

of LCMs appears attractive as it avoids the time-consuming process of reaching consensus

diagnoses or the inherent difficulty in defining a diagnostic decision rule a-priori in case a

single reference standard for the target disease is lacking. LCMs can produce valid estimates of

accuracy even in the absence of a perfectly accurate disease status classification (an accurate

reference standard) and can be estimated in popular statistical software packages such as

SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and R (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) as well

as specialized software such as Latent Gold [170].

Latent class modeling refers to a heterogeneous group of statistical models. Differently

specified LCMs can be fitted to the same set of test results, which in turn can lead to relevant

differences in disease prevalence and test accuracy estimates [6, 23, 39, 52, 180]. Researchers,

therefore, need to inform the reader how their LCM(s) were specified. Additionally, as with

any statistical technique or model, the validity of its results are jeopardized when assumptions

are not met. Hence, performing and reporting checks whether assumptions are met is essential

to readers to appraise the validity of the reported results when LCMs are used.
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To explore the methodology and reporting of LCM applications in diagnostic research, we

performed a systematic review of test accuracy studies that applied such a model. This review

will provide an overview of the history of LCM applications in test accuracy research, reveal

variations in the models used across studies and provide clues on how to improve the reporting

and methodology of these studies. Before presenting the results of the review, we will first

describe the key characteristics of LCMs.

Introduction to Latent Class Models

Diagnostic studies that apply LCMs treat the target disease status as an unmeasured (”latent”)

categorical variable withK classes, reflecting the levels of the underlying disease. The manifest

variables, the outcomes of R (binary) diagnostic tests, are considered to be imperfect classifiers

of the disease status. The LCM describes a statistical model relating the manifest variables to

the latent disease status. For the mathematical underpinning we refer the reader to Appendix

1.

When K = 2, it is assumed that the two latent classes correspond to a class of subjects in

which the target disease is present and a class of subjects in which the target disease is

absent. Parameter estimates obtained from the 2-class LCM are interpreted as estimates of

the sensitivity of each test (i.e., the probability of a positive test result when the target disease

is present) and specificity of each test (i.e., the probability of a negative test result when the

target disease is absent) and the prevalence of the target disease (i.e., the (prior) probability

that the target disease is present). Two important issues that are encountered when applying

LCMs are identification of the LCM and the assumption of conditional independence.

Estimation and identifiability of Latent Class Models

Maximum likelihood estimates of the LCM parameters can be obtained using a variety of

estimation methods, including EM or Newton-Raphson algorithms [170]. However, LCMs may

not always be identified which implies that the maximum likelihood estimates are not unique;

a different set of parameter estimates exists for which the likelihood (value) is the same.

A necessary condition for the LCM to be identified is that the number of freely estimated

parameters does not exceed the number of unique diagnostic test patterns. For example, an

unconstrained ”basic” 2-class LCM is not identified with R ≤ 2 diagnostic tests and is ”just

identified” withR = 3, resulting in an LCM with zero degrees of freedom. Non-negative degrees
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of freedom, though, is not a sufficient condition for identification as is evidenced by an LCM

with R = 4 and K = 3 which has 1 degree of freedom but is not locally identified [72]. In

practice, local identifiability of LCMs can be explored by examining the rank of the Jacobian

matrix [72,118].

One solution to non-identifiability is imposing constraints to the parameters [72]. For example,

if the conditional test outcome probabilities of a particular diagnostic test can be assumed to

be known a-priori, e.g., based on theory [172], degrees of freedom can be gained by fixing the

parameters to their true value, allowing the remaining LCM parameters to be estimated freely.

Another strategy is adopting a Bayesian approach. Since the true values of conditional

diagnostic test outcome probabilities are often not exactly known in advance, the use of

fixed parameters may be invalid. Instead of constraining the parameters to a fixed value,

”informative” prior distribution can be defined for those parameters for which prior knowledge

is available. With substantive prior information, estimates from the posterior densities of

unidentified LCMs can be obtained by a Gibbs sampler [101]. Detailed discussions on

estimation and identification are found elsewhere [72,152].

Conditional independence

The important assumption that underlies LCM estimation is that of conditional independence

(i.e., local independence). In its most basic form, this assumption reduces to independence of

observations conditional on the presence or absence of the disease of interest. This assumption

is central to the 2-class independence LCM (defined in equation 3 in the Appendix 1). It results

in the model being identified with only 3 binary diagnostic tests. However, violations of local

independence assumptions are known to lead to bias in estimates of accuracy and prevalence,

while the assumptions may not be warranted in many practical situations [153,160,164,174].

One way to relax the conditional independence assumption is by increasing the number of

latent classes to be estimated. We will refer to these LCMs with more than two classes as multi-

class independence LCMs. Alternatively, other LCMs that do not require the independence

assumption of observations conditional on (or ”within”) the classes have been suggested. For

example, when independence among observations in a K-class LCM is not met due to bivariate

dependence among a pair or a subset of pairs of tests, these bivariate associations can be

modeled directly by defining an additional parameter for each bivariate relation [59, 81, 83].

Other strategies to account for dependence within classes include defining marginal models
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[181], estimating a multiple latent variable model [52], and adding random effects [53,140].

We will refer to these models as dependence LCMs. For a detailed discussion on common LCM

specifications in diagnostic research, we refer to literature [95].

Evidently, an increased number of parameters are estimated when the independence

assumption is relaxed, at the expense of degrees of freedom. Hence, a higher number of

diagnostic tests are needed for extensions to the independence 2-class LCMs. For example, at

least 5 binary diagnostic tests are needed for an unconstrained 3-class independence LCM to

be identified. Estimating multi-class independence LCMs or dependence LCMs is therefore not

always feasible when the number of available diagnostic tests (R) is limited.

Latent class model verifications

To verify LCM assumptions, measures of model fit can provide important information. Preferred

is an LCM that provides a superior, or at least equivalent, fit to the data compared to alternative

LCMs (e.g., with more classes) and that has an adequate global fit (e.g., differences in observed

vs. expected number of patients with specific patterns of test results should be small).

Particularly useful are also residual dependence diagnostics that can pinpoint sources of misfit

due to bivariate dependence between diagnostic tests [140,148,170].

Clearly, evaluating model fit can provide important information regarding potential

misspecification of the LCMs used. The reporting of the model evaluation steps taken and

results obtained from alternative models provides therefore valuable information for readers

to judge the credibility of the results presented. Nonetheless, since the latent variable is

unobserved, LCM assumptions cannot be tested directly. Even with a large sample size it may

be hard to distinguish between LCMs [6].

The credibility of LCM based inferences may therefore also rely on the use of external data. For

example, it is sometimes possible to compare the latent class outcomes to outcomes derived

using a proxy measure for disease status, e.g., disease status measured using an adequate

reference standard in a subset of patients [7].

Systematic Review of diagnostic studies applying Latent Class Models

Our aim was to identify diagnostic studies that reported diagnostic test accuracy or disease

prevalence estimates derived directly or as a function of LCM parameter estimates. Hence,

techniques that use assigned clusters (e.g., cluster analysis) to derive accuracy or prevalence
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estimates fall outside of the scope of this review. EMBASE and PubMed databases were

searched for the following free text search terms: latent class OR latent classes OR finite

mixture OR finite mixtures on November 8th, 2011. Papers published in English, Dutch or

Spanish were considered for inclusion.

Information was extracted on clinical context, study characteristics, model specifics and

diagnostics, model comparisons and software. The extraction form was pilot tested by four

researchers (MvS, CN, JdG and JR). One researcher (MvS) screened and evaluated all studies.

Parallel screening and data-extraction were performed independently by a second researcher

(CN, JdG or JR). Disagreements were resolved by discussion by the first and second researcher,

and in case of remaining doubt, by a research-group discussion. To evaluate reported evidence

on LCM performance in diagnostic studies, we differentiated between four categories of model

fit criteria: (a.) Assessment of relative fit, which ideally results in the selection of one LCM

among a set of theoretically plausible LCMs, e.g. by significance testing or information criteria

(e.g., Akaike information criterion, AIC); (b.) Goodness-of-fit testing, evaluating the fit of an

LCM to the observed data using a significance test (e.g., Pearson χ2 test [63]); (c.) Dependence

diagnostics to pinpoint residual dependence under an LCM [148], e.g., correlation residual

plot [72] or BiVariate Residual Statistics [170]; (d.) A table of expected versus observed

frequencies.

Model performance can also be evaluated by a leaving-one-out comparison, in which a manifest

variable is excluded and its results are compared to the results obtained from another LCM in

which the manifest variable is included. Finally, model performance can be evaluated using

external evidence, e.g., by comparing LCM estimates with similar estimates derived using an

imperfect reference standard.

Results

Figure 2.1 depicts the results of the search and inclusion of papers. Of the 1704 papers screened

for eligibility on title and abstract, 242 met the eligibility criteria. One publication could not

be retrieved in full-text format. After full-text reading of 241 publications, another 91 were

excluded. Reasons for exclusion were falling outside the scope of this paper; publications

that reported LCMs which only estimated (rater) agreement [1] and models that included

continuous test results [105] or covariates [110]. Screening of reference list of the included

papers yielded an additional 30 publications, resulting in a total of 180 publications, of which

179 were published in English and 1 in Spanish.
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1

Retrieved and Read

Full Text: 

241

Cross-

references:

30

Excluded After Full Text Reading

  21 Latent Classes Not a Disease

  17 Analysis on Assigned Clusters

  17 Accuracy Not Determined

  15 Latent Class Results Not Reported

    7 Database Analysis

    6 Latent Class Regression

    4 Meta-analysis

    4 Other Reasons

Empirical Papers:

 64 Human

 47 Veterinary

Technical Papers:

69

Figure 2.1: Inclusion of studies for systematic review on latent class methodology in diagnostic studies.
Other reasons for exclusion were the use of longitudinal analysis, being identical to an included paper, or
the use of nonparametric models.

The included papers were classified as theoretical (n=69), when focused on latent class model

methodology, or empirical (n=111), when the focused on analyzing original data (”original

papers”). The empirical studies were further divided into animal studies (n=47) and human

studies (n=64). In the remainder of this paper we will only focus on the empirical studies

involving human subjects. A short description of the veterinary studies is found in Appendix 2.

General characteristics

The first applications of LCMs in diagnostic studies involving human subjects originate around

1990. A steep increase in statistical and methodological publications has occurred since 2000,

followed by an increase in empirical studies starting approximately 5 years later (Figure 2.2). In

total, 64 studies were identified of which approximately half (n=34) were published between

2007 and 2011.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of 64 studies that used latent class models to estimate accuracy of diagnostic
tests or prevalence of a disease.

Frequency

Latent condition of interesta

Infectious and parasitic diseases 38

Mental and behavioural disorders 6

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system 4

Diseases of the digestive system 3

Neoplasms 2

Diseases of the respiratory system 2

Other 9

Year of publication

2007 - 2011 34

2002 - 2006 19

< 2002 11

Main goal of publication

Test accuracy 51

Expert accuracy 8

Disease prevalence 4

Unknown 1

a Based on International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition, codes.

The primary goal of the vast majority of publications (n=59; 92%) was the evaluation of

accuracy of diagnostic tests (n=51), or accuracy of a diagnosis made by clinicians (n=8) (Table

2.1). All of these studies reported test sensitivity and specificity estimates; predictive values of

the tests were additionally reported in 11 of these studies (17%). The predictive values of each

particular test pattern combination were reported in 7 studies. In 4 studies the primary goal

was to estimate disease prevalence. In one study the primary goal could not be determined.

LCM applications were primarily found in the field of infectious diseases. In 38 publications

(59%) the disease of interest was an infectious disease. Other diseases were mental or

behavioral problems (n=6), diseases of the musculoskeletal system (n=4), diseases of the

digestive system (n=3) and neoplasms (n=2).

Thirty-three papers (52%) had either 3 (n=19) or 4 (n=14) diagnostic tests (i.e., manifest

variables) included in their latent class model(s). The median value of included diagnostic

tests was 4 (inter quartile interval: [3 to 6]). Reported sample sizes ranged from 34 to 4708

with a median value of 315 (inter quartile interval: [171 to 737]).
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Figure 2.2: Cumulative number of empirical diagnostic studies in humans using a latent class model and
theoretical studies published.

Variety of LCMs

The majority of studies (n=39; 61%) reported analyses based solely on 2-class independence

LCMs (Table 2.2). These studies did not report LCM estimates or model fit statistics from

multi-class LCMs or dependence LCMs. These studies also did not report comparisons between

LCMs, of which at least one was not a 2-class independence LCM. Analyses originating from

3- and 4-class LCMs were reported in 12 papers (19%). LCMs with more than 4 classes were

not found in the surveyed studies. Fifteen papers (23%) reported results based on dependence

LCMs, e.g., by including random effects. Two papers could not be classified in Table 2.2 due to

insufficient information on the number of classes estimated.

Assessment of relative fit

In 24 studies (38%), all results originated from a single LCM. The other 40 studies reported

parameter estimates or model diagnostics of two or more differently specified LCMs. In 15

studies of the 40 studies presenting more than 1 LCM, information on relative fit was reported,

e.g., by significance testing or information criteria.
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Table 2.2: Properties of latent class models in absolute numbers as applied in 64 empirical diagnostic
accuracy studies.

Single model (n=23) > 1 model (n=39) Not clas-
sifiedaAll K = 2b K > 2c Depd K = 2b K > 2c Depd

Frequency 64 18 1 4 21 7 11 2

Model fit measures
Relative model fit 15 NA NA NA 3 3 9 0
Goodness-of-fit testing 26 3 0 1 11 4 7 0
Dependence diagnostics 4 1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Exp/obs frequenciese 8 1 0 0 1 2 4 0
None of the above 35 14 1 3 10 3 2 2

Leave-one-out comparisonf 5 NA NA NA 4 0 1 0
No model fit nor leave-one-
out

33 14 1 3 8 3 2 2

External evidence 33 12 0 2 9 2 7 1
No model fit nor leave-one-
out nor external evidence

18 6 1 1 4 3 2 1

Bayesian estimation 15 3 0 4 4 1 3 0

Abbreviations: LCM(s), latent class model(s); NA, not applicable.
a Number of latent classes modelled could not be extracted from publications. One of these papers reported analyses

based on a single latent class model while the other reported multiple models of which the number of latent classes
could not be determined.

b Studies using the 2-class independence LCM.
c Studies using the multiclass independence LCM.
d Four publications presenting results of dependence LCMs also presented results from multi-class independence LCMs

or multi-class dependence LCMs.
e Comparison of expected versus observed frequencies.
f Leave-one-out comparison refers to the situation in which a manifest variable is excluded and its results are compared

to the results obtained from another LCM in which the manifest variable is included.

Model fit and leave-one-out comparison

Goodness-of-fit evaluation of the model(s) based on significance testing was reported in 26

studies (41%), a table of observed against expected number of test patterns was present in

8 (13%) and residual dependence diagnostics were reported in 4 studies. Thirty-five (55%)

studies did not report any of the model fit criteria on relative fit, goodness-of-fit, dependence

diagnostics or expected versus observed test pattern frequencies.

Five studies reported a leave-one-out comparison. These studies evaluated the stability of

obtained LCM estimates, using varying subsets of the available diagnostic tests in the LCMs

(i.e., reported analyses originating from multiple LCMs differing in the diagnostic tests that

were included in the model). In total, 33 studies (52%) did not report any information model

fit criteria or an evaluation of estimates stability.
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External evidence to support LCM findings

Thirty-three studies (52%) reported additional results that were not directly derived from an

LCM, which enables a comparison with the estimates obtained from the LCM(s). For example,

by using one of the diagnostic tests as a reference standard, apparent accuracy and prevalence

estimates were determined for the other tests in 17 studies (27%). Eight studies (13%) applied

a fixed rule that combined the results of diagnostic tests to determine the target disease status

of patients (i.e., a composite reference standard). In 5 studies (8%) the disease status was

determined by a single or a panel of experts. 3 studies used a combination of the above.

Eighteen studies (28%) failed to report any information that could be used to verify the validity

of latent class model estimates.

Estimation

Optimization was obtained using maximum likelihood estimation in most studies (n=49;

77%); 14 studies (22%) used a Bayesian optimization approach. One study reported estimates

obtained from frequentist and Bayesian models. A total of 14 different software programs were

reported in 52 studies; LatentGold (n=10), WinBUGS (n=9), LEM (n=8), Latent1 (n=7) and

SAS (n=4) were most frequently reported.

Discussion

Our systematic review shows that the use of latent class models (LCMs) in diagnostic studies

has increased considerably in the past decade. This is probably a reflection of increased

awareness that a gold standard does not exist for many conditions [16, 123, 143, 145].

LCMs may seem appealing because they combine the results of multiple tests to improve the

classification in an objective way. Our review, however, revealed several problematic issues

related to the methodology and reporting of studies using LCMs that deserve further attention.

The majority of studies used a 2-class independence LCM to estimate test sensitivity, specificity

and target disease prevalence. The strong assumption made in these studies is that conditional

on the binary target disease status, test results are independent (uncorrelated). This conditional

independence assumption can easily be violated, for instance when some individuals without

the disease of interest have another condition in common that increases the likelihood of

two (or more) tests to become false positive as they are based on a comparable biological

principle [52]. Another cause for conditional dependence among test results could arise if

there is a subgroup of individuals with an early or less severe stage of the disease of interest,

and if these individuals are more likely to be missed by different tests [31].
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Examining whether the LCM used for inferences is appropriate for the data at hand is

critical, as violating the independence assumptions can lead to biased estimates of accuracy

[6,153,160,164]. Several approaches exist, such as examining residual correlations, comparing

with alternative LCMs that assume different dependence structures (dependence LCMs) or

evaluating the goodness-of-fit. Unfortunately, more than half of studies (52%) fail to present

information that is related to the fit of the model or stability of the estimates. Due to

this absence of model performance information, readers are often left in the dark about the

appropriateness of the models and the validity of the results.

One contributing factor for the limited number of studies comparing the results from the 2-

class independence model with more complex models is the limited number of diagnostic tests

(i.e., manifest variables) available in the surveyed studies. This is especially true for studies

that have data available on only 3 diagnostic tests. The possibilities for evaluating model fit

and model comparisons are then limited, unless parameter constraints can be imposed.

The parameter constraints that could be imposed can take the form of fixing parameters to

a known value or equality constraints. A Bayesian alternative is defining informative prior

distributions on the parameters for which prior information is available, which creates an

opportunity of estimating and comparing LCMs that, from a frequentists perspective, are not

identified [101]. Of course, the validity of a Bayesian approach relies on proper values (use)

of prior information. When prior information is lacking, researchers might want to collect data

on additional diagnostic tests in order to be able to verify LCM assumptions.

Performing and reporting on the checks of assumptions is a major step forward in the critical

appraisal of the results of LCMs. However, we do acknowledge the limed power of performance

criteria to detect misfit. In the absence of explicit criteria, researchers can incorporate partial

information on the disease status into the analysis, e.g. an adequate reference standard

measured for a subset of patients [7], or use model averaging techniques [23]. Applications of

model averaging or incorporation of partial information on the disease status were, however,

not found in our systematic search.

To substantiate the face validity of inferences, some of the studies alternatively reported

external evidence to enable comparison of estimates derived using the LCM. For example, some

studies compared LCM estimates with estimates derived using a composite reference standard

or a panel diagnosis.
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More often, though, external evidence was based on apparent disease prevalence and test

sensitivity and specificity estimates obtained by using one of the available tests as the

(imperfect) reference standard. A comparison of these estimates with LCM parameter estimates

rarely contributes to a satisfying conclusion regarding the credibility of LCM based accuracy and

prevalence estimates since the reason for applying LCMs is the absence of an accurate reference

standard. The comparison of the näıve estimates obtained from the imperfect reference

standard with the LCM estimates might not be used for evaluation of the LCM, but rather

as a sensitivity analysis for the obtained näıve estimates, taking into account the imperfect

nature of the standard. Surely, the validity of this comparison also relies on the assumptions of

the LCM.

We recognize that some publications of diagnostic studies that use latent class models may

not have been identified in our review. However, as this is a review of reported methods,

complete coverage is not critical as, for example, in an intervention review. Our broad search

strategy captured a large representative sample and the risk of missing relevant publications

was reduced by checking the reference lists of included publications. As our goal was to

evaluate the LCM reporting and methodology in peer reviewed journals, research that has

not been published falls outside the scope of our review. Therefore, the potential for bias due

to unpublished work (i.e., publication bias) is not relevant.

The recent increase in use of LCMs in test accuracy research has coincided with an increase

in attention for problems that can be encountered when facing a reference standard which is

imperfect. It should be recognized that despite all the attention given to the potential problems,

valid LCMs can reduce the risk of reference standard bias. However, the reporting of latent class

analyses is often insufficient for readers to be able to critically appraise the obtained results. To

improve reporting, we suggest that future studies provide detailed information about the exact

specification of their LCM(s). Additionally, we suggest that all studies describe in detail how

the assumption of conditional independence was verified, as well as report information that

can help the reader appraise the validity of the obtained results.
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Appendix

Mathematical Underpinning of latent class models (Appendix 1)

Suppose that data are collected from a single diagnostic test X in a sample of patients suspected

of a specific target disease. Assuming that patients are either diseased (D = 1) or not diseased

(D = 0) and that test results can be classified as either positive (X = 1) or negative (X = 0),

it follows that the probability of observing a positive test result is the sum of probabilities of a

true-positive and a false-positive test result,

P(X = 1) = P(X = 1 ∩D = 1) + P(X = 1 ∩D = 0) = θα + (1 − θ)(1 − β), (1a)

where θ is the prevalence of the target disease, and α and β are the sensitivity and specificity

of the diagnostic test respectively. Similarly, for the probability of a negative test result,

P(X = 0) = P(X = 0 ∩D = 0) + P(X = 0 ∩D = 0) = (1 − θ)β + θ(1 − α). (1b)

A generalization of 1a and 1b can be written as,

P(X = x) = θαx(1 − α)1−x(1 − θ)β1−x
(1 − β)x. (2)

Assuming that a sample of subjects suspected of a target disease of size N is drawn and

every sampled subject receives R diagnostic tests, equation2 can be generalized by assuming

independence of observations conditional on the target disease status as follows:

P(X = [x1,⋯, xR]) = θ
R

∏
r=1

αxrr (1 − αr)
1−xr(1 − θ)

R

∏
r=1

β1−xr
r (1 − βr)

xr . (3)

Positive and negative predictive values (probability of disease presence (or absence) when test

is positive (or negative)) can be obtained using Bayes theorem.

By letting τr∣k denote the probability of a positive test r in class k and θk denote the probability

of a random individual belonging to class k, a generalization of equation 3 to a latent class

model with K classes is obtained by,

P(X = [x1,⋯, xR]) =
K

∑
k=1

θk
R

∏
r=1

τxrr∣k(1 − τr∣k)
1−xr ,

K

∑
k=1

θk = 1. (4)

This model has degrees of freedom, df = 2R −P − 1, where P is the number of freely estimated

parameters. Note that when K = 2, the model in equation 4 is equivalent to model in equation

3.
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Let n = [n1,⋯, n2R] denote the frequencies of 2R patterns of test results, where ∑2R

s=1 ns = N .

The likelihood of the data may be written as,

L(n∣θ1,⋯, θK , τ1∣1,⋯, τR∣1,⋯, τR∣K)∝
S

∏
s=1

[
K

∑
k=1

θk
R

∏
r=1

τxrr∣k(1 − τr∣k)
1−xr]

ns

. (4)

Optimization of the likelihood function, e.g. by an EM-algorithm, yields maximum likelihood

estimates of the parameters and (asymptotic) variances and covariance can be obtained by

the inverse of the expected Fisher information matrix. Alternatively, Bayesian estimation

techniques (e.g., Gibbs sampling, [101]) and analytic solutions have been proposed to obtain

the parameter and variance estimates.

Characteristics of Veterinary Publications (Appendix 2)

We identified 47 applications of latent class models (LCMs) in veterinary publications that

evaluated the accuracy of diagnostic tests or disease prevalence. All of these studies targeted

infectious diseases and 34 were published between 2007 and 2011. Interestingly, more than

3 out of 4 (n= 37) publications apply Bayesian models. Often, veterinary publications have

test observations that are nested in herds varying in infection prevalence. Using the method

introduced by Hui and Walter [30, 94], herd-level prevalences are estimated while assuming

that the test accuracies are constant across herds. This can be viewed as a special case of a

multi-group LCM and was used in 34 of the veterinary studies.
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Detecting misfit of latent class models in the absence

of a gold standard
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Abstract

Objectives

The objective of this study was to evaluate the performance of goodness-of-fit testing to detect

relevant violations of the assumptions underlying the criticized standard 2-class latent class

model. Often used to obtain sensitivity and specificity estimates for diagnostic tests in the

absence of a gold reference standard, this model relies on assuming that diagnostic test

errors are independent. When this assumption is violated, accuracy estimates may be biased:

goodness-of-fit testing is often used to evaluate the assumption and prevent bias.

Study Design and Setting

We investigated the performance of goodness-of-fit testing by Monte Carlo simulation. The

simulation scenarios were based on three empirical examples.

Results

Goodness-of-fit tests lack power to detect relevant misfit of the standard 2-class latent class

model at sample sizes that are typically found in empirical diagnostic studies. The goodness-

of-fit tests that are based on asymptotic theory are not robust to the sparseness of data. A

parametric bootstrap procedure improves the evaluation of goodness-of-fit in the case of sparse

data.

Conclusion

Our simulation study suggests that relevant violation of the local independence assumption

underlying the standard 2-class latent class model may remain undetected in empirical

diagnostic studies, potentially leading to biased estimates of sensitivity and specificity.
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A key step in the evaluation of a diagnostic test (e.g., imaging test, electrophysiology or

biomarker test) is the assessment of its accuracy, commonly measured in terms of sensitivity

and specificity. To assess the accuracy of the diagnostic test under study it is necessary to obtain

information on the true target disease status of study subjects that is preferably obtained from

a reliable source with perfect accuracy: a gold reference standard. Often, however, the best

available reference standard is not completely free of error [143,145]. Using such a reference

standard while disregarding these problems leads to a biased assessment of accuracy of the

diagnostic (index) test [29,112,176].

Latent class analysis has been proposed to circumvent this bias [94, 101, 144, 173]. The

latent class model combines the information from multiple, generally three or more, imperfect

diagnostic tests to uncover the unobserved disease structure. This approach has, for example,

been used to study the diagnostic value of immunohistochemical assays of bladder tumors [8],

to evaluate diagnostic tests to detect Visceral Leishmaniasis [24, 25], to estimate diagnostic

accuracy of test for acute maxillary sinusitis [47], and the accuracy of surgeons classifications

of bone fracture types [12].

The standard 2-class latent class model that accounts for the majority of applications in

diagnostic accuracy and disease prevalence studies [168], relies on making two interrelated

assumptions: i) existence of two classes representing groups of true target disease positive

subjects and true target disease negative subjects, and ii) local independence with respect

to the imperfect diagnostic test used in the latent class analysis [118]: the outcomes of the

diagnostic test are stochastically independent conditional on class membership. Together,

these assumptions have been criticized for being unrealistic for the majority of diagnostic

studies (e.g., see [9, 31, 136, 174]), potentially leading to severely biased assessments of

sensitivity, specificity and disease prevalence [71, 79, 160, 164]. Suggested alternative latent

class models that prevent this bias by accounting for dependence in diagnostic test errors

have been developed and have found application in more recent literature (for reviews and

mathematical underpinnings, see [41,64,95,118]).

In practice, a justification for the local independence latent class model is often sought in

testing its goodness-of-fit. However, no studies to date have examined whether this approach

yields sufficient power to detect local dependence and prevent biases at sample sizes typical of

diagnostic studies. A recent systematic review [168] of latent class applications in diagnostic

accuracy and prevalence studies estimated a median sample size of approximately 350 subjects

in such studies. One may therefore question whether the sample sizes of these studies are
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indeed sufficient to detect relevant deviations from assumptions. Second, while commonly

used measures of latent class model fit approach a chi-square distribution under the null

hypothesis as the sample size increases, in finite samples this distribution may not be chi-

square [142]. Especially when there is large agreement between diagnostic tests, leading to

some combinations of diagnostic test outcomes to be observed only rarely, these test statistics

may not approach their theoretical distribution. It is therefore paramount to study the behavior

of the model fit test under realistic sample size conditions.

In this paper we study the performance of testing the goodness-of-fit of latent class models

based on asymptotic theory and parametric bootstrap procedures [170]. We study power to

detect misfit of the standard 2-class latent model in scenarios where there is a relevant violation

of the local independence assumption. We will also study the false rejection rates (Type-I error)

for scenarios where diagnostic test outcomes are locally dependent. First, we consider the basic

theory and assumptions of latent class analysis. We subsequently describe 3 (large sample)

case studies obtained from literature that have presented latent class models for dependent

diagnostic test outcomes. The reported results from these publications will be used as the data

generating mechanisms in a Monte Carlo simulation study to evaluate the performance of the

goodness-of-fit tests in realistic settings.

Latent class model

The latent class model for the joint density of diagnostic test outcomes f(x) can be written as,

f(x) =∑
d

πdg(x∣d),

where πd = P(D = d) is an estimator of the prevalence of disease stratum d, and g(x∣d) is a

model for the joint density of diagnostic test outcomes within stratum d. In the following, we

shall limit our discussion to the common case in which diagnostic binary test data are available

on N subjects, taking on the values xj = 1 for a positive test result on test j, and xj = 0 when

negative.

The 2-class latent class model that has become the standard in applications in the field of

diagnostic research, is based on the assumption that the outcomes of the diagnostic test,

j = 1,⋯, J , are mutually independent given the latent variable. This latent variable is assumed

to have two classes, here denoted by d = 0,1. Hereafter, we refer to this model by 2-class local
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independence model (in short: 2-class LI model) that can be written as,

f(x) =∑
d

πdg(x∣d),

g(x∣d) =
J

∏
j=1

π
xj
xj ∣d

(1 − πxj ∣d)
1−xj .

These parameters are estimators of the sensitivities of J diagnostic tests πxj ∣d=1 = P(Xj = 1∣D =

1), the specificities of J diagnostic tests 1−πxj ∣d=0 = P(Xj = 0∣D = 0) and the prevalence of the

target disease πd=1 = 1 − πd=0 = P(D = 1).

Crucially, the parameters of the latent class model must be identifiable to obtain meaningful

estimates [72, 100]. For estimating the 2-class LI model data must be available on at least 3

binary diagnostic tests. The other latent class models we consider require data on at least 4

(models described in case study II and III) or 5 diagnostic tests (model described in case study

I).

Goodness-of-fit

The overall goodness-of-fit of the latent class model is evaluated by comparing the frequencies

of the observed diagnostic test outcome patterns to expected pattern frequencies under the

estimated latent class model. The prevailing test statistics that formalize this comparison are

the Pearson Chi-square statistic, denoted by X2, and likelihood ratio statistic, denoted by G2.

Both statistics are asymptotically chi-square distributed under the null hypothesis of perfect

model fit, with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the residual degrees of freedom, that is, the

number of independent diagnostic test outcome patterns (with binary tests given by 2J − 1)

minus the number of freely estimated parameters. For details, see [2,63].

In practice, behavior of these statistics under the null hypothesis can be poor when

combinations of test outcomes are only rarely observed, i.e., when expected frequencies are

low for particular diagnostic test outcome combinations [117, 142]. This sparseness of data

is influenced by several factors, including: the sample size, the number of diagnostic tests

(sparseness exponentially increasing with number of tests), the target disease prevalence and

operating characteristics of the diagnostic tests under study. In this study, sparseness is expected

to occur most pronounced in simulation scenario I, due to the combination of a high number of

diagnostic tests (J = 10), low target disease prevalence of the target disease (also in simulation

scenario II and III) and high specificities of tests (also in simulation scenario III).
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Table 3.1: Case study I: Depression example Garrett et al. (2002), a 3-class LI model, with classes labeled
as none, mild and severe depression. Estimated values are the within class probabilities of a positive
outcome on the 10 symptoms.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Prevalence .88 .09 .03

Movement .01 .17 .73

Appetite/weight .04 .31 .78

Sleep .03 .49 .77

Morbid thoughts .02 .24 .54

Guilt/sin .01 .08 .37

Self-esteem .01 .10 .56

Concentration .01 .15 .78

Fatigue .01 .25 .64

Loss of interest .02 .32 .91

Depressed mood .02 .30 .78

In our simulation study we evaluate power and Type-I error rates of these asymptotic

X2 and G2 goodness-of-fit tests to detect relevant deviations from the local independence

assumption. We additionally study the performance of bootstrapped X2 and G2 goodness-

of-fit testing which has been suggested to be especially useful in situations where data are

sparse [42,106,170].

Case studies

We review 3 previously published studies that developed latent class models for locally

dependent diagnostic test outcomes. The reported models and parameter point-estimates are

used as the data generating mechanisms in the simulation study that follows.

Case study I: Depression, Garrett et al. [67]

Garrett and colleagues have evaluated the diagnostic value of ten symptoms relating to

depression (N = 1322). The authors concluded that the 2-class LI model showed poor fit

to the data as compared to the 3-class local independence latent class model. Hence, Garret

and colleagues hypothesized that the local independence assumption of the 2-class model was

violated due to the existence of a third depression stratum.

The reported parameter estimates obtained from the 3-class LI model are found in Table 3.1.

Class 1 is labeled as the no depression class, has the highest estimated prevalence (88%), and
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Table 3.2: Case study II: Sensitivity and specificity estimates for 5 dentists from Finite Mixture model as
published in Albert and Dodd (2004). Prevalence of caries was estimated to be .17.

Sensitivity Specificity

Dentist 1 .45 .97

Dentist 2 .74 .88

Dentist 3 .66 .98

Dentist 4 .51 .96

Dentist 5 .92 .67

positive outcome probabilities are < .05 for each of the ten symptom groups. Class 2 is labeled

as mild depression with a prevalence of 9%, and the probabilities of a positive test outcome

that are between .08 and .49. Class 3 corresponds to severe depression (3%), with highest

positive outcome probabilities, ranging from .37 to .91.

Case study II: Dentistry data, Albert and Dodd [6]

Albert and Dodd re-analyzed Handelmans dentistry data [59, 82]. Data are available from 5

dentists classifying X-ray images on N = 3869 teeth as sound or carious. Fitting the 2-class LI

model showed poor goodness-of-fit, G2
= 129.85, df = 20, p < .001.

To relax the local independence assumption, Albert and Dodd [6] proposed a Finite mixture

(FM) model that can be conceptualized as a 4-class LI latent class model with fixed value

constraints on the πxj ∣d parameters in two of the classes. We can write, d = 0,⋯,3, πxj ∣d=2 =

1−πxj ∣d=3 = 1, j = 1,⋯, J . Classes d = 2,3 represent cases that are clinically obvious: teeth that

are unambiguously sound (d = 2) or unambiguously carious (d = 3) are assumed to have zero

probability for being mistaken for sound or carious respectively. Assume that d = 0 correspond

to cases that are truly sound and d = 1 denotes teeth that are carious, however, are not cases

that are clinically obvious and are thus subject to error.

Table 3.2 lists the estimated sensitivity and specificity for each dentist. The estimated

prevalences for the four classes are: πd=0 = .56, πd=1 = .16, πd=2 = .27 and πd=3 = .01. Hence,

the estimated caries prevalence is 17%.

Case study III: Chlamydia trachomatis, Dendukuri et al. [52]

Dendukuri et al. [52] developed a Bayesian multiple latent variable model based on the

notion that diagnostic tests developed to detect similar biological mechanisms measure a
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Table 3.3: Case study III: Sensitivity and specificity estimates with respect to Chlamydia Trachomatis DNA
(DNA) and CT as published in Dendukuri et al. 2009. Prevalence of Chlamydia Trachomatis and DNA
positive .099, Chlamydia Trachomatis negative and DNA positive .023, Chlamydia Trachomatis and DNA
negative .878.

Sensitivity Specificity DNA = 1 DNA = 0

LCR .88 .97 .88 .99

PCR .83 .97 .83 .99

DNAP .81 .99

CULT .96 .99

latent variable that is not the target disease status. In an evaluation of the accuracy of 4

diagnostic tests for Chlamydia Trachomatis, 2 of these tests: a ligase chain reaction (LCR) and

a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test are designed to measure the presences of Chlamydia

Trachomatis DNA. For these data (N = 3551), the authors developed a latent class model in

which the LCR and PCR tests measure the latent variable DNA which is related to the target

disease. The other tests, a DNA probe test (DNAP) and culture (CULT) are direct and imperfect

measures of the target disease status, which are less sensitive to non-viable Chlamydia

Trachomatis DNA. Further, it is assumed that in the absence of Chlamydia Trachomatis DNA

there is a zero probability that the target disease, Chlamydia Trachomatis, is present. As only

4 diagnostic tests are available, these parameter constraints are necessary for the remaining

parameters to be identifiable. When such strict constraints are not plausible, the authors

suggested the use of a Bayesian latent class analysis using informative prior distributions on

some of the parameters on which reliable prior information is available.

Table 3.3 presents the results as published by Dendukuri and colleagues. The LCR and PCR

tests, both the estimated sensitivity and specificity with respect to the disease and to Chlamydia

Trachomatis DNA are given. The estimated specificities with respect to the target disease of the

tests are high ≥ .97. The sensitivities range from .81 for DNAP to .96 for culture.

Design simulation study

Data are generated under the models that were discussed in the 3 case studies using the

parameter values reported in the original publications, resulting in 3 distinct simulation

scenarios (I-III). To study the role of sample size, we evaluate a sequence of equally spaced

sample size conditions ranging from N = 200 to N = 2000, with incremental steps of 200. For

every step, 2000 simulation samples of size N are drawn. On each sample, the data-generating

model is estimated to evaluate Type-I error rates of the G2 and X2 tests and the 2-class LI
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model is estimated to approximate the power of these tests. We also perform a parametric

bootstrap with 1000 bootstrap samples on each simulation sample to obtain a bootstrapped

p-value for the G2 and X2 statistics.

To evaluate the relevance of detecting misfit of the 2-class LI model in our scenarios, we

first study the bias and root mean square error in the estimators of sensitivity and specificity

of the tests under evaluation, and the target disease prevalence. Bias is defined as the

difference between the mean of the estimates under the 2-class LI model over simulation

samples and its true value (Tables 3.1 to 3.3). To evaluate bias in scenario I, we let class

d = 2 (mild depression) and class d = 3 (severe depression) merge into one category

consisting of true depression positives, such that the sensitivity of test can be computed by

(πxj ∣d=2πd=2 + πxj ∣d=3πd=3)/(πd=2 + πd=3). Root mean square error, which reflects both bias

and variability, is defined by the square root of the sum of the bias squared and the empirical

standard deviation of the estimates over simulation samples squared [36].

Simulations are performed in the software Latent GOLD 5.0 [170]. The MLVM (scenario III)

that was originally proposed in a Bayesian framework is estimated by maximum likelihood

using the standard EM routine in Latent GOLD.

Results simulation study

Bias and root mean square error

Figure 3.1 depicts the bias in target disease prevalences, sensitivities and specificities due to

violation of the assumptions of the 2-class LI model. In scenario I (upper panel Figure 3.1)

where the data generating model is the 3-class LI depression model (Table 3.1), the 2-class

LI model overestimates the sensitivity of each of these symptoms by a substantial amount.

Bias in the estimators of sensitivity ranges from +.06 for symptom Guilt/sin (s5) to +.16 for

symptom Loss of interest (s9). Bias in specificity (range between symptoms: [−.01,−.002])

and depression prevalence (−.04) is of a smaller magnitude and in the opposite direction. Root

mean square error (Table 3.4) in the prevalence and sensitivity parameters is substantially

increased under the 2-class LI model as compared to the 3-class LI depression model.

The middle panel of Figure 3.1 shows the estimated bias in scenario II. Sensitivities of the

dentists were underestimated, with bias ranging from close to zero (−.001) to −.06 for dentist

3. Bias in prevalence (+.02) and specificity (range: [+.005,+.02]) are in opposite direction.

Increased root mean squared error under the 2-class LI model as compared to the true FM
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Figure 3.1: Absolute bias and interquartile range of sensitivity, specificity and prevalence in scenarios I-III.
Based on 2000 simulation realizations, evaluated at a sample size of 1000.
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Table 3.4: Simulation results based on 2000 simulation realizations, evaluated at a sample size of 1000.
Root mean square error for Scenarios I, II and III under the data generating model (True model) and 2-class
local independence model (2-class LI model).

Parameter Model Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III

Prevalence True model 0.0226 0.0241 0.0094

2-class LI model 0.0446 0.0298 0.0196

Sensitivity True model 0.0594 0.0513 0.0342

2-class LI model 0.1366 0.0518 0.0833

Specificity True model 0.0053 0.0119 0.0058

2-class LI model 0.0079 0.0142 0.0128

model is most pronounced in the prevalence and specificity parameters (Table 3.4).

In scenario III the data are generated under the multiple latent variable model for Chlamydia

Trachomatis. For the indirect measures of Chlamydia Trachomatis (lower panel of Figure 3.1),

the LCR and PCR tests have bias that is close to zero (bias: < +.01); the sensitivity of the direct

measures of CT, DNAP test (−.11) and culture (−.14), are substantially underestimated under

the 2-class LI model. Prevalence of Chlamydia Trachomatis is estimated with bias close to zero.

Bias in specificity is close to zero (< +.01). Under the 2-class LI model, root mean squared error

is substantially increased in prevalence, sensitivity and specificity parameters as compared to

the true multiple latent variable model.

Type-I error rates

The left panel of Figure 3.2 illustrates the finite sample behavior of the considered test statistics

under the data-generating model. Type-I error rates are evaluated at typical nominal alpha =

5%. Thus, the number of rejections of the test statistic under the data-generating model should

approach 5%.

In scenario I, the (asymptotic) G2 statistic never exceeds the critical value to reach significance

(i.e., in none of the simulation samples the p−value was lower than .05). The X2 test has

Type-I error rates close to the nominal alpha level only for the smallest sample size (N = 200),

while reaching significance in approximately 20 − 25% of the simulation samples for the larger

sample sizes considered (800 ≤ N ≤ 2000). The X2 test based on the bootstrap reaches close-to

nominal level for all sample sizes considered, while theG2 test based on the bootstrap performs

similar to the asymptotic G2 test, substantially below nominal alpha.
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Figure 3.2: Type-I error rates (left panels) and Power (right panels) at α = .05 in scenarios I (upper panel)
to III (lower panel) for asymptotic and bootstrapped G2 and X2 tests.
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Type-I error rates in scenario II are satisfactory for the asymptotic X2 and bootstrapped X2

and G2 tests for the whole range of sample sizes considered. At N = 200, the asymptotic G2

reaches lower than nominal alpha (1.8%).

In scenario III, the bootstrapped G2 and X2 tests show satisfying Type-I error rates at all

sample sizes considered. Figure 3.2 suggests, however, that the asymptotic tests show some

deviations at the smaller sample size, similar to scenario II, at N = 200 a Type-I error rate for

the asymptotic G2 test is 1.7%. The Type-I error rates for the asymptotic test for sample sizes

where N > 200 are satisfactory.

Power

Next, we evaluate the proportion of samples in which the misspecified model was rejected.

Some caution should be exercised with interpreting the simulation results with respect to

statistical power, which are summarized in the right panel of Figure 3.2. Clearly, not all tests

have satisfactory Type-I error rates. We will focus on those results where tests have shown to

have Type-I error rates close to nominal alpha (5%).

In scenario I, Type-I error rates are only satisfactory over the whole range of sample sizes

considered (200 ≤ N ≤ 2000) for the bootstrapped X2 test. The power of this test never

exceeds 62%. Incidentally, at N = 200 both the asymptotic X2 and bootstrapped G2 have close

to nominal alpha, reaching 38% and 11% power respectively.

To achieve a power of at least 80% in scenario II a sample size of approximately 1000 is

necessary. > 90% power is achieved for N > 1200 for all asymptotic and bootstrapped tests. For

sample sizes N < 1000 we observe unsatisfactory power. At the smallest sample size N = 200,

the estimated power ranges from 10% for the asymptotic G2 test (also reaches lower than

nominal alpha) to 21% for the bootstrapped G2 test.

In scenario III, the four significance tests perform equally well with respect to their achieved

power at sample sizes of 600 and larger, reaching > 90% significance. At the smallest sample

size considered, N = 200 power ranges from 35% (Bootstrap X2 test) to 49% (Bootstrap G2

test).
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Discussion

We have illustrated the shortcomings of goodness-of-fit testing to evaluating the fit of the

standard 2-class local independence (LI) latent class model. This approach is commonly

found in the diagnostic studies that lack an accurate reference standard to justify the criticized

local independence assumption [168]. We have evaluated three distinct simulation scenarios

based on real-data examples. When local independence is falsely assumed in these scenarios,

estimators of test sensitivity and specificity and disease prevalence are biased and mean

square error is increased. Despite what could be considered important violations of the local

independence assumption, power of the goodness-of-fit tests was unsatisfactory in at least two

(scenarios I and II) out of three scenarios at sample sizes typically found in practice. This

deficiency in power to detect conditional dependence when present is in accordance with

earlier research [6, 157]. Our results also suggest that a substantial difference between the

X2 and G2 tests can be found in practice.

The Type-I error rates were unsatisfactory in one scenario (scenario I) with data on 10

(dichotomous) diagnostic tests. The high number of possible diagnostic test outcome patterns

(210 = 1024) in conjunction with test outcome pattern probabilities that are near zero

contributed to sparsely filled cells and low corresponding expected test outcome pattern

frequencies. Under these circumstances the G2 and X2 tests do not approximate their limiting

distribution, which explains the poor Type-I error performance of the asymptotic G2 and X2

tests [2].

Goodness-of-fit testing based on parametric bootstrap yielded better finite sample behavior in

sparse data, with the bootstrap X2 test yielding on average better results than the bootstrap

G2 test. In non-sparse data the asymptotic tests and testing based on the parametric bootstrap

procedure performed equally well. Alternative measures to distinguish between latent class

models have not been investigated. Instead of using global fit tests, an analysis of residuals

may be more helpful to pinpoint causes of local dependence in practice. Graphical [140] and

numerical [130, 167] techniques have been described. Future research may investigate the

utility of these measures.

For each of the simulated scenarios, a higher number of subjects was needed to reach

acceptable power levels than are often found in practice. In contrast to the three case studies

we have presented, with sample sizes ranging from N = 1355 to N = 3869, the majority of

diagnostic studies that use goodness-of-fit testing to find support for the local independence

assumption may have lacked power to detect misfit under the standard 2-class latent class
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model due to insufficient sample sizes. Repeating the simulations in the three scenarios at the

sample sizes of original publication, we find that the power of the preferred bootstrap X2 test

is: .3325 (scenario I at N = 1322), 1.000 (scenario II at N = 3869) and 1.000 (scenario III at

N = 3551).

We conclude that goodness-of-fit tests lack power to detect relevant misfit of the standard 2-

class latent class model at sample sizes that are typically found in empirical diagnostic studies.

Furthermore, the goodness-of-fit tests that are based on asymptotic theory are not robust to

the sparseness of data. While a parametric bootstrap procedure improves the evaluation of the

fit of the latent class model in the case of sparse data, violations of the local independence

assumption are likely to be missed in studies as power is low at typical sample sizes. Our

study re-emphasizes the relevance of obtaining an adequate sample size in diagnostic studies

of diseases that lack a gold reference standard when using latent class analysis.
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Diagnostic test accuracy in childhood pulmonary

tuberculosis: a Bayesian latent class analysis
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Abstract

The evaluation of tests for the diagnosis of childhood pulmonary tuberculosis (CPTB) is

complicated by the absence of an accurate reference test. We present a Bayesian latent class

analysis evaluating the accuracy of five diagnostic tests for CPTB in the absence of a gold

standard. We used data from a study of 749 hospitalized South African children suspected

of CPTB, where test results were available from culture, smear microscopy, Xpert MTB/RIF

(Xpert), tuberculin skin test (TST) and chest radiography. Using the latent class model, we

estimated the prevalence of CPTB (with 95% Credible intervals) to be 27% (21%, 35%).

Sensitivity of culture, Xpert and smear microscopy were estimated respectively at 60% (46%,

76%), 49% (38%, 62%) and 22% (16%, 30%); specificities of these tests were estimated

in accordance with prior information, close to 100%. Chest radiography was estimated to

have sensitivity of 64% (55%, 73%) and specificity of 78% (73%, 83%). Sensitivity of

TST was estimated at 75% (61%, 84%), decreasing substantially among children who were

malnourished and HIV-infected (56%); specificity of TST was 69% (63%, 76%). Using the

latent class model it was estimated that 46% (42%; 49%) of true CPTB negative cases received

anti-TB treatment, indicating substantial overtreatment.
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Tuberculosis in children is an important global health problem with an estimated 0.5 to

1 million new cases each year [97, 178] amongst which childhood pulmonary tuberculosis

(CPTB) is the most common form of pediatric TB. One of the major challenges is the lack of

sensitive tests for diagnosing CPTB [46,73,158,183]. In clinical practice, the diagnosis of CPTB

therefore relies on a combination of imperfect tests, which gives rise to unknown degrees of

under- or overtreatment [126,137].

In recent years, new tests for CPTB have been developed whose accuracy have been

evaluated using mycobacterial culture as a reference standard [128, 183]. While culture is

currently considered the best available reference standard, its sensitivity for detecting CPTB is

acknowledged to be imperfect [56, 158, 183]. The culture reference standard thus inevitably

leads to true CPTB cases to be misclassified as negative for CPTB. If these misclassifications

by the reference standard are ignored, then the assessment of the test accuracy can be biased

[112,143,145,176].

To address the problem of lack of an accurate reference standard, multivariable diagnostic

algorithms for CPTB have been proposed to combine information from multiple imperfect

diagnostic tests (including tests for TB infection and clinical data) in a systematic manner.

While more than a dozen of these algorithms have been described to date, estimates of CPTB

prevalence derived from them vary widely [86, 90]. None of these algorithms have relied on

statistical modeling approaches that take into account the imperfect nature and relative weight

of each of the diagnostic tests.

In this study, we re-analyzed the results of a study on hospitalized children suspected of CPTB

for which data had been prospectively collected on commonly used tests for CPTB [128]. The

tests include three microbiological tests, the tuberculosis skin test (TST), and chest radiography.

We use Bayesian latent class analysis to simultaneously estimate the accuracy of the five tests

to detect CPTB, prevalence of CPTB and the degree of under- and overtreatment in the cohort.

Latent class analysis has successfully been used in other diagnostic test accuracy studies in

the absence of a gold standard [41, 145, 161, 168]. However, we present here one of the first

applications of latent class analysis on prospectively collected data on CPTB.

Methods

Data were obtained from a study of hospitalized South African children suspected of CPTB

[128]. Details on the design of the study are available from the original publications [128,185].
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of 749 children suspected of pulmonary Tuberculosis (CPTB), South Africa (2009
to 2014).

No. (%) 749 (100)

Female sex - no. (%) 347 (46)

Age - months

Median (IQR) 22 (12, 50)

Range 1, 120

HIV infection - no. (%) 154 (21)

Weight

KG median (IQR) 10 (8, 14)

Z-scorea median (IQR) -1.1 (-2.2, 0.2)

Malnutritionb- no. (%) 211 (28)

Diagnostic test positive

Culture - no. (%) 122 (16)

Xpert - no. (%) 106 (14)

Microscopy - no. (%) 42 (6)

Radiography - no. (%) 249 (33)

TST - no. (%) 321 (43)

Household TB contact - no. (%) 409 (55)

Treated for PTB - no. (%) 436 (58)
a Weight for age Z-score, calculated according to World Health Organization Child

Growth Standards
b Malnutrition was defined by weight for age Z-score lower than 2

Briefly, children were consecutively enrolled when presenting to a hospital in Cape Town,

South Africa, between February 2009 and June 2014 with signs or symptoms suggestive

of PTB. Inclusion criteria were: (i) cough and at least one additional factor suggestive of

CPTB [128,185]; (ii) age under 15 years (iii) able to obtain informed consent from a parent or

legal guardian. Children were excluded if: (i) they had received TB treatment or prophylaxis

for more than 72 hours; (ii) their place of residence precluded follow up. Patient characteristics

are shown in Table 4.1. In total, 749 children were included in our analysis.

Written informed consent for enrollment in the study was obtained from a parent or legal

guardian. The Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of

Cape Town approved the study. Renewed approval for the current analysis was not required,

anonymized data were used.

Study procedures

Up to three induced sputum samples per child were each tested with three different

microbiological tests: liquid culture (mycobacterial growth indicator, BACTEC MGIT, Becton
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Table 4.2: Diagnostic tests for Childhood Pulmonary Tuberculosis (CPTB) and expected accuracy of these
tests for diagnosis of CPTB.

Test Expected accuracy

Microbiologicala Sensitivity Not perfect, concentration of Mycobacterium tuberculosis is
usually very low in sputum of children: true CPTB cases can be
missed

Specificity Near perfect for Culture and Xpert, microscopy may give false
positive results with a recent history of prior TB treatment or
with BCG disease

Radiography Sensitivity Not perfect, limited pathology may not be visible; subject to
inter- and intra-observer variability

Specificity Not perfect, positive reading may be caused by other respiratory
diseases and past PTB infection, subject to inter- and
intra-observer variability

TST Sensitivity Not perfect, due to anergy (HIV or malnutrition) or other reasons
related to limited immune response; in adults decreased in cases
with severe disease

Specificity Not perfect, false positives expected due to latent TB infection,
Bacillus Calmette-Gurin immunization and nontuberculous
Mycobacterial infections

a Culture, Xpert and microscopy

Dickinson Microbiology Systems, Cockeysville, MD, USA), hereafter referred to as culture,

a molecular nucleic acid amplification test (Xpert MTB/RIF, Cepheid Inc, USA), hereafter

referred to as Xpert, and sputum smear microscopy. A tuberculin skin test (TST) was

administered and read according to standard procedures by measuring transverse induration in

response to purified protein derivative (PPD; 2TU, PPD RT23, Staten Serum Institute, Denmark,

Copenhagen). Radiographs of the chest were judged as consistent with CPTB or not consistent

with CPTB by two independent readers, blinded to all other investigations and based on a

standardized reporting format. Disagreement between readers was resolved by a third reader.

The studied tests are complimentary; none of these tests in isolation is expected to yield perfect

diagnostic accuracy (Table 4.2).

HIV testing (HIV rapid test in all children, followed by a confirmatory PCR for children younger

than 18 months or HIV ELISA for children aged 18 months or older) was done in all children

with unknown HIV infection status. Weight of the child was transformed to a standardized

score (Z-score) as a measure of malnutrition according to World Health Organization Child

Growth Standards [50]. Parents provided information about the child’s date of birth and any

household contact treated for TB in the last three months. Anti-TB treatment decisions were at

the discretion of the treating doctor based on all available routinely collected information.
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Figure 4.1: Heuristic model specifying prior beliefs of relations between latent and manifest variables.

CPTB model

Prior to undertaking our statistical analyses, we defined a heuristic CPTB model representing

our assumptions about the pathophysiology of CPTB and the biological mechanisms that are

believed to have given rise to the test results. This model is graphically depicted by Figure 4.1.

The mechanisms of the three microbiological tests under study (culture, Xpert and microscopy)

are based on highly similar biological principles, via directly visualizing TB bacilli (microscopy),

detecting their growth (culture) or amplifying and detecting bacterial DNA (Xpert). Among

children with CPTB, we anticipate a positive relation between bacillary burden and the

probability of a positive test outcome. This is because children with a higher bacillary burden

are more easily detected by all three microbiological tests, while those with a very low bacillary

burden are more likely to be missed by all tests.

We also anticipated conditional dependence between the TST results and results from the

microbiological tests. For the case of adult TB it has been reported that TST may be

less sensitive in severe disease, which can in turn be associated with high bacillary burden

[14, 92, 93]. Since little is known about the exact functional form of this relationship in

children, we allowed for the possibility of this association to be non-linear.

Further, based on the literature and clinical expertise of our team members, we expect

that certain covariates influence sensitivity and specificity of the different tests and CPTB
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Table 4.3: Covariates potentially associated with test accuracy and disease prevalence parameters.

Test Parameter HIV Age Malnu-
trition

Household
TB contact

Bacillary
loadb

PTB preva ● ● ● ●
Culture Sensitivity ○ ○ ●

Specificity

Xpert Sensitivity ○ ○ ●
Specificity

Microscopy Sensitivity ○ ○ ●
Specificity

Radiography Sensitivity ○ ○ ○
Specificity ○

TST Sensitivity ● ● ○
Specificity

a PTB prevalence
b Bacillary burden is represented by a random effect
● clinical experts indicated strong belief that the covariate should be included in the model
○ clinical experts indicated there are reason to believe that covariate can exhibit an effect on the parameter

empty cells: clinical experts indicated no reason to believe that covariate should be included

prevalence. For example, we expect that the sensitivity of TST is systematically lower for

HIV-infected children as compared to HIV-uninfected children [137, 158]. We also expect that

some covariates influence CPTB prevalence. Table 4.3 lists the covariates and associations of

interest. A distinction is made between those associations that are well established and those

that remain to be studied.

Latent class models

Based on the heuristic CPTB model, we determined that the available tests would allow us

to classify subjects into one of two latent classes representing CPTB true positive and CPTB

true negative subjects. It should be noted that each class is in fact a mixture of subjects, e.g.

the CPTB negative subjects will include those who have different respiratory diseases, and the

CPTB positive subjects may also include children with co-infections. We assume conditional

independence of test outcomes for CPTB negative subjects.

Our analyses proceeded stepwise through four different latent class models of increasing

complexity. Our purpose was to study improvement in model fit and changes in parameter

estimates as we proceeded to the model that most closely represented the model illustrated in

Figure 4.1. Latent class model 1 (M1) is a 2-class latent class model based on the assumption

of conditional independence of test outcomes within both classes. Latent class model 2 (M2)
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adds to M1 a continuous random effect representing the unobserved true bacillary burden and

its association with the microbiological tests. Latent class model 3 (M3) adds 9 established

covariate effects on the sensitivity, specificity and/or class prevalence (i.e. CPTB prevalence) to

M2. It also includes the association between the random effect and the sensitivity of TST. We

consider M3 to be our main model.

We considered one more elaborate latent class model (M4) which includes the 10 additional

covariate effects whose associations with test sensitivity, specificity and prevalence are not

well established but are of potential interest (Table 4.3). As explained further in the Results

section we considered M4 to be an exploratory analysis, given the large number of covariate

effect parameters considered (19 in total) relative to the available data. Details about the

specification of these four latent class models are found in Appendix A.

Similar to earlier studies [80, 140], we assume that the random effect is a Gaussian random

variable whose effect on the sensitivity of each of the three microbiological tests is equal. The

covariates and the random effect influence the sensitivities and specificities of individual tests

through a probit model (see Appendix A for details). In order to model the possibly non-linear

relation between TST sensitivity and bacillary burden, we used a quadratic function; all other

associations with covariates and random effects are assumed to be linear and additive. The

latent class prevalence parameter is allowed to vary with covariates (household contact, age,

HIV and malnutrition) through a linear binary logistic function. To simplify modeling, age of

the child was dichotomized at 24 months of age separating very young and young children.

The probability of CPTB for each combination of tests was estimated. The model was also used

to estimate the proportion of overtreatment (proportion of those receiving anti-TB treatment

in the latent class representing truly CPTB disease negative subject) and undertreatment

(proportion not receiving anti-TB treatment in the latent class CPTB disease positive) in the

cohort.

Estimation and prior distributions

We fitted the latent class models to the data using a Bayesian approach. Appendix A

provides details of the form of the likelihood and prior distributions. We used informative

prior distributions only on the specificity parameters of the culture test and Xpert. The

specificities of these tests are widely acknowledged to be near perfect [158,183]. We selected

hyperparameters that let the 95% prior credible interval of the specificity parameters for
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the culture test and Xpert to range from 99-100% and 98-100%, respectively. For all other

parameters we used non-informative prior distributions (Appendix A).

Using the statistical software package JAGS [139] called from R [141] for all models we ran

three parallel Markov Chains Monte Carlo chains each with 50,000 iterations. The first 10,000

iterations of each chain were discarded. Convergence was assessed by visual inspection and by

checks of the Brooks-Gelman-Rubin statistic [70]. No convergence problems were identified.

To avoid label switching problems between MCMC chains [96], the parameters associated with

random effect were constrained to positive values among the microbiological tests.

Estimation of exploratory model M4 with informative priors only on the sensitivity of Xpert

and culture test (as in models M1-M3) yielded at least one covariate parameter estimated with

extremely wide credible intervals. This suggests that with the current priors some parameters

of model M4 are not identifiable or only weakly identifiable with these data. In a Bayesian

context, defining additional informative priors may help overcoming this problem [75,76,101].

We therefore adopted a Bayesian LASSO approach [132] to estimate the 10 additional covariate

associations modeled in M4 (Table 4.3). This is implemented by placing zero-centered Laplace

prior distributions with a diffuse prior on the scale parameter (for details see Appendix A).

The shrinkage is adaptive in the sense that it is proportional to the variance of the parameter

estimate such that parameters that are estimated with poor precision are more likely to be

shrunk to the null effect.

Sensitivity analyses

We conducted a series of sensitivity analyses to explore alternative modeling choices. Firstly,

to consider the impact of an alternative conditional dependence structure, we fit a 3-class

latent class model resulting from treating the random effect as a dichotomous rather than as a

Gaussian variable. In this model, children in the CPTB class belong to one of two groups: CPTB

disease with TB detectable in respiratory secretions or CPTB disease with TB not detectable

in respiratory secretions. In the latter class, we assume that sensitivity of each of the three

microbiological tests to be 0% and sensitivity of TST is assumed equal for the two true CPTB

class. This model (M2b) is compared for differences in sensitivity, specificity and prevalence

estimates with model M2.

Further, the informative prior distributions for the specificity parameters of the culture

and Xpert tests were replaced by non-informative priors. To test the effect of relaxing
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the assumption that the random effects equally affect the sensitivity of each of the three

microbiological tests, we conducted an analysis where this constraint was removed.

Results

Model fit

Figure 4.2 shows the pairwise residual correlations [140] between the test outcomes for the

four latent class models considered. For models M1 (the conditional independence model) and

M2 (conditional dependence assumed only between microbiological tests), substantial residual

correlation was found. In comparison, models M3 and M4 have low residual correlation. From

Table 4.4 we can see that for M1 and M2, the expected frequencies of test outcome patterns

substantially deviated from the observed frequencies. For model M3, expected frequencies

of test outcome patterns are close to the observed frequencies, together with low residual

correlation this suggests satisfactory fit of M3 to the data. Expected frequencies of test outcome

patterns for exploratory model M4 were similar to those for M3 (not shown) despite the

addition of 10 covariate effect parameters to the latent class model.

Estimates of disease prevalence and diagnostic test accuracy

Table 4.5 summarizes the estimates of test accuracy and CPTB prevalence based on Models M1

to M3. Estimates from model M3 are marginalized over the covariates and random effect. The

corresponding estimates for model M4 were very similar to those from M3 and are not shown.

When ignoring the conditional dependence (i.e. model M1), sensitivity and specificity of the

culture test were estimated close to 100 per cent; the estimates for the other tests and CPTB

prevalence are therefore close to those obtained from a nave analysis that assumes culture is

a perfectly accurate reference standard. Accounting for conditional dependence between the

microbiological tests (M2) provided lower estimates of culture sensitivity. Adjusting for the

conditional dependence between TST and the microbiological tests caused the estimate of TST

sensitivity to increase.

From Table 4.5 we see that by model M3, prevalence of CPTB was estimated (posterior

median) at 26.7% (95% Credible interval (CrI): 20.8%, 35.2%). The average sensitivities

of the microbiological tests were: 60.0% (95% CrI: 45.8%, 75.5%), 49.4% (95% CrI: 37.7%,
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Figure 4.2: Residual correlation plots Model 1 to Model 4 (M1 to M4). Residual correlations are computed
as the difference between observed and model-predicted correlation between each pair of tests (1: Culture-
Xpert, 2: Culture-microscopy, 3: Culture-radiography, 4: Culture-TST, 5: Xpert-microscopy, 6: Xpert-
radiography, 7: Xpert-TST, 8: Microscopy-radiography, 9: Microscopy-TST, 10: Radiography-TST).

62.2%) and 22.3% (95% CrI: 15.6%, 30.3%) for culture, Xpert and microscopy, respectively.

These sensitivities strongly depend on the random effect which represents the unobserved

bacillary burden in the sputum of the child (Figure 4.3, left panel). In accordance with our prior

beliefs, the specificities of culture and Xpert were estimated near 100 per cent; the specificity

of microscopy was estimated at 99.7% (95% CrI: 99.0, 100). The sensitivity of diagnosis by

radiography was estimated at 64.2% (95% CrI: 54.9, 72.8) and specificity: 78.0% (95% CrI:

73.4%, 83.4%). For TST, overall sensitivity was estimated at 75.2% (95% CrI: 61.2%, 83.8%)

and specificity 69.3% (95% CrI: 63.2%, 75.9%).
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Table 4.4: Posterior median expected frequency of each combination of test results for models M1 to M3
and predicted probability of CPTB based on M3.

Test outcome pattern Posterior median expected frequency

Cu Xp Mi Ra TS Freq-
uency M1 M2 M3 Probability of CPTB

based on M3

0 0 0 0 0 296 278 292 294 2 (0; 7)

0 0 0 0 1 149 168 155 151 16 (5; 33)

0 0 0 1 0 87 102 90 89 9 (0; 34)

0 0 0 1 1 78 62 73 77 52 (26; 74)

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 11 (0;100)

0 1 0 0 0 5 5 4 4 4 (0; 40)

0 1 0 0 1 7 3 4 4 56 (0;100)

0 1 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 12 (0;100)

0 1 0 1 1 2 2 4 4 88 (50;100)

1 0 0 0 0 3 3 4 2 23 (0;100)

1 0 0 0 1 8 5 7 10 93 (62;100)

1 0 0 1 0 1 4 6 1 54 (0;100)

1 0 0 1 1 20 9 13 17 99 (90;100)

1 1 0 0 0 1 6 5 3 100 (100;100)

1 1 0 0 1 17 14 12 15 100 (100;100)

1 1 0 1 0 4 12 10 5 100 (100;100)

1 1 0 1 1 27 26 22 26 100 (100;100)

1 1 1 0 0 8 3 4 10 100 (100;100)

1 1 1 0 1 5 7 10 5 100 (100;100)

1 1 1 1 0 21 6 8 18 100 (100;100)

1 1 1 1 1 7 13 18 9 100 (100;100)

Cu = Culture, NA = Xpert, Mi = Microscopy, Ra = Radiography, TS = TST

Sensitivity analyses

Results of our sensitivity analyses are shown in Appendix B. Replacing the Gaussian random

effects model (M2) between the microbiological tests by a 3-class latent class model (Model

M2b, defined in Appendix A) did not affect the results substantially. Therefore, we concluded

that our results seem robust to the choice of the conditional dependence structure and retained

the Gaussian random effect in more complex models M3 and M4. Also, relaxing the equal

random effects assumption (Model M3a) and replacing the informative priors on culture and

Xpert specificity parameters by non-informative priors (Models M3b and M3c) has little effect

on the model parameters.
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Table 4.5: Posterior median estimates (95% Credible Interval) of marginalized sensitivity, specificity and
CPTB prevalence (given in %) for models M1-M3.

Test Parameters M1 M2 M3

Prevalence 16.6 28.7 26.7

(15.6; 18.0) (22.2; 36.3) (20.8; 35.2)

Culture Sensitivity 96.7 57.2 60.0

(87.8; 99.8) (44.8; 73.5) (45.7; 75.5)

Specificity 99.8 99.9 99.6

(98.9;100.0) (99.3;100.0) (98.7;100.0)

Xpert Sensitivity 74.4 46.7 49.4

(66.0; 82.2) (37.1; 59.1) (37.7; 62.2)

Specificity 98.3 98.9 98.6

(97.0; 99.4) (97.3; 99.9) (97.3; 99.5)

Microscopy Sensitivity 33.3 20.4 22.3

(25.3; 42.1) (14.6; 27.9) (15.6; 30.3)

Specificity 99.8 99.7 99.7

(99.2;100.0) (99.0;100.0) (99.0;100.0)

Radiography Sensitivity 65.4 64.7 64.2

(56.5; 73.8) (56.0; 73.0) (54.9; 72.8)

Specificity 73.1 79.4 78.0

(69.6; 76.6) (74.2; 84.9) (73.4; 83.4)

TST Sensitivity 69.0 69.3 75.2

(60.5; 76.7) (61.1; 76.8) (61.2; 83.8)

Specificity 62.4 67.8 69.3

(58.5; 66.1) (62.6; 73.4) (63.2; 75.9)

Covariate effects

The estimated coefficients under model M3 show reduced TST sensitivity for HIV-infected

children. A graphical presentation of the estimated covariate effect and random effect on TST

sensitivity is found in the right panel of Figure 4.3. Sensitivity of TST dropped significantly at

higher and low levels of the random effect, and for malnourished and HIV-infected children.

Average sensitivity of TST under model M3 for children that are both malnourished and HIV-

infected was estimated at 55.8% (95% CrI: 30.8%, 79.2%); for only HIV positive at 61.7%

(95% CrI: 41.5%, 84.9%); only malnourished: 74.3% (95% CrI: 58.6%, 86.1%); for not

malnourished and HIV-uninfected children: 80.9% (95% CrI: 69.0%, 89.5%).

The (marginal) covariate effects estimated by M4 are tabulated in Appendix C. Based on this

exploratory analysis, only the effect age on sensitivity of radiography stands out. For children >

24 months, sensitivity of radiography was estimated at 52.5% (95% CrI: 39.4%, 66.0%), while
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Figure 4.3: Estimated sensitivity as a function of the random effect (M3). Left panel: microbiological tests;
right panel: TST.

for children < 24 months: 75.0% (95% CrI: 62.6%, 85.8%).

Posterior probability of CPTB

In addition to the estimates of prevalence and test accuracy, the Bayesian latent class model

was used to estimate the posterior probability of CPTB for a given set of test outcomes. The

estimated posterior probability of CPTB per test pattern under model M3 is given in Table

4.4. Not surprisingly, test patterns that included a positive culture generally had a predicted

probability of CPTB of 1, with very high precision. When culture was negative, the highest

posterior probability was obtained when Xpert, radiology and TST were positive. Two other

patterns associated with a greater than 50% predicted probability were those where Xpert

and radiology alone are positive, and where radiology and TST are positive. However, these

estimates were accompanied by wide credible intervals, illustrating the difficulty in diagnosing

individual culture negative children based on the 4 other tests we have considered.

Under- and overtreatment

Based on model M3, we evaluated potential overtreatment and undertreatment in the cohort.

Details about these calculations are found in Appendix A. Subjects were classified into quintiles

based on their posterior probability of CPTB. Within each quintile we estimated the mean

probability of CPTB and the proportion receiving anti-TB treatment. The relation between
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Figure 4.4: The probability of CPTB and the probability of treatment were estimated within quantiles
of the posterior mean probabilities of CPTB for each child based on M3 (Dashed lines are boundaries of
quantiles).

these two variables is depicted by Figure 4.4. The steep initial rise of the curve reflects the low

treatment threshold applied by clinicians suggesting that the probability of receiving anti-TB

treatment exceeds 80% even among subjects with probability of CPTB as low as 30%.

The proportion of CPTB positive children within the group of children that were receiving

anti-TB treatment was estimated at 45.8% (95% CrI: 42.4%, 48.7%), reflecting the level

of overtreatment; the proportion of children with CPTB within the group not receiving

anti-TB treatment was estimated at 7.0% (95% CrI: 1.8%, 17.8%), reflecting the level of

undertreatment. Additionally, the probability of not receiving treatment for CPTB negative

children was estimated at 42.4% (95% CrI: 34.4%, 51.9%); conversely, the probability of

receiving treatment for CPTB positive children was 95.5% (85.6%,99.0%), suggesting nearly

all CPTB positive children did receive treatment.

Discussion

We presented a Bayesian latent class analysis in the context of CPTB. Using prospectively

collected data from hospitalized children in South Africa suspected of CPTB, we estimated

the accuracy of five commonly used diagnostic tests and provided estimates of under- and
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overtreatment in this cohort. The predefined latent class models that incorporated conditional

dependence between the three microbiological tests and TST showed good fit to the data.

Through sensitivity analyses we showed our estimates of accuracy and CPTB prevalence are

robust to changes to the prior distributions and the assumed dependence structure.

Our results are in agreement with pre-existing reports that the sensitivity of confirmatory tests

for CPTB are low [158]. We estimated that a single mycobacterial culture test - generally

regarded as the most sensitive confirmatory test for CPTB currently available and often the

preferred reference standard - fails to detect almost 40 per cent of all true CPTB positive cases.

The number of true CPTB positive cases missed by Xpert (missing about 50 per cent) and

microscopy (missing about 77 per cent) are larger. Sensitivity of the TST and chest radiography

based diagnosis is somewhat higher than the culture test, though the specificities of these tests

are much lower.

We also found evidence that the sensitivity of the microbiological tests depends on the bacterial

load in respiratory secretions. Our estimates of sensitivity may therefore not be generalizable to

ambulatory settings as children with true CPTB presenting in outpatient clinics may be expected

to be on average less severely diseased [184], hence, (on average) having lower bacillary

burden in their respiratory secretions. Sensitivity of the microbiological tests in outpatient

settings may thus be lower [184]. TST sensitivity is strongly dependent on the immune

status and thus decreased in HIV-infected and malnourished children. Our results additionally

indicated that TST sensitivity varied with the random effect, providing some evidence that - as

in adult TB - TST sensitivity is reduced in more severe CPTB disease.

Due to the lack of an accurate diagnostic testing procedure for CPTB, doctors often make

treatment decisions under great uncertainty. Reflecting this uncertainty, a definite CPTB

diagnosis based on a clinical CPTB case definition as defined in the original study protocol

could not be made for 48 per cent of CPTB suspected children in the current study. Taking into

account this uncertainty of true CPTB status, we estimated using our latent class model that

in our cohort the proportion receiving CPTB treatment for true CPTB negative cases is about

46 percent, while not receiving CPTB treatment among true CPTB positive was estimated at 7

percent (with a wide credible interval). This points to the possibility of a substantial amount

of overtreatment and limited (low) undertreatment, reflecting the use a low implicit threshold

probability for a decision to treat hospitalized children for CPTB by the treating doctors in a

high HIV prevalence country. We stress that this low threshold and consequent high level of

overtreatment was likely clinically appropriate in the study cohort due to the high uncertainty
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of true CPTB, the high prevalence of TB in this geographical area and the high morbidity and

mortality of untreated CPTB.

Diagnostic test evaluation in the absence of an accurate reference standard remains a

challenging problem. In recognition of this, the US National Institutes of Health convened

an expert panel to propose a uniform clinical case definition for PTB, which recently issued

revised definitions [74]. The proposed PTB case definition leads to a classification into one

of 3 different classes (confirmed TB, unconfirmed TB, unlikely TB) based on a set of clinical,

radiological and microbiological criteria. While this case definition is clearly an important

step forward, the middle category (unconfirmed TB) prohibits unambiguous evaluation of

diagnostic tests in terms of diagnostic test accuracy and estimation of PTB prevalence and

degrees of possible under- and overtreatment. In future work we intend to compare the 3

group classification obtained based on this expert guideline to that obtained using our model.

We also intend to evaluate our model in children presenting with suspected PTB with less

severe disease in an ambulatory setting.

Although our latent class analyses have been carefully designed, we acknowledge that our

results depend on the assumptions we have made and that it may be difficult to appreciate

the validity of such analyses. However, we have made our assumptions explicit in this

paper, presented a variety of sensitivity analyses and we consider this preferable over making

assumptions that are both left implicit and known to be untenable, e.g. assuming culture is

a perfect test. In the absence of a gold standard test (i.e., a test with perfect accuracy) for

CPTB, making essentially unverifiable assumptions is inevitable to quantify the accuracy of the

diagnostic tests for CPTB.
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Appendix A: Full specification of latent class models

Let T
iCu,⋯, TiTS denote the observed outcomes on the 5 binary tests (Cu = Culture, Xp =

Xpert, Mi = Microscopy, Ra = Radiography, TS = TST) for subject i, i = 1,⋯,749. It is assumed

that the true CPTB status of each subject is a Bernoulli latent variable, di, where di = 0(1)

denotes true absence (presence) of CPTB. The joint distribution of test observations is modeled

by a two-class latent class model,

P(T
iCu,⋯, TiTS) =

1

∑
di=0

P(di)P(TiCu,⋯, TiTS∣di).

Conditional dependence latent class models

To relax the conditional independence assumption (M1) we evaluated three conditional

dependence latent class models (M2 to M4). We let r denote the random effect representing

bacillary load, r ∼ N(0,1). Further, we let Z
iHhTB, ZiHIV, Z

iAge and Z
iMal denote subject i’s

observed values on the binary covariates: Household contact with a TB patient, HIV infection

status, Age (dichotomized at 24 months) and Malnutrition, respectively.

For M4, the most elaborate latent class model considered here, the latent disease status di

is regressed on the binary covariates via the logistic function, ln{P(di = 1)/P(di = 0)} =

α0 + α1ZiHhTB + α2ZiHIV + α3ZiAge + α4ZiMal. For each test j, the marginal conditional

probability distribution P(Tij ∣di) is assumed independent Bernoulli with probability φ(ηj∣di)

where φ denotes the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of a standard normal distribution

(N(0,1)). The specific forms of φ(ηj∣di) for M4 are detailed in Table 4.6.

M1, M2 and M3 are nested within model M4. M1 (conditional independence model) is the

special case of M4, where all covariate (including the covariate effects on di) and random

effects are assumed to be null. In M2, all the covariate effects are assumed to be null and TST

outcomes do not depend on the random effect (i.e., σ4 = σ5 = 0 ). In M3, the covariate effects

for culture, Xpert, microscopy and radiography are assumed to be null.

Prior distributions

For M1 the prior distributions were as follows,

α0, β10,⋯, β50, γ30,⋯, γ50 ∼ N(0,1),

γ10 ∼ N(3.3023,0.126), γ10 ∼ N(2.886,0.126).
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For M2 the same prior distributions as M1 are used, and we add random effect parameters with

corresponding prior distributions,

σ1 ∼ Uniform(0,5), σ1 = σ2 = σ3.

For M3 we additionally define,

σ4 ∼ Uniform(−5,5), σ5 ∼ Uniform(0,5),

α1,⋯, α4, β41, β42 ∼ N(0,10).

Finally,for M4 we add,

γ41, β11,⋯, β42 ∼ DoubleExponential(0, λ), λ ∼ U(0,10).

Overtreatment and undertreatment

We used M3 to gain insight in potential overtreatment and undertreatment in the cohort. Let

anti-TB treatment received by subject i be denoted by δi, taking on the values 0 for no treatment

received and 1 for treatment received. We estimate the probability of being a true CPTB case

for each individual, P̂(di = 1), by averaging di over MCMC samples. The proportion of CPTB

positives within the strata of treatment status P̂(d = 1∣δ = 0) and P̂(d = 1∣δ = 1) are estimated

by the average P̂(d = 1) within each of the strata. By applying Bayes theorem, we can then

estimate the probability of receiving treatment for CPTB positive children P̂(d = 1∣δ = 0) and

probability of not receiving treatment for CPTB positive children P̂(d = 0∣δ = 1).

Sensitivity analyses

To evaluate the robustness of the random effects structure a 3-class condition independence

latent class model (M2b) is developed that is defined by,

P(T
iCu,⋯, TiTS) =

2

∑
li=0

P(li)
J

∏
j=1

P(Tij ∣li), where P(Tij ∣li) = πjl.

Class li = 0 represents truly CPTB negative children; li = 1 CPTB disease with TB detectable

in respiratory secretions and li = 2 CPTB disease with TB not detectable in respiratory

secretions. The assumptions are reflected in informative prior distributions for culture, Xpert
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Table 4.6: Specification of marginal conditional probability distributions of M4.

Test ηj∣di=0 ηj∣di=0

Culture ηCu∣di=0 = γ10 ηCu∣di=1 = β10 + β11ZiHIV + β12ZiAge + σ1ri
Xpert ηXp∣di=0 = γ20 ηXp∣di=1 = β20 + β21ZiHIV + β22ZiAge + σ2ri
Microscopy ηMi∣di=0 = γ30 ηMi∣di=1 = β30 + β31ZiHIV + β32ZiAge + σ3ri
Radiography ηRa∣di=0 = γ40 + γ41ZiHIV ηRa∣di=1 = β40 + β41ZiHIV + β42ZiMal
TST ηTs∣di=0 = γ50 ηTs∣di=1 = β50 + β51ZiHIV + β52ZiMal + σ4ri − σ

2
4ri

and microscopy,

πCu1
∼ Beta(1,400), πXp1 ∼ Beta(1,198), πMi1 ∼ Beta(1,1),

πCu2
= 0, πXp1 = 0, πMi1 = 0.

It is also assumed that for TST, πTs1 = πTs2. The remaining π-parameters have Beta(1,1) prior

distributions. The prior distribution for P(li) is Dirichlet(1,1,1).

Finally, we perform a sensitivity analysis for M3 by adjusting its prior distributions. M3b,

σ2, σ3 ∼ Uniform(0,5), M3c, γ10 ∼ N(0,1), M3d, γ20 ∼ N(0,1).
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Revisiting the cautionary note on conditional

dependence latent class models
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Abstract

In this chapter we revisit the evidence presented in the influential paper by Albert and Dodd

(2004) that cautioned against the use of latent class analysis in the absence of a gold standard.

We identify problems with the evidence from simulations that have important consequences for

their interpretation. Later studies that build on the paper suffer from the same problems. New

research showing if and when latent class analysis yields valid results for drawing inferences

about diagnostic test accuracy and disease prevalence is needed.
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In the context of estimating diagnostic test accuracy and disease prevalence in the absence

of a gold standard, the seminal paper by Albert and Dodd (2004, herafter A&D) cautioned

on the robustness of latent class analysis. The authors concluded after performing extensive

simulations, that: (i) significant bias in estimators of test accuracy can occur if the dependence

structure among diagnostic test outcomes is incorrectly specified, and (ii) in typical diagnostic

research settings where the number of tests carried out is lower than 10 and the sample

size is small or moderate (in the order of a few hundred), the observed data is generally

insufficient to distinguish between alternative dependence structures. More than 10 years

after publication of the manuscript, these findings still have much relevance to the practicing

diagnostic researcher and important consequences for the further development of the latent

class methodology (e.g., [41,136,168]).

In this chapter we revisit the findings presented in the orginal paper by A&D. We found that

many of the presented simulation results have flaws and therefore do not adequate support

their strong cautions against the use of latent class analysis. Notably, a substantial number

of these results concern the ability to distinguish between saturated latent class models with

alternative dependence structures (relating to conclusion ii of the original paper), without

being identified as such. It is well known that the evaluation of fit of saturated models is never

meaningful [115]. In addition, we will argue that the majority of the simulation settings have

little relevance to the practicing diagnostic researcher. These results relate to a special case

of a latent class model that has found little application in practice. Based on the results of a

new simulation study we conclude that a different view on the value of latent class analysis is

warranted: new research into both merits and pitfalls of latent class analysis is needed. We end

with a discussion relating our findings to more recent papers suffering partly from the same

problems [5,7].

Latent class models used by A&D

Let xi = (xi1,⋯, xij ,⋯, xiJ)
′ denote the vector of binary diagnostic test outcomes on test

j, j = 1,⋯, J , for subject i, i = 1,⋯,N , taking on the value xij = 1 when positive and xij = 0

otherwise. Assuming a 2-class latent class model, the true disease status for subject i is

a Bernoulli random variable di. We let the probability for the true disease be denoted by

P(di = 1) = π1. A&D focus on the case where diagnostic test errors are correlated (i.e., subjects’

test outcomes are not independent Bernoulli conditional on the true disease status), due to an

unobserved factor r, hereafter referred to as the random effect variable.
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For their analyses, A&D used a Gaussian Random Effect (GRE) model, assuming r ∼ N(0,1),

where, P(xij = 1∣di, ri) = Φ(µjdi + σdiri) are independent Bernoulli, Φ(⋅) is the cumulative

distribution function (c.d.f) of a standard normal variable. The probability that the ith subject

has test pattern f(xi) is

f(xi) =
1

∑
di=0

πdi ∫

J

∏
j=1

Pr(xij ∣di, r)ψ(r)dr, (5.1)

where ψ(r) is a standard normal density. Under the GRE model the vector of unknown

parameters is denoted by θGRE = {π1, σ0, σ1, µ01,⋯, µ1J}
′. The GRE is a special case of the

Gaussian random effects model proposed by Qu et al. [140], constraining the σ-parameters to

be equal for all tests. Xu et al. [180] noticed that this constraint amounts to assuming equal

within class correlation between all pairs of tests.

As an alternative for the random effects distribution, A&D used a Finite Mixture (FM) model

[8], assuming ri is a Bernoulli random variable, P(xij = 1∣di, ri) = γjdiri ,

f(xi) =
1

∑
di=0

πdi

1

∑
ri=0

ωdiri

J

∏
j=1

γ
xij
jdiri

(1 − γjdiri)
1−xij , (5.2)

where ωdiri is a class specific mixture weight (ωdi1 = 1−ωdi0). It is further assumed that at one

level of the random effect variable (ri = 1) the probabilities of false positive and false negative

test outcomes are structurally zero, i.e. γj01 = 1 − γj11 = 0. The parameter vector is given by

θFM = {π1, ω01, ω11, γ100,⋯, γJ10}
′.

Estimates of the sensitivity τ̂j1 and specificity 1 − τ̂j0 for jth diagnostic tests are the averages

over r for the estimated values of P(xj = 1∣d = 1, r) and P(xj = 0∣d = 0, r), respectively. For

the GRE model, τ̂j1 = Φ(µ̂j1/(1 + σ̂
2
1)

1/2
) and 1 − τ̂j0 = 1 − Φ(µ̂j0/(1 + σ̂

2
0)

1/2
). Under the FM

model, τ̂j1 = ω̂11 + ω̂10 ˆγj10 and 1 − τ̂j0 = ω̂01 + ω̂00(1 − ˆγj00).

The two random effects models reviewed here may be viewed as two extreme cases of

conditional dependence structures. Under the GRE model, for most subjects P(xj = 1∣di, ri)

corresponds to values close to the mean value of the random effect ri = 0. Under the FM model,

P(xj = 1∣di, ri) across subjects is concentrated at one of two extreme values, corresponding to

ri = 0 or ri = 1.
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Latent class models for the number of positive test results

Provided that diagnostic tests have identical (or ‘common’) true sensitivity and true specificity,

i.e. P(xi1∣di) = P(xi2∣di) = ⋯ = P(xiJ ∣di), the sum of binary test outcomes variable,

si = ∑
J
j=1 xij , si ∈ 0,⋯, J , is a sufficient statistic for a Mixture Binomial (MB) model [64,162].

Three MB models are presented by A&D. First, they discuss a Mixture Binomial Gausian

Random Effect (MB-GRE) model,

f(si) =
1

∑
di=0

πdi(
J

s
)∫ Φ(µdi + σdir)

si(1 −Φ(µdi + σdir))
J−siψ(r)dr. (5.3)

Estimates of the common sensitivity and specificity can be calculated from τ̂1 = Φ(µ̂1/(1 +

σ̂2
1)

1/2
) and 1 − τ̂0 = 1 − Φ(µ̂0/(1 + σ̂

2
0)

1/2
). Secondly, they discuss a Mixture Binomial Finite

Mixture model (MB-FM),

f(si) =
1

∑
di=0

πdi

1

∑
ri=0

ωdiri(
J

s
)γsidiri(1 − γdiri)

J−si , (5.4)

γ01 = 1 − γ11 = 0, τ̂1 = ω̂11 + ω̂10γ̂10 and 1 − τ̂1 = ω̂01 + ω̂00(1 − γ̂00).

The parameter vectors for the MB-GRE and MB-FM are given by θMB−GRE =

{π1, σ0, σ1, µ0, µ1}
′ and θMB−FM = {π1, ω01, ω11, γ00, γJ10}

′, respectively. Not detailed here,

a third alternative proposed by A&D is based on a Beta (MB-B) model with parameters

θMB−B = {π1, α0, α1, β0, β1}
′.

Estimation and degrees of freedom

Details about estimation and identifiability of the models discussed in the preceding section

can be found in the papers in which the respective models were originally proposed [8, 140].

In short, the parameters can be estimated by maximum likelihood through, for example,

an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [51]. Estimation is based on maximizing L =

∏
N
i=1 f(xi) for binary test data or L = ∏

N
i=1 f(si) for mixture binomial models. Only for the

GRE and MB-GRE models estimation requires integration. These integrals will be approximated

numerically by Gauss-Hermite quadrature [6, 140] with 50 quadrature nodes. The minimal

requirement for identifiability for the GRE and FM models is J ≥ 4 and for MB-GRE, MB-FM

and MB-B J ≥ 5.

When fitting these models to observed data, one often reports the residual degrees of freedom

(dfres, the number of degrees of freedom (df) minus the number of parameters (P ), [2, 3]).
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First, it provides information on both the number of (additional) parameters that can be

estimated from the available data (minimal requirement dfres ≥ 0). Second, goodness-of-fit

testing is often performed using χ2-statistics fit statistics (we use the likelihood ratio statistic

G2, [63]) which under perfect fit have asymptotic χ2 distributions with degrees of freedom

equal to the residual degrees of freedom. For the FM and GRE models, dfres = 2J − 2J − 4

and for the MB-FM, MB-GRE and MB-B models dfres = J − 5. For binary test data, this follows

naturally from the observations that i) P = 2J + 3 corresponds to the size of the parameters

vectors θGRE and θFM and ii) df = 2J − 1, since the sample space consists of 2J possible test

outcome patterns. Similarly, for the number of positive test outcomes data, i) from θMB−GRE ,

θMB−FM and θMB−B it can be seen that P = 5, ii) si can take on the values between all test

negative (s = 0) and all test positives (s = J), hence, the sample space of si consists of J + 1

possible sum scores, providing J degrees of freedom (e.g., see [162]).

Revisiting the analyses

In this section we will re-analyze the motivating example presented by A&D and point out

some problems with the earlier inference. Further, we briefly discuss the evidence based on

their examination of asymptotic properties (section 4, A&D) and Monte Carlo experiments

(section 5, A&D).

Dentistry data revisited

A&D presented an analysis on Handelman’s dentistry data [59, 62, 82] that consists of the

classifications of N = 3869 teeth as sound (negative) or carious (positive) based on X-rays

by J = 5 dentists. In Table 5.1 we present a re-analysis assuming FM and GRE conditional

dependence structures. We used Latent Gold 5.0 software. Focusing first on the binary test

data, as pointed out in A&D, there are substantial differences in parameter estimates between

the FM and GRE models. The differences are most pronounced in the estimated sensitivity of

dentist 1 and 3 and the prevalence of caries. However, based on a likelihood ratio test, we find

that both the FM and GRE model exhibit large degrees of misfit on the dentistry data (G2
= 53.1

and G2
= 42.7, df = 18).

When estimating the MB-GRE, MB-FM and MB-B models (we ignore the unrealistic ‘conditional

independence model’), A&D reported fit to the dentistry data for each of these models is close

to perfect (goodness-of fit χ2-statistics are estimated close to zero) and next to equivalent

(minimal differences in log-likelihood values), making it difficult to distinguish between these
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Table 5.1: Dentistry data revisited (N = 3869). Point estimates and standard errorsa from latent class
models

Models for binary data Models for binomial data

FM GRE MB-FM MB-GRE

Prevalence .17 (.016) .11 (.076) .17 (.017) .31 (.093)

Average Se . . .65 (.027) .44 (.097)

Average Sp . . .89 (.006) .91 (.006)

Se dentist 1 .45 (.038) .54 (.126) . .

Sp dentist 1 .99 (.003) .97 (.014) . .

Se dentist 2 .74 (.033) .77 (.107) . .

Sp dentist 2 .88 (.009) .85 (.027) . .

Se dentist 3 .65 (.041) .81 (.195) . .

Sp dentist 3 .98 (.006) .96 (.023) . .

Se dentist 4 .51 (.025) .50 (.071) . .

Sp dentist 4 .96 (.007) .93 (.022) . .

Se dentist 5 .92 (.018) .93 (.077) . .

Sp dentist 5 .68 (.012) .64 (.034) . .

P 13 13 5 5

residual df 18 18 0 0

log likelihood -7427.00 -7421.70 -5226.22 -5226.37

G2 53.08 42.74 NAb NAb

a non-parametric bootstrap procedure with 10,000 bootstrap samples. Point estimates and fit statistics obtained by
averaging over bootstrap samples.

b model is saturated: fit not determined.
Prevalence: (π̂1); Average Se: common sensitivity (τ̂1), Average Sp: common specificity (1 − τ̂0), Se: Sensitivity
dentist j (τ̂j1); Sp: Specificity dentist j (1−τ̂j0); P : Number of estimated parameters;G2: Likelihood ratio statistic;

models based on the observed data. However, the reader can verify using subsection 5 of

the current manuscript that for the MB-GRE, MB-FM and MB-B models on the dentistry data:

dfres = 0. Hence, these MB-models are saturated. Consequently, the fit of these models to

the data is perfect and equivalent besides possible rounding errors [115], irrespectively of the

structure of the dentistry data. Notice this is general: when J = 5, the fit to the observed data of

the mixture binomial models defined in subsection 5 cannot meaningfully be evaluated, unless

(additional) constraints to the parameters of these models are imposed. A&D (Table 1, pp.

429) erroneously report: dfres = 1 for the MB-GRE, MB-FM and MB-B models.

We also observed a large spread in observed proportions of positive diagnoses by each of the

dentists: 8.8%, 22.2%, 12.8%, 12.1% and 42.5%. This clearly contraindicates the assumption

of identical dentists’ sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing caries. Hence, the use of the

mixture binomial models for these data is not appropriate. Again, this issue is not specific to
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the dentistry data. [162] details specific conditions in which identical sensitivity and specificity

can hold. Due to these rather strong assumptions, mixture binomial models are rarely found

in diagnostic research literature as the diagnostic tests under study often may have different

accuracy.

Revisiting the simulations in A&D sections 3 and 4

The simulation results presented by A&D are tabulated in their sections three and four

(Tables 3 to 6). A&D Table 3 and Table 5 reports closeness of goodness-of-fit for J < 10 of

correctly and misspecified MB random effect models, both asymptotically (by expected subjects’

contributions to the likelihood) and by Monte Carlo simulation. However, in both sections 50%

of these results are flawed as these concern the case J = 5, for which we have earlier noted that

the MB models are saturated. In Table 4 and 6 A&D report in total 5 simulation scenarios based

on binary latent class models and that only for the minimum of J = 4 tests that are needed for

identifiability.

Simulation study

We conducted a few simulations to investigate the robustness of the simulation results of A&D.

We repeated the simulation scenario reported in Table 6 of their manuscript. Hereafter we refer

to this scenario as data generating mechanism 1 (dgm 1). Further we investigated whether

small changes to the simulation scenarios may lead to different conclusions about the ability

to distinguish between latent class models based on their fit on binary data. Simulations are

performed in Latent Gold 5.0 software.

For dgm 1, R = 5000 datasets of N = 1000 with J = 4 were generated under the FM model.

The simulation parameters for this simulation scenario are: γj10 = (.6, .7, .8, .9),1 − γj00 =

(.9, .8, .7, .6), πk = .5, ω01 = ω11 = .5. This corresponds to a setting where 50% of subjects

are correctly classified by all tests, sensitivities of tests x1 to x4 are 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.8,

respectively, while specificities are 0.8, 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95. On each simulated dataset, the

GRE (i.e. the misspecified model) and FM (i.e. the correctly specified model) are fitted;

for each model the 11 parameters are estimated. The simulation set-up implies within-

class pairwise correlations between tests ranges from 0.07 to 0.21. We also considered two

different simulation settings (dgm 2 and 3). Dgm 2 is equivalent to dgm 1, except that

γj10 = (.6, .6, .6, .6),1 − γj00 = (.6, .6, .6, .6). This implies the sensitivity and specificity of all

4 tests is equal to 0.8. Dgm 3 is an extension of dgm 2 to 5 tests. The within-class pairwise
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correlations between tests is .11 under both dgm2 and dgm3.

Similar to the original A&D publication we find that for dgm 1, the probability of estimating a

log likelihood value for the FM model higher than the value for the constrained GRE model is

unsatisfactory (success rate: 62%). The small adjustments to the dgm 1 scenario, in dgm 2 and

3 increases success rates to satisfactory levels: .88 and >.99 respectively. Similarly, the power

(approximated by simulation) to reject the GRE model based on the likelihood ratio test (G2)

is very low: 6% at α = .05 in dgm 1, increasing to 59% and 88% for dgm 2 and 3 respectively.

Discussion

The frequently cited paper by Albert and Dodd [6] has warned readers against the use of latent

class analysis in the absence of a gold standard. In this paper we have shown that the evidence

reported in this paper has important flaws that need reconsideration. First, the authors fail to

report that a substantial number of their simulation scenarios involve saturated models. Their

observation that the fit of these models to the observed data is near equivalent is therefore

both unsurprising and uninformative. In addition, much of the evidence presented in their

paper is based on examinations under Mixture Binomial models which involve the assumption

of equivalent sensitivity and specificity across tests. These models are rarely applied in practice.

Lastly, while the A&D paper suggest it may be possible to distinguish between alternative

dependence structures only with very large number of tests (J = 10), we found it was possible

to find a scenario where J = 5 was sufficient to distinguishing between alternative dependence

structures with high probability.

In our view, a more nuanced view on the value and problems of latent class analysis is

warranted. We also recognize that latent class analysis can yield biased results when the

dependence structure is misspecified and it may not always be possible to distinguish between

alternative dependence structures in practice. As the conditions under which this occurs are

yet unclear, more research in this area is needed. Albert and Dodd [7] and Albert [5] suggested

potentially more robust methods for estimating accuracy and disease prevalence by bringing

in information in latent class analysis from partial or imperfect verification using a reference

standard. However, these papers contain similar scenarios as found in the paper reviewed here,

where model fit is evaluated for latent class models that are saturated. Therefore, caution

should be exercised as well when interpreting the later studies building on the original A&D

manuscript.
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Value of composite reference standards in the absence

of a gold standard
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A common challenge in diagnostic studies is to obtain a correct final diagnosis in all

participants. Ideally, a single error-free reference test, known as a gold standard, is used

to determine the final diagnosis [145] and estimate the accuracy of the test or diagnostic

model under evaluation. If the reference standard does not perfectly correspond to true target

disease status, estimates of the accuracy of the test or model under study (index test), such as

sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, or area under the curve, can be biased [174]. This is

known as imperfect reference standard bias. One method to reduce this bias is to use a fixed

rule to combine results of several imperfect tests into a composite reference standard [9]. When

the combination of several component tests provides a better perspective on disease than any of

the individual tests alone, accuracy estimates of the test under evaluation (the index test) will

be less biased than if only one imperfect test is used as the reference standard. Comparing the

index test against each component test separately and then averaging the accuracy estimates

is not recommended; it is better to insightfully combine component tests together into a CRS.

The hallmark of CRSs is that each combination of test results leads to a particular final

diagnosis; in its simplest form, disease present or absent. For example, in a study on the

accuracy of a rapid antigen test for detecting trichomoniasis, researchers decided against

using the traditional gold standard of culture because it probably misses some cases [87]. As

they believed that microscopy picks up additional true cases, they instead considered patients

as diseased if either microscopy or culture results were abnormal. Table 6.1 gives further

examples. Although the choice of component tests and the rules used to combine them affects

the estimates of accuracy of the test under study [79], little guidance exists on how to develop

and define a composite reference standard. Additionally, there is a lack of consensus in the

way the term composite reference standard is used and reporting of results is generally poor.

To address these problems, we provide an explanation of the methods for composite reference

standards and make recommendations for development and reporting.

What is a composite reference standard?

A composite reference standard is a fixed rule used to make a final diagnosis based on the

results of two or more tests, referred to as component tests. For each possible pattern of

component test results (test profiles), a decision is made about whether it reflects presence or

absence of the target disease.

Composite reference standards are appealing because of their similarity to clinical practice;

they strongly resemble diagnostic rules that exist for several conditions, such as rheumatic fever
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Table 6.1: Examples of composite reference standards.

Condition Example Rule for
combination

Trichomoniasis [87] ‘Samples were labeled as positive if the results of
either mount microscopy or culture were positive
⋯ samples were labeled negative if both mount
preparations and culture were negative’

Any positive rule

Typhoid fever [150] ‘A composite reference standard of blood culture
and polymerase chain reaction was used’

Any positive rule

Adherence to isoniazid
preventive therapy for
latent tuberculosis [129]

Adherence defined as ≥ 3 points when tests
receive the following weights:
2 points for a positive urine isoniazid test result
1 point for patient observed taking tablets
1 for hospital records
1 point for patient self reporting

Heavier weights
given to more
accurate tests

and depression. Their main advantage is reproducibility of results, which is made possible

by the transparency and consistency in the way that the final diagnosis is reached across

participants. However, they also have disadvantages, the most glaring being the subjectivity

introduced in the development of the rule.

The term composite reference standard is often loosely used as a catch-all term to describe any

situation in which multiple reference tests are used to evaluate the accuracy of the index test.

It is sometimes mistakenly used to describe differential verification, when different reference

standards are used for different groups of participants (Table 6.2) [49, 125]. It has also been

used to describe discrepant analysis, a method in which the reference standard is re-run or

re-evaluated, or a different reference standard is used, when the first one does not agree with

the index test [77]. Both these approaches can lead to seriously biased estimates of accuracy

and should be avoided whenever possible.

In the example in Table 6.2 of a study on deep venous thrombosis in which differential

verification from was mislabelled as a composite reference standard, the reference standard

for participants with a negative index test result was clinical follow-up while those with a

positive result received the preferred reference standard, computed tomography [69]. If minor

thromboembolisms that would have been picked up by computed tomography were missed

during follow-up, the number of false negatives will be underestimated and the number of true

negatives overestimated, thus biasing the accuracy estimates. Ethical or practical difficulties

sometimes make it impossible to implement the same reference standard in all participants,

but it is important that the term differential verification is used to describe such situations.
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Table 6.2: Examples of misuse of the term composite reference standard.

Disease Example Explanation of misuse

Congenital heart
defect [60]

Pulse oximetry was performed prior to discharge
and the results of this index test were compared
with a composite reference standard
(echocardiography, clinical follow-up and
follow-up through interrogation of clinical
databases).

This is differential
verification because some
patients received an
intensive clinical work-up
while others were
followed-up in clinical
databases

Deep venous
thrombosis [69]

All patients were diagnosed according to local
protocols. Pulmonary embolism was confirmed
or refuted on the basis of a composite reference
standard, including spiral computed tomography
and three months follow-up.

This is differential
verification because high
risk patients had computed
tomography whereas other
patients were followed- up

Coronary artery
stenosis [102]

Diagnosis stenosis using composite findings from
both [the index and the reference] tests as an
enhanced reference standard ⋯ If a stenosis ≥
50% had been seen on one [imaging test] but not
on the other test, the observers closely
re-evaluated the respective coronary artery
segment showing discordant findings in order to
confirm or revise their initial interpretation.

This is an example of
discrepant analysis in which
the index test influences the
reference standard result

Table 6.2 also gives an example of discrepant analysis from an imaging study for coronary artery

stenosis in which the reference standard results were re-evaluated when they did not agree with

the index test results [102]. Such re-evaluation can only lead to increased agreement between

index test and the reference standard, which in turn can only lead to overestimates of accuracy.

Although discrepant analysis his highly discouraged, situations in which the reference standard

is repeated or a different reference standard is applied in those patients where the index test

and first reference standard disagree, should be termed discrepant analysis.

To avoid confusion we recommend using the term composite reference standard exclusively for

situations in which, by design, all patients are intended to receive the same component tests

and these component tests are interpreted and combined in a fixed way for all patients.

Developing a composite reference standard

As the choice of component tests and the rule for combining them strongly influences the

accuracy of composite reference standards [116], careful attention is required when developing

the decision rule. Ideally, the combination of test results and the corresponding final diagnosis

should be specified before the study to prevent data driven decisions. However, if there

is uncertainty about the best composite reference standard, a sensitivity analysis could be
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Table 6.3: Effect of using different rules to produce composite reference standard on estimates of accuracy
using example inspired by a study on the accuracy of rapid antigen detection test for trichomoniasis [87].

Result of component Diagnosis with composite Index test (rapid antigen

reference tests reference standard detection test, n = 100)

Culture Microscopy Any positive
rulea

All positive
ruleb

No. positive
result

No.
negative

result

+ + + + 25 1

+ - + - 10 3

- + + - 4 1

- - - - 1 55
a Accuracy estimate using the any positive rule: sensitivity = (25 + 10 + 4)/((25 + 10 + 4) + (1 + 3 + 1)) = 0.89;

specificity= 55/(55 + 1) = 0.98.
b Accuracy estimate using the all positive rule: sensitivity = 25/(25 + 1) = 0.96; specificity = (3 + 1 + 55)/((3 + 1 +
55) + (10 + 4 + 1)) = 0.8.

planned to see how sensitive the results are to the particular choice of tests or combination

rule. It is also important that the composite reference standard is clinically relevant. In other

words, it should detect cases that will benefit from clinical intervention rather than simply

the presence of disease [114]. For clinical situations when the true disease status cannot be

defined the composite reference standard should reflect the provisional working definition.

Keeping diagnostic guidelines in mind and seeking advice from experts in the field will help

ensure that the chosen standard is clinically relevant and interpretable.

Defining rules to combine component tests

Two rules exist for combining component tests into a composite reference standard. In the

simplest scenario of two dichotomous component tests, participants could be considered to

have the disease if either test is indicative of disease (any positive rule, also known as the

or rule). The alternative is that participants are considered to have the disease only if both

tests detect disease (all positive or and rule). If there are more than two component tests a

combination of these two rules can be used. Increasing the number of component tests will

increase the number of participants categorised as diseased. If the any positive rule is used,

this will increase the sensitivity of the composite reference standard (more diseased subjects

will be classified as diseased) but decrease its specificity (more non-diseased subjects will be

classified as having the disease). The reverse is true for the all positive rule; sensitivity of the

composite reference standard decreases while specificity increases. Table 6.3 gives an example

of how the choice of combination rule affects the accuracy of the composite reference standard,

which in turn affects the accuracy estimates of the test under study [174].
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There is almost always a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity when considering

alternative ways to combine component tests [116]. The exception is when a component test

in an any positive rule has perfect sensitivity, which makes a composite reference standard with

perfect sensitivity, or when a component test in an all positive rule has perfect specificity, which

makes a composite standard with perfect specificity [9]. Near perfect sensitivity or specificity

of a component test is often the reasoning provided for the rule chosen.

Selection of component tests

Although it may be tempting to include numerous component tests, the gain in sensitivity

or specificity of the resulting composite reference standard decreases (and the clinical

interpretability may diminish) as more tests are added. This is because additional tests may fail

to provide new information. In the trichomoniasis example, if another test such as polymerase

chain reaction amplification is added, new true cases may be detected [87]. However, if yet

another test is added, fewer additional true cases will be detected because fewer remained

undetected. Eventually, all true cases are detected and additional tests will only result in false

positive results, thus decreasing the specificity of the composite reference standard.

Multiple tests will be useful only if the component tests catch each others mistakes. For

example, in a group of patients who truly have trichomoniasis, if microscopy identifies disease

in the same participants as culture does, microscopy does not add any information and

therefore the sensitivity of the composite reference standard will not be higher than that of

culture alone [174]. When component tests make the same classifications in truly diseased or

non-diseased patients more or less often than is expected by chance alone, this is referred to as

conditional dependence.

In some cases, conditional dependence can be avoided or reduced by choosing component

tests that look at different biological aspects of the disease [66]. To avoid causing the tests to

make the same mistakes, you should consider blinding the observer of each component test to

the results of the other component tests if knowledge of these other test results can influence

interpretation.

Extensions to the basic composite reference standard

The basic composite reference standard categorises patients simply as diseased or non-diseased.

However, multiple disease categories can also be defined, such as subtypes, stages, or degree
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Table 6.4: Use of a composite reference standard to determine different categories of diagnosis for
turberculosis [165].

Individual tests

Final diagnosis Acid fast
bacilli
smear

Culture Radiology Histology Follow-up

Confirmed +/- + +/- +/- +

Probable +/- - + + +

+/- - + - +

+/- - - + +

Possible +/- - - - +

Not tuberculosis - - - - -

of certainty of disease. An example is a study on tuberculosis in which people were categorised

into one of four levels of disease certainty (Table 6.4) [165]. The basic composite reference

standard gives equal weight to all tests, but in clinical practice tests carry different weights.

The relative importance of the component tests can be incorporated by assigning weights. For

example, in the assessment of adherence to isoniazid treatment for latent tuberculosis in Table

6.1, the most reliable test was given twice the weight of the other tests [129].

Missing values on component tests

As with all diagnostic accuracy studies, results may be biased when not all participants receive

the intended reference standard [49]. Careful attention needs to be paid to missing values in

component tests. For example, if the any positive rule is used and the result of component test 1

is positive, we can conclude that a patient is diseased without knowing the result of component

test 2. For efficiency, researchers might consider skipping the second test in participants whose

first test result is positive [9, 91]. However, if component test 1 is negative, component test 2

becomes necessary for determining the diagnosis.

When a result is missing from a component test that must be present under the combination

rules, the composite reference standard is also missing. This may affect the accuracy estimates

of the index test and mathematical methods should be used to tentatively correct for this

bias [48].
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Table 6.5: Template for reporting results when using a composite reference standard.

Composite reference standard Index testa

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Final
diagnosis

No. positive result No. negative result

+ + + + p1 n1

+ + - + or - p2 n2

+ - + + or - p3 n3

+ - - + or - p4 n4

- + + + or - p5 n5

- + - + or - p6 n6

- - + + or - p7 n7

- - - - p8 n8

a When the results of the test being studied are not dichotomous or it is a diagnostic model, results from the optimal
or most common cut-off point should be presented in the index test column. This template can be extended for
situations with more than 3 composite tests.

Reporting guidelines

Complete and accurate reporting of the reference standard procedure is critical to allow readers

to judge the potential risk of bias in accuracy estimates. This is especially important for

systematic reviews of diagnostic tests. The validity of comparing accuracy estimates between

studies and pooling of estimates across studies is challenged when studies use different

reference standards or when reference standards are poorly defined or reported [111, 177].

We therefore recommend that in addition to using current reporting guidelines [26], authors

of diagnostic accuracy studies should include the following details about studies with composite

reference standards:

• The rationale behind the selection of component tests and the combination rule

• The corresponding final diagnosis for each combination of test results

• Whether component test results were missing and whether this resulted in a missing

composite reference standard

• The number of participants with each combination of test results. For continuous tests,

this information should at least be provided for the optimal or most common cut-off

point.

Table 6.5 gives a template for reporting. The availability of all of the above information will

allow studies using composite reference standards to be compared with those using only one

of the component tests as the reference standard.
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Conclusions and recommendations

Combining multiple tests to define a target disease status rather than using a single imperfect

test is a transparent and reproducible method for dealing with the common problem of

imperfect reference standard bias. Although composite reference standards may reduce

the amount of such bias, they cannot completely eliminate it because it is unlikely that a

combination of imperfect tests will produce a composite standard with perfect sensitivity and

specificity.

Other methods for dealing with bias resulting from imperfect reference standards are panel

diagnosis and latent class analysis [9,145]. In panel diagnosis, multiple experts review relevant

patient characteristics, test results, and sometimes follow-up information before coming to a

consensus about the final diagnosis in each patient. Latent class analysis estimates accuracy by

assuming that true disease status is unobservable and relating the results of multiple tests to it

in a statistical model [9,136]. The choice of method to deal with imperfect reference standard

bias will probably depend on the type, number, and accuracy of the pieces of diagnostic

information available in a particular study. Results from all three methods could be presented to

strengthen their face validity. Researchers who use a composite reference standard can improve

the transparency and reproducibility of their results by following our recommendations on

reporting.
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Bias due to composite reference standards in the

absence of a gold standard
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Abstract

Composite reference standards (CRSs) have been advocated in diagnostic accuracy studies in

the absence of a perfect reference standard. The rationale is that combining results of multiple

imperfect tests leads to a more accurate reference than any one test in isolation. Focusing on

a CRS that classifies subjects as disease positive if at least one component test is positive, we

derive algebraic expressions for sensitivity and specificity of this CRS, sensitivity and specificity

of a new (index) test compared to this CRS, as well as the CRS-based prevalence. We use

as a motivating example the problem of evaluating a new test for Chlamydia trachomatis, an

asymptomatic disease for which no gold-standard test exists. As the number of component

tests increases, sensitivity of this CRS increases at the expense specificity, unless all tests have

perfect specificity. Therefore, such a CRS can lead to significantly biased accuracy estimates

of the index test. The bias depends on disease prevalence and accuracy of the CRS. Further,

conditional dependence between the CRS and index test can lead to over-estimation of index

test accuracy estimates. This commonly-used CRS combines results from multiple imperfect

tests in a way that ignores information, and therefore is not guaranteed to improve over a

single imperfect reference unless each component test has perfect specificity and the CRS is

conditionally independent of the index test. When these conditions are not met, as in the

case of C. trachomatis testing, more realistic statistical models should be researched instead of

relying on such CRSs.
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For many diseases there is no gold standard diagnostic test having both perfect sensitivity and

specificity. Obtaining a definitive diagnosis for each subject in a diagnostic test evaluation study

or disease prevalence study therefore becomes challenging [143]. Disease classification based

on any imperfect single reference test will lead to biased inferences [29,154,176].

Consider the problem of evaluating a new test for Chlamydia trachomatis (C. trachomatis), an

asymptomatic, infectious disease with harmful medical consequences if missed, and potentially

serious social consequences if falsely diagnosed. The reference test of choice was previously

cell culture, which is thought to have near-perfect specificity but only moderate sensitivity [21].

More recently developed nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) are considered more sensitive

than culture, but not as specific.

To reduce the misclassification of C. trachomatis status, a number of studies have used a

Composite Reference Standard (CRS) for evaluating a new test (or index test) [9, 15, 22,

37, 99, 149]. For example, Alonzo et al. [9] defined a CRS based on two imperfect tests -

cell culture and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Subjects were classified as C. trachomatis-

positive if positive on at least one of the two component tests and as negative otherwise. This

CRS is based on what we will refer to as an OR decision rule (i.e., logical disjunction or ‘any

positive’ rule) according to which a positive result on one or more component tests is defined

as having the disease of interest. Another common way to define a CRS is the AND decision

rule (i.e., logical conjunction or ‘all positive’ rule) according to which a positive result on all

component tests is required to classify a subject as having the disease. Besides applications in C.

trachomatis, CRSs are widely used, e.g. for extra-pulmonary tuberculosis, community-acquired

pneumonia and pertussis [55,113,151].

The CRS is appealing because it provides a simple rule to assign a final ‘diagnosis’ to each study

subject. It is also described as being ‘unaffected by’ or ‘independent of’ the test under evaluation

because the test under evaluation is not used in defining the final diagnosis [9, 22]. However,

though the CRS aims to reduce mis-classifications of the disease status, it will not eliminate

them [124]. Nor are the component tests necessarily independent of the index test [79]. For

C. trachomatis, the aim is to reduce the number of false negatives by increasing the number of

component tests in combination with the OR-rule. The prospect of reducing misclassification

by increasing the number of component tests has led to a diversity of CRSs encountered in

practice - some having as few as two component tests [9,23], others as many as 9 [149], while

the FDA draft guidance requires 4 [163].
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So far, little attention has been paid to studying the accuracy of the CRS itself, and to how

its accuracy is affected by its composition [54, 79]. Another aspect that has not received

much attention is the impact of dependence between the errors of the component and index

tests. Alternative statistical methods, particularly latent class analysis, have been the subject of

much scrutiny with regards to the impact of conditional dependence and studies have shown

that ignoring conditional dependence can result in over-estimation of accuracy of the index

test [135, 136, 160, 164]. Dependence of errors may occur, for example, if there exists a

spectrum of disease severity with both component and index tests being more likely to detect

more severe cases and to miss less severe cases [31, 174] or when component and index tests

are based on the same technology. In the approach currently used by the FDA to evaluate new

NAATs for C. trachomatis infection, a new test is typically compared against a CRS made up of

other NAATs based on the same biological mechanism [38,163]. It is highly likely that there is

a conditional dependence between the CRS and the test under evaluation in this setting.

In this article, we aim to bridge these gaps by elucidating the workings of the CRS. We will

focus on the OR definition of the CRS as this applies to most C. trachomatis settings, where the

specificity of the component tests are considered to be relatively high and there is an interest in

improving the overall sensitivity of the CRS beyond that of any single component test. We first

describe a motivating example of evaluating a new test for C. trachomatis. We derive algebraic

expressions for the accuracy of the CRS, as well as expressions for the index test’s accuracy

based on the CRS. Further, we examine the behaviour of these parameters in several simulated

scenarios. We also briefly investigate CRSs defined by other decision rules. We conclude with

a Discussion.

Estimating the accuracy of a test for C. trachomatis infection

To illustrate application of a CRS in practice we use data from a diagnostic accuracy study of

C. trachomatis tests [22]. Data are available on 743 asymptomatic women (see Supplementary

Material) on 3 types of tests: A) 4 NAATs: polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and ligase chain

reaction (LCR) tests each carried out on both cervical (PCRC, LCRC) and urine specimens

(PCRU, LCRU), B) 2 culture tests one each on cervical (CULC) and urethral specimens (CULU),

and C) a DNA hybridization test (DNAP).

Though based on different mechanisms, all tests are designed to have high specificity [138].

NAATs are designed to detect C. trachomatis DNA at a low organism load and are therefore

considered most sensitive [21]. However, these tests cannot distinguish between DNA from
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Table 7.1: Impact of increasing number of tests in the CRS on estimated sensitivity (Ŝ∗PCRU ) and
estimated specificity (Ĉ∗

PCRU ) of the PCRU test. (For each CRS component tests used in OR decision
rule appear in brackets.)

Reference standard Ŝ∗PCRU Ĉ∗
PCRU

Estimate (95% Confidence Interval)

CULC+ 0.833 (0.752 − 0.892) 0.943 (0.923 − 0.959)
CRS1 (CULC+ or CULU+) 0.825 (0.747 − 0.883) 0.957 (0.938 − 0.970)
CRS2 (CRS1+ or DNAP+) 0.810 (0.732 − 0.869) 0.961 (0.943 − 0.974)
CRS3 (CRS2+ or LCRC+) 0.804 (0.705 − 0.838) 0.983 (0.969 − 0.991)
CRS4 (CRS3+ or LCRU+) 0.776 (0.704 − 0.834) 0.992 (0.980 − 0.996)

viable and non-viable organisms contributing to less than perfect specificity. In comparison,

cell culture and DNAP tests have lower sensitivity [21]. The cervical culture test is believed to

have near perfect specificity [22]. We use one NAAT(PCRU), which was new at the time of the

data collection, as the index test.

To evaluate the robustness of CRS-based accuracy estimates we considered different CRSs that

could reasonably be defined with the available data. To examine the impact of increasing

the number of component tests we defined a sequence of reference standards starting with

a single test (CULC) followed by CRS1 = CULC+ OR CULU+, CRS2= CRS1+ OR DNAP+,

CRS3=CRS2+ OR LCRC+ and CRS4=CRS3+ OR LCRU+.

When the reference standard was CULC, estimated sensitivity of the index test PCRU was

0.83 (95%CI,0.75 − 0.89) but it decreased to 0.78 (95%CI,0.70 − 0.83) using a CRS with 5

component tests (see Table 7.1). Simultaneously, the estimated specificity of PCRU ranged from

0.94 (95%CI,0.92 − 0.96) based on CULC to 0.99 (95%CI,0.98 − 0.99) based on 5 component

tests. Our example shows that estimates of sensitivity and specificity of the index test are clearly

sensitive to composition of the reference standard. This has also been noted by others, e.g. in

a systematic review of tests for C trachomatis, Cook et al [43] found that those studies that

had used a CRS with more component tests reported lower sensitivity and higher specificity. To

understand how the composition of the CRS affects its accuracy and the estimated accuracy of

the index test, we derive analytical expressions for the properties of the CRS as a function of

its component tests in the following section.
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Accuracy of CRS and accuracy of index test with respect to CRS

Let Ti = (Ti1, . . . , TiP ) denote the vector of observed diagnostic test results for the ith subject.

Tij takes values 1 if positive and 0 if negative on test j, and Pr(Ti) denotes the probability

function of observing Ti. The first (P − 1) tests are used to define the CRS. The P th test is an

index test to be evaluated. The CRS based on the OR-rule is formally defined as

CRSi = I(Ti1,⋯, TiP−1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if max(Ti1, . . . , TiP−1) = 1

0 if max(Ti1, . . . , TiP−1) = 0,

(7.1)

where I is an indicator function and CRSi=1 implies the ith subject is classified as having the

disease. For brevity we drop the subscript i from the remainder of the presentation.

In the development below, we examine two scenarios: i) the P tests (i.e. both component and

index) are independent conditional on the true (unobserved) disease status, ii) the P tests are

dependent conditional on the true disease status.

Case when tests are conditionally independent

Assume that all P tests are stochastically independent conditional on the target disease status.

The target disease status, denoted by D, takes the value d = 0 if the target disease is absent,

and d = 1 if it is present. The probability function of each combination of test results can be

written as,

Pr(T ) =
1

∑
d=0

Pr(T1, . . . , TP ∣D = d)Pr(D = d) =
1

∑
d=0

Pr(D = d)
P

∏
j=1

Pr(Tj ∣D = d). (7.2)

The sensitivity of the CRS based on the OR-rule is given by,

SCRS = Pr(CRS = 1∣D = 1) = Pr(max(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 1∣D = 1)

= 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣D = 1)) = 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Sj), (7.3)

where Sj denotes the true sensitivity of the jth component test. The specificity of the CRS is
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given by,

CCRS = Pr(CRS = 0∣D = 0) = Pr(max(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 0∣D = 0)

=
P−1

∏
j=1

Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0) =
P−1

∏
j=1

Cj , (7.4)

where Cj denotes the true specificity of the jth component test.

A perfect CRS would have zero probability of misclassification, i.e.: Pr(CRS = 1∣D = 1) =

Pr(CRS = 0∣D = 0) = 1. From equations (7.3) and (7.4) it follows that for a CRS based on

a finite number of component tests, under the assumption of conditional independence of all

component tests, the OR-rule leads to a perfect CRS if and only if the following conditions are

satisfied:

I) C1 = C2 = ⋯ = C(P−1) = 1,

II) Sj = 1 for at least one j = 1,⋯, P − 1.

Put in words, the conditions given above imply that for a CRS to be perfect it should include at

least one component test with perfect sensitivity and specificity (i.e., is a gold standard which

would then make the use of the CRS unnecessary) and all other component tests should at least

have perfect specificity. Clearly, these conditions will not be met in practice. It is therefore of

interest to see how the use of the CRS influences the estimated accuracy of the index tests.

Let the sensitivity of index test TP with respect to the CRS be denoted by S∗P . It can be shown

that,

S∗P = Pr(TP = 1∣CRS = 1)

=
∑

1
d=0 Pr(TP = 1∣D = d){1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣D = d))}Pr(D = d)

∑
1
d=0{1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣D = d))}Pr(D = d)

, (7.5)

illustrating that CRS based sensitivity of index test is a function of the sensitivity and specificity

of the component tests and the true disease prevalence. From equation (7.5), it can be seen

that the sensitivity of the index test with respect to the CRS will be exactly equal to the true

sensitivity of the index test (S∗P = SP ) if any of the following conditions are satisfied:

I) Pr(D = 1) = 1

II) C1 = C2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = C(P−1) = 1
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III) SP = 1 −CP .

The specificity of index test P with respect to the CRS is given by,

C∗
P = Pr(TP = 0∣CRS = 0)

=
∑

1
d=0 Pr(TP = 0∣D = d)Pr(D = d)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣D = d)

∑
1
d=0 Pr(D = d)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣D = d)

, (7.6)

and thus also relies on the accuracy of the component tests and the true disease prevalence.

It follows directly from equation (7.6) that under conditional independence of all P tests, the

OR-rule leads to C∗
P = CP if any of the following conditions are satisfied:

I) Pr(D = 0) = 1

II) S1 = S2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = S(P−1) = 1

III) CP = 1 − SP .

Considered in the context of our example on C. trachomatis, the conditions I and III above for

unbiased sensitivity or unbiased specificity are not relevant. A diagnostic study is unlikely to be

designed in a population where the disease is either present or absent in 100% of individuals,

nor is it realistic that the index test has no discriminatory value (i.e. SP + CP = 1). Under

conditional independence, an unbiased estimate of the sensitivity (specificity respectively) of

an index test would be obtained only if all specificities (sensitivities respectively) of P − 1

component tests equal 1. This means that even in the ideal scenario where all component tests

have perfect specificity leading to S∗P being unbiased, C∗
P will be biased. For the case of C.

trachomatis, while it is true that cell culture is believed to have near perfect specificity, the

condition that all component tests have perfect specificity will not be met. We will study the

consequences of having high, though not perfect, specificities on S∗P and C∗
P in Section 4.

The estimated disease prevalence with respect to the CRS is defined by:

Pr(CRS = 1) = Pr(D = 1)(1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Sj)) + Pr(D = 0)(1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

Cj). (7.7)

Case when tests are conditionally dependent

Conditional dependence between the P observed tests would arise due to their association with

a variable besides the disease status D. Here we will study the situation where conditional
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dependence is due to two dichotomous random variables Z0 and Z1 - the variable Z1 causing

dependence among subjects where D = 1 and the variable Z0 causing dependence among

subjects where D = 0. Conditional dependence between component and index tests among

true disease positives would imply they both have imperfect sensitivity. Likewise for specificity.

In the case of our motivating example on C. trachomatis tests, Z1 could be the severity

of the disease status (or organism load) among those with the infection, while Z0 could

represent the presence of Chlamydia DNA among subjects who had a recent infection but

are currently disease negative. The three dichotomous variables Z1, Z0 and D define between

them 4 possible classes of subjects. We will denote these classes by: L1 = (Z1 = 1,D = 1),

L2 = (Z1 = 0,D = 1), L3 = (Z0 = 1,D = 0) and L4 = (Z0 = 0,D = 0). The joint probability

function of the observed test results can be defined as follows,

Pr(T ) =
1

∑
Z1=0

Pr(T1, . . . , TP ∣Z1,D = 1)Pr(Z1,D = 1)

+
1

∑
Z0=0

Pr(T1, . . . , TP ∣Z0,D = 0)Pr(Z0,D = 0),

=
4

∑
k=1

Pr(T1, . . . , TP ∣Lk)Pr(Lk) =
4

∑
k=1

Pr(Lk)
P

∏
p=1

Pr(Tp∣Lk), (7.8)

assuming conditional independence between all P tests within the four classes. Notice that

when the P tests are independent conditional on the target disease status Pr(Tp∣L1) =

Pr(Tp∣L2) and Pr(Tp∣L3) = Pr(Tp∣L4).

The sensitivity and specificity of the jth test with respect to the true disease status are given by,

Sj = Pr(Tj = 1∣D = 1) =
Pr(Tj = 1∣L1)Pr(L1) + Pr(Tj = 1∣L2)Pr(L2)

Pr(L1) + Pr(L2)
, and

Cj = Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0) =
Pr(Tj = 0∣L3)Pr(L3) + Pr(Tj = 0∣L4)Pr(L4)

Pr(L3) + Pr(L4)
. (7.9)

The sensitivity and specificity of the CRS are given by,

SCRS =
∑

2
k=1 Pr(Lk)(1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk)))

∑
2
k=1 Pr(Lk)

, and

CCRS =
∑

4
k=3 Pr(Lk)∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk))

∑
4
k=3 Pr(Lk)

. (7.10)
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The sensitivity and specificity of index test P with respect to the CRS are given by,

S∗P =
∑

4
k=1 Pr(TP = 1∣Lk)Pr(Lk){1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk))}

∑
4
k=1{1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk))}Pr(Lk)

, (7.11)

C∗
P =

∑
4
k=1 Pr(TP = 0∣Lk)Pr(Lk)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣Lk)

∑
4
k=1 Pr(Lk)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣Lk)

. (7.12)

Examining the sensitivity and specificity of the CRS

We study the effect of various factors on SCRS and CCRS . We consider the true sensitivity,

specificity and disease prevalence values in the following ranges: Sj ∈ (0.30,0.90), Cj ∈

(0.90,0.99) and Pr(D = 1) ∈ (0.05,0.30). These values are motivated by those expected

for testing of C. trachomatis and other infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis or pneumonia,

where sensitivities can range from low to high depending on the type of test, specificities are

generally high and disease prevalence is low in the general population but can be higher in

high-risk sub-groups. For ease of illustration, we assume that all P − 1 component tests used to

define the CRS have identical sensitivity and specificity, i.e., Sj = S,Cj = C, j = 1,⋯, P − 1. The

number of component tests are varied from 2 to 10.

We also examine the case where the observations are generated under the model specified by

equation (7.8), where the P tests are conditionally dependent. The prevalence of the four

classes are set at Pr(L1) = 0.05, Pr(L2) = 0.05, Pr(L3) = 0.05, and Pr(L4) = 0.85. The

following constraints are applied without loss of generality: Pr(Tj = 1∣L1) > Pr(Tj = 1∣L2)

and Pr(Tj = 1∣L3) > Pr(Tj = 1∣L4), j = 1,⋯P − 1.

Accuracy of CRS under conditional independence

From equation (7.3) it follows that SCRS depends only on the sensitivities (S) of the

component tests. As the number of component tests increases the sensitivity of the CRS

itself increases. A simple intuitive explanation for this relation is that as the number of

component tests increases the number of patients classified with a ‘positive’ diagnosis increases

and therefore the probability of correctly classifying at least one target disease positive subject

increases. Table 7.2 shows that combining 2 component tests both with sensitivity S = 0.6 will

lead to a composite reference standard having sensitivity 0.84, i.e. the probability that at least

one of the 2 tests correctly diagnose a disease positive subject is 0.84. By simply adding a third

component test with sensitivity 0.6, the CRS’s sensitivity reaches 0.94. In theory if we let the
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Table 7.2: Relation between number of component tests and the accuracy of a CRS under settings
of conditional independence and conditional dependence ((a) strong, (b) weak). True sensitivity and
specificity of each component test are S = 0.60 and C = 0.95, respectively.

Conditional Conditional dependence

independence Setting (a) Setting (b)

P − 1 SCRS CCRS SCRS CCRS SCRS CCRS

2 0.840 0.903 0.800 0.930 0.840 0.903

3 0.936 0.857 0.888 0.917 0.936 0.857

4 0.974 0.815 0.934 0.908 0.974 0.815

5 0.98976 0.77378 0.96096 0.89824 0.98970 0.77383

10 0.99990 0.59874 0.99700 0.85414 0.99989 0.59891

number of component tests tend to infinity, the sensitivity would approach 1 (see Equation

7.3).

Similarly, from equation (7.4) it can be seen that the specificity of the CRS is completely

determined by the specificities (C) of the component tests. The specificity of the CRS is

a decreasing function of the number of tests. Again, the intuitive explanation is that the

probability of all component tests having a negative outcome for a given target disease negative

subject becomes lower as the number of tests increases. As shown in Table 7.2, two tests with

C = 0.95 specificity would together form a CRS with specificity 0.90. Adding a third test with

the same properties (S = 0.6,C = 0.95) would drive the CRS’s specificity down to 0.86. In

theory, adding an infinite number of tests would reduce the specificity of the CRS toward 0

(see Equation 7.4). Thus we observe that one cannot expect to improve both CRS sensitivity

and specificity simultaneously, unless C = 1 for all component tests.

Figure 7.1 shows that for a given sensitivity of the component tests (x-axis), SCRS increases as

the number of component tests increases from P − 1 = 2 to P − 1 = 10. On the other hand, for

a given specificity of the component tests, CCRS decreases as P − 1 increases from 2 to 10.

Accuracy of CRS under conditional dependence

To allow for comparison with the results under conditional independence, two particular

settings are considered with greater and lesser conditional dependence. Conditional
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Figure 7.1: Sensitivity and specificity of the CRS vs. sensitivity and specificity, respectively, of conditionally
independent and conditionally dependent component tests.

dependence within disease positive is created by setting Pr(Tj = 1∣L1) ≠ Pr(Tj = 1∣L2), and

conditional dependence within disease negative by setting Pr(Tj = 1∣L3) ≠ Pr(Tj = 1∣L4). In

setting (a), we consider a case where the magnitude of conditional dependence is greater. We

set Pr(Tj = 1∣L1) = 0.80, P r(Tj = 1∣L2) = 0.40, P r(Tj = 1∣L3) = 0.73 and Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) = 0.01,

j = 1,⋯, P − 1, so that the probability of a false negative outcome is substantially larger

in L2 than L1 and the probability of a false positive outcome much larger in L3 than L4.

In setting (b) Pr(Tj = 1∣L1) = 0.61, P r(Tj = 1∣L2) = 0.59, P r(Tj = 1∣L3) = 0.06 and

Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) = 0.0494, corresponding to a situation where conditional dependence is weak.

In both cases the probabilities stated above ensured S = 0.60 and C = 0.95.

From Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 it can be seen that in setting (a) SCRS does not increase

as quickly when P − 1 increases from 2 to 10, while CCRS also does not decline as

quickly compared to the case when the tests are conditionally independent. From Table 7.1,

under setting (b), changes in SCRS and CCRS resemble those observed under conditional

independence. When the CRS is based on all conditionally dependent tests it will never achieve

a specificity of 1. For example, under the conditional dependence setting (a), the component

tests have a maximum possible specificity of 0.96 and CCRS reaches a maximum value of 0.948

(Figure 7.1).
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Bias in CRS-based accuracy estimates

We now investigate the behavior of S∗P and C∗
P in relation to the composition of the CRS.

Of particular interest is the impact of the sensitivity and specificity of the component tests

and the true disease prevalence on the bias in CRS-based sensitivity and specificity (S∗P − SP ,

C∗
P −CP ). We consider the same ranges for accuracy of the component tests and true disease

prevalence as in the previous section. The true values of the accuracy of the index test are set to

SP = 0.90 and CP = 0.90. Under conditional dependence these values are obtained by setting

Pr(TP = 1∣L1) = 0.98 and Pr(TP = 1∣L2) = 0.82, resulting in SP = 0.05×0.98+0.05×0.82
0.05+0.05

= 0.9.

The probabilities contributing to the index test specificity are set to Pr(TP = 1∣L3) = 0.95 and

Pr(TP = 1∣L4) = 0.05, resulting in CP = 0.05×0.05+0.85×0.95
0.05+0.85

= 0.9.

Trends in CRS-based sensitivity and specificity with changes in accuracy of component tests

and disease prevalence

Figure 7.2 presents CRS-based sensitivity (S∗P ) and specificity (C∗
P ) for varying accuracy of the

component tests and disease prevalence assuming all tests are conditionally independent. The

lines in each plot correspond to a different number of component tests ranging from 2 to 10.

It should be noted that the values plotted are the expected values S∗P and C∗
P (derived using

equations (7.5) and (7.6)).

From the three panels on the left of Figure 7.2 it can be seen that the CRS-based sensitivity

S∗P is much lower than the true value of SP = 0.90 in all settings. We find that the bias in

S∗P is determined primarily by worsening specificity of the component tests and decreasing

true disease prevalence (see sharper slopes in Figures 7.2(c) and 7.2(e) vs. Figure 7.2(a)).

On the other hand, the bias in C∗
P is primarily due to lower sensitivity of the component tests

and increasing prevalence (Figures 7.2(b) and 7.2(f) vs. Figure 7.2(d)). The bias illustrated

in these figures corresponds to the particular case where the component tests share the same

properties. From equation (7.5) we can calculate precisely the bias from more general cases,

such as when each successive component test in the CRS has better accuracy. For example,

assume Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, and that the second test in the CRS improves over the first one in

terms of specificity such that S1 = S2 = 0.6, C1 = 0.94 and C2 = 0.96. From equation (7.5) we

can calculate that S∗3 = 0.49.

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 summarize the trends in S∗P and C∗
P , respectively, when there is conditional

dependence between the component tests of the CRS and the index test. The true disease

prevalence is set at 0.10 in all scenarios. Greater conditional dependence within disease
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Figure 7.2: CRS-based sensitivity (S∗P ) and specificity (C∗
P ) against accuracy of the component tests

and disease prevalence while all tests are conditionally independent. (Upper panel (a and b): change in
S = (0.30,0.90), while Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, C = 0.95. Middle panel (c and d): change in C = (0.90,0.99),
while Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, S = 0.60. Lower panel (e and f): change in Pr(D = 1) = (0.05,0.30),
while C = 0.95, S = 0.60. Each curve corresponds to a CRS with a different number of component tests
2 ≤ (P − 1) ≤ 10)

negative subjects tends to result in decreasing the amount of bias in S∗P (see Figure 7.3(a)

vs 7.3(b)). This can be explained by the observations of Table 7.2 where we found that

the specificity of the CRS decreases more slowly with each additional test in the presence of

conditional dependence. It should be noted that in other settings, it is also possible S∗P will be
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Figure 7.3: CRS-based sensitivity (S∗P ) against sensitivity of component tests (upper panels) and specificity
of component tests (lower panels) while assuming conditional dependence between all tests. Each
curve corresponds to a CRS with a different number of component tests 2 ≤ (P − 1) ≤ 10. Pr(Tj =
1∣L1) − Pr(Tj = 1∣L2) = 0.1 in upper panel. Pr(Tj = 1∣L3) − Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) = 0.053 in lower
panel. Details: a. Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, C = 0.95 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L3) = 0.73 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L4) = 0.01); b. Pr(D = 1) = 0.10,

C = 0.95 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L3) = 0.06 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L4) = 0.049411764; c. Change in C = (0.90,0.99), while Pr(D = 1) = 0.10,

S = 0.60 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L1) = 0.61 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L2) = 0.59); d. Change in C = (0.90,0.99), while Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, S = 0.60

(Pr(Tij = 1∣L1) = 0.61 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L2) = 0.59).

overestimated [54]. For instance, changing only Pr(Tj = 1∣L3) = 0.90 and Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) = 0,

it can be shown from Equation (7.11) that S∗P will overestimated, tending to the limit of 0.916

with increasing number of component tests.

Figure 7.4 shows that greater conditional dependence within disease negative will also impact

C∗
P , resulting in an overestimate compared to CP (Figure 7.4(a) vs7.4(b)). The reason for

the over-estimation can be understood by examining equation (7.12). We set Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) <

Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk) k = 1,2,3, implying that as the sensitivity of the component tests increases

Pr(Tj = 0∣L4) >> Pr(Tj = 0∣Lk), k = 1,2. Therefore, P (TiP = 0∣CRS = 0) is over-estimated

due to the increasing influence of Pr(Tj = 0∣L4) with higher sensitivities. Similarly, greater

conditional dependence within disease positive can also contribute to overestimation in C∗
P
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Figure 7.4: CRS-based specificity (C∗
P ) against sensitivity of component tests (upper panels) and

specificity of componente test (lower panels) while assuming conditional dependence between all tests.
Each curve corresponds to a CRS with a different number of component tests 2 ≤ (P − 1) ≤ 10.
Pr(Tj = 1∣L1) − Pr(Tj = 1∣L2) = 0.1 in upper panel. Pr(Tj = 1∣L3) − Pr(Tj = 1∣L4) = 0.053 in
lower panel. Details: a. Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, C = 0.95 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L3) = 0.73 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L4) = 0.01);
b. Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, C = 0.95 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L3) = 0.06 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L4) = 0.049411764); c.
Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, S = 0.60 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L1) = 0.80 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L2) = 0.40); d. Pr(D = 1) = 0.10,
S = 0.60 (Pr(Tij = 1∣L1) = 0.61 and Pr(Tij = 1∣L2) = 0.59).

(Figure 7.4(c) and 7.4(d)).

For example, suppose that when the CRS comprises 3 conditionally independent tests having

sensitivity S = 0.90 and specificity C = 0.95, and true disease prevalence is 0.10, S∗P = 0.45 is

considerably lower than the true value of SP (Figure 7.2(a) but C∗
P = 0.8998 ≈ CP (7.2(b)). If

the tests were conditionally dependent, the bias in S∗P may be decreased (Figure 7.3), however

C∗
P will be an overestimate (Figure 7.4). Though the percentage bias in C∗

P is seemingly small,

it could translate into a large underestimate of the false-positive percentage attributable to the

index test in a low prevalence setting.
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Impact of increasing number of tests in the CRS

For the scenarios considered, as the number of component tests in the CRS increases, S∗P tends

to be increasingly underestimated (Figures 7.2 and 7.3). On the other hand, with increasing

component tests C∗
P may either be estimated better provided the tests are conditionally

independent or tends to become overestimated if the tests are conditionally dependent (Figures

7.2 and 7.4).

As the number of component tests increases, more subjects will be classified by the CRS as

having the disease. Though in practice the number of component tests (P − 1) in the CRS

will be finite and relatively small, it is instructive to see what happens when the number of

component tests increases infinitely (P − 1 →∞). Provided the set of conditions for achieving

unbiased S∗P and C∗
P listed under equations 7.5 and 7.6 are not met, we will observe the

asymptotic results described below.

From equation (7.7) it can be seen that as limP−1→∞ Pr(CRS = 1) = 1. Accordingly, under

the assumption of conditional independence, it can also be shown that limP−1→∞Pr(TP =

1∣CRS = 1) = Pr(TP = 1) = 0.18, which is substantially smaller than SP = 0.90. Paradoxically,

limP−1→∞Pr(TP = 0∣CRS = 0) = Pr(TP = 0∣D = 0) = CP , meaning the CRS-based specificity

of the index test converges to an unbiased estimate in a situation where in fact it is not possible

to estimate specificity, as the number of subjects classified as disease negative converges to

zero.

A re-examination of equation (7.5) helps understand the limiting behavior of S∗P . It can be

shown that limP−1→∞{1 −∏
P−1
j=1 (1 −Pr(Tj = 1∣D = d))} = 1. Therefore, for a sufficiently large

number of component tests, S∗P = Pr(TP = 1∣CRS = 1) ≈ ∑
1
d=0 Pr(TP = 1∣D = d)Pr(D =

d) = Pr(TP = 1), implying that as the number of component tests increases their accuracy has

decreasing influence on the estimate of index test sensitivity. As we have chosen Cj > 1 − Sj ,

then∏P−1j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0) =∏
P−1
j=1 Cj = C

P−1 decreases toward 0 much more slowly than the

term ∏P−1j=1 Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 1) = ∏
P−1
j=1 (1 − Sj) = (1 − Sj)

P−1. Therefore, all terms of Equation

(7.6) except Pr(TP = 0∣D = 0) become negligible and C∗
P tends toward the true specificity CP

as P − 1 increases (even though it cannot be estimated).

When there is strong conditional dependence in the disease negative group, as the number of

component tests in the CRS increases, limP−1→∞{∏
P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣Lk))} = 0, k = 1,2,3,4.

However, the limit converges much faster for k = 1,2,3 than for k = 4, hence the index test

specificity C∗
P converges to Pr(TP = 0∣CRS = 0) ≈ Pr(TP = 0∣L4) = 0.95, which is an over-
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estimate.

Returning to evaluation of a test for C. trachomatis infection

In the light of the preceding sections, we can see that the decline in Ŝ∗PCRU and increase

in Ĉ∗
PCRU seen in Table 7.1 is to be expected with increasing number of component tests in

the CRS. Given CULC is supposed to have near perfect specificity but only moderate sensitivity,

CULC positive patients are probably a subset of disease positive patients with a higher organism

load. Since the sensitivity of the PCR test is also affected by the organism load, the sensitivities

of the two tests are likely to be conditionally dependent. Thus the CULC-based sensitivity

estimate could be an over-estimate (if the conditional dependence was sufficiently high) or an

underestimate. The CULC-based specificity estimate is probably an underestimate due to the

imperfect sensitivity of CULC, and may thus serve as a lower bound of the true PCR specificity.

The CRSs in Table 7.1 may be constructed in practice with the expectation they improve over

CULC and will add insight, particularly by narrowing the range of uncertainty around the

accuracy of the specificity of PCR. However, as we can see from our simulations, with each

additional component test CRS sensitivity will improve but with a loss of specificity, given

the component tests in the example in Table 1 do not have perfect specificity. Therefore we

can expect that increasing P − 1 will probably result in increasing underestimation of Ŝ∗PCRU .

Further, with the addition of NAATs to the CRS, we can expect conditional dependence within

disease negative of the CRS and the PCR test. Therefore, the Ĉ∗
PCRU values in Table 1 could

be either underestimates or overestimates though it is unknown at what value of P − 1 the

direction of bias changes. Thus, though the definition of a CRS may be considered ‘transparent’,

the resulting estimates are highly likely to be biased and are not easily interpretable even as

lower or upper bounds of the new test’s accuracy.

Other decision rules for defining a CRS

CRS based on the AND decision rule

While our focus so far has been on the OR rule motivated by the case of Chlamydia trachomatis

testing, other alternative compositions of the CRS exist. For other applications, the OR-rule

may be seen as being too liberal requiring only a single positive component test to classify a

patient as true positive. At the other extreme, a CRS based on the AND rule (denoted CRSa)

would be very conservative requiring all tests to be positive as follows
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CRSa = I(T1,⋯, TP−1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if min(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 1

0 if min(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 0,

As we will show below, the expressions for the accuracy of this CRS and for the estimated

accuracy of an index test with respect to this CRS are symmetric to the expressions defined

previously in Section 3. By replacing CP by SP , SP by CP , Cj by Sj , Sj by Cj , and

1 − Pr(D = 1) by Pr(D = 1) in equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6), we can obtain the

corresponding expressions for the case when all tests are conditionally independent. The

sensitivity of CRSa is given by

SCRSa = Pr(CRSa = 1∣D = 1) = Pr(min(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 1∣D = 1)

= Pr(T1 = 1, . . . , TP−1 = 1∣D = 1)

=
P−1

∏
j=1

Pr(Tj = 1∣D = 1) =
P−1

∏
j=1

Sj , (7.13)

the specificity of CRSa is given by

CCRSa = Pr(CRSa = 0∣D = 0) = Pr(min(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 0∣D = 0)

= 1 − Pr(min(T1, . . . , TP−1) = 1∣D = 0) = 1 − Pr(T1 = 1, . . . , TP−1 = 1∣D = 1)

= 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0)) = 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 −Cj), (7.14)

the sensitivity of index test P with respect to CRSa is given by

S∗Pa = Pr(TP = 1∣CRSa = 1)

=
∑

1
d=0 Pr(TP = 1∣D = d)Pr(D = d)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 1∣D = d)

∑
1
d=0 Pr(D = d)∏

P−1
j=1 Pr(Tj = 1∣D = d)

, (7.15)

and the specificity of index test P with respect to CRSa is given by,

C∗
Pa = Pr(TP = 0∣CRSa = 0)

=
∑

1
d=0 Pr(TP = 0∣D = d){1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 0∣D = d))}Pr(D = d)

∑
1
d=0{1 −∏

P−1
j=1 (1 − Pr(Tj = 0∣D = d))}Pr(D = d)

. (7.16)
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Due to the symmetry, SCRSa decreases and CCRSa increases as the number of component tests

becomes large. If we were to use an AND decision rule for the situation in Table 7.2 (i.e. each

component tests having S = 0.6 and C = 0.9), SCRSa would drop from 0.36 with 2 component

tests to 0.0060 with 10 component tests. Correspondingly, CCRSa would increase from 0.9975

to 1. The expressions in sections 7 can similarly be converted into equivalent expressions for

CRSa.

CRS based on the ‘at least two positive tests’ decision rule

The OR and AND rules can be seen as the boundaries of a family of decision rules which are

defined by a positivity criterion of the form “at least m positive component tests” as follows

CRSm = I(T1,⋯, TP−1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if ∑P−1j=1 Tj ≥m

0 if ∑P−1j=1 Tj <m,

for 1 < m < P − 1. We can see that if m = 1 we have the OR-decision rule and if m = P − 1 the

AND-decision rule. We will examine in some detail the rule that requires at least two positive

tests to classify a patient as positive, i.e. when m = 2. CRS2 is defined as follows

CRS2 = I(T1,⋯, TP−1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if ∑P−1j=1 Tj ≥ 2

0 if ∑P−1j=1 Tj < 2,

Assuming conditional independence, the sensitivity of CRS2 is given by,

SCRS2 = Pr(CRS2 = 1∣D = 1) = Pr(
P−1

∑
j=1

Tj ≥ 2∣D = 1)

= 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣D = 1)) −
P−1

∑
l=1

Pr(Tl = 1∣D = 1)∏
l≠j

(1 − Pr(Tj = 1∣D = 1))

= 1 −
P−1

∏
j=1

(1 − Sj) −
P−1

∑
l=1

Sl∏
l≠j

(1 − Sj), (7.17)
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and the specificity of the CRS2 is given by,

CCRS2 = Pr(CRS2 = 0∣D = 0) = Pr(
P−1

∑
j=1

Tj < 2∣D = 0)

=
P−1

∏
j=1

Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0) +
P−1

∑
l=1

(1 − Pr(Tl = 0∣D = 0))∏
l≠j

Pr(Tj = 0∣D = 0)

=
P−1

∏
j=1

Cj +
P−1

∑
l=1

(1 −Cl)∏
l≠j

Cj . (7.18)

The sensitivity of index test P with respect to the CRS2 is given by,

S∗P2 = Pr(TP = 1∣CRS2 = 1)

=
SPPr(D = 1)SCRS2 + (1 −CP )(1 − Pr(D = 1))(1 −CCRS2)

Pr(D = 1)SCRS2 + (1 − Pr(D = 1))(1 −CCRS2)
, (7.19)

and the specificity of index test P with respect to the CRS2 is given by,

C∗
P2 = Pr(TP = 0∣CRS2 = 0)

=
(1 − SP )Pr(D = 1)(1 − SCRS2) +CP (1 − Pr(D = 1))CCRS2

Pr(D = 1)(1 − SCRS2) + (1 − Pr(D = 1))CCRS2

. (7.20)

As with the other decision rules defined previously, the sensitivity of CRS2 depends only on

the component tests’ sensitivities, while the specificity of CRS2 depends only on the component

tests’ specificities. Similar to the OR rule, as we increase the number of component tests,

CRS2’s sensitivity will increase while its specificity will decline, though the change is at a

slower pace. For the settings in Table 7.2 , i.e. each component test having S = 0.60 and

C = 0.95, we have SCRS2 = 0.36 and CCRS2 = 0.9975. Note that this happens to be identical

to the AND rule for the particular case of two component tests. If we increase the number of

component tests to 10, then we would have SCRS2 = 0.9983 and CCRS2 = 0.9139 respectively.

Comparison of index test accuracy estimates based on different CRS decision rules

Figure 7.5 compares the CRS-based estimates of sensitivity (S∗P ) and specificity (C∗
P ) based

on three different CRS decision rules: the OR rule (black lines), the AND rule (red lines) and

the ‘at least two positive tests’ rule (blue lines). In each colour, the solid and dashed lines

correspond to a CRS based on 3 and 10 component tests, respectively. The true values of the

index test accuracy are SP = 0.9 and CP = 0.9. In all plots we see that the OR and AND rules
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of estimated sensitivity (S∗P ) and estimated specificity (C∗
P ) based on 3 different

decision rules vs accuracy of the component tests and disease prevalence while all tests are conditionally
independent (true parameter values are SP = 0.9 and CP = 0.9 in all cases). Black lines = OR decision
rule, blue line = at least 2 positive tests decision rule, red = AND decision rule. Solid line = CRS with 3
component tests, dashed line = CRS with 10 component tests.Upper panel (a and b): Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, C
= 0.95. Middle panel (c and d): Pr(D = 1) = 0.10, S = 0.60. Lower panel (e and f): C = 0.95, S = 0.60.

define boundary estimates, and the ‘at least two positive tests’ rule is intermediate between

them. The most bias in S∗P (left panel) is observed under the OR decision rule (black curve)

while the least bias can be seen under the AND rule (red curve), irrespective of the number of

component tests used. By symmetry, the AND rule will create the most bias in C∗
P (right panel)

while the OR decision rule will create the least bias, among the family of rules defined in the

preceding subsection.
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Discussion

We studied in detail the performance of a composite reference standard (CRS) based on an OR

decision rule. This type of CRS has been used in diagnostic research studies to improve the

sensitivity in identifying the disease of interest over any single imperfect reference test. We

showed that even if all component tests have excellent performance, e.g. with 0.90 sensitivity

and 0.95 specificity, the resulting estimates of index test accuracy may be highly biased. In

practice, the magnitude and direction of the biases will be difficult to quantify precisely as

they depend on the unknown accuracy of the component tests, the disease prevalence and the

degree of conditional dependence between the tests.

The definition of the CRS does not involve the test under evaluation. Therefore, it is perceived

as being ‘independent’ of the test under evaluation [9, 22]. However, as we have shown,

conditional dependence between component and index tests could arise due to their common

dependence on a variable besides the true disease status. Intuitively, one can imagine that if the

new test and the CRS systematically make the same errors (i.e. are conditionally dependent),

the accuracy of the new test will be over-estimated. Further, we showed that CRS-based

estimates of sensitivity and specificity are dependent on the true unknown disease prevalence.

Therefore the same CRS applied in different prevalence settings to evaluate the same index

test would give different estimates of sensitivity and specificity, unlike the true sensitivity and

specificity of the index test which are mathematically independent of disease prevalence.

Our simulation settings were inspired by those encountered in C. trachomatis testing, but the

results may be generalized to other settings. It should be noted that other settings may result

in different biases, e.g. using the same sensitivities and specificities for the component tests as

we have but increasing the prevalence to > 0.50 could result in a greater magnitude of bias in

S∗P compared to C∗
P , and greater impact of conditional dependence within disease positive.

The sensitivity of a CRS based on the OR rule will increase with an increase in the number

of component tests, though this will be at the cost of a loss of specificity unless all tests have

perfect specificity. In the limiting case when the number of component tests tends to infinity we

found the paradoxical result that the estimated prevalence tends to 100% while the CRS-based

specificity tends to the true value of the specificity. Further, the estimated sensitivity tends to

the probability of a positive test, suggesting the properties of the component tests in the CRS

play no role in its estimation. Thus as more information becomes available due to results of

multiple tests being gathered, the performance of the CRS may worsen. This is in contrast to

the expected performance of a well-defined statistical method. The apparent paradox can be
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explained by the fact that the CRS is overly simplistic in its construction. It ignores information

on inter-relations between the component tests and reduces their joint results to a dichotomous

result.

It has been argued that the CRS is clinically meaningful because it represents a clinical diagnosis

and not the true disease status, which is impossible to determine in the absence of a gold-

standard [135]. In a clinical setting, a physician faced with results of multiple imperfect tests

may use them in a composite decision rule after weighing the risks of missed diagnosis vs.

overdiagnosis. But it is questionable whether the same composite rule should be applied to

the evaluation of a new test or estimation of disease prevalence with no attempt to correct for

the false-positive or false-negative errors in the CRS. It is rather like requiring that the new

test replicate the errors of the CRS. Further, clinical diagnosis is more complex than a simple

composite decision rule, taking into consideration additional variables, e.g. disease history, and

the particular combination of positive and negative results.

Based on our findings, we recommend that a CRS based on combining results of NAATs via an

OR or AND decision rule (or other variations) should not be used for estimating the accuracy of

new C. tracomatis tests as: i) the component tests are not guaranteed to have perfect sensitivity

or specificity, ii) this approach would ignore the conditional dependence between the tests, iii)

this approach would ignore the inter-relation between the different component tests and the

index test.

The problem of evaluating a new test or estimating disease prevalence in the absence of a

gold-standard reference remains a challenging one. CRSs have been promoted as a better

approach than alternatives like latent class models (LCMs) [9, 135]. Yet, as we have shown,

CRSs based on an any-positive (or all positive rule) suffer from a number problems that have

not been acknowledged previously. Other CRSs based on more complex any-positive rules

have also been found to result in bias [79]. We conclude that future research in this area

should be directed towards approaches based on realistic statistical modeling of the observed

data. Such models should take into account: i) the inter-relations between all component

tests and the index test, ii) model conditional dependence between all tests (component and

index), iii) model disease prevalence, and iv) incorporate external information if available, thus

making complete use of the collected data while acknowledging all the different parameters

(prevalence and individual test accuracies) that may come into play [52, 53, 101]. While

there are acknowledged challenges with estimating more complex statistical models [52,168],

improving our understanding of them is necessary to make optimal use of the data gathered.
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No rationale for 1 variable per 10 events criterion

when considering sample size for binary logistic

regression analysis
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Abstract

The number of events per variable (EPV) is considered a key factor in the performance of a

binary logistic regression analysis. Ten EPV is a widely advocated minimal criterion for sample

size considerations in logistic regression analysis. However, of three previous simulation studies

that examined this minimal EPV criterion, only one supports and recommends the use of a

minimum of 10 EPV. In this paper, we examine the potential reasons for the large heterogeneity

in results between these extensive simulation studies that studied the minimal EPV criterion for

binary logistic regression. We show that, besides EPV, the problems associated with low EPV

(bias, non-nominal coverage of confidence intervals), depend on other factors such as the total

sample size. We also demonstrate that simulation results can be dominated by even a few

simulated data sets for which the prediction of the outcome by the covariates is perfect. This

issue is known as ‘separation’. We reveal that different approaches for identifying and handling

this separation problem leads to substantially different simulation results. We further show

that a simple correction method can be used to improve the accuracy of regression coefficients

and alleviate the problems associated with separation. We conclude that the current evidence

supporting EPV rules for binary logistic regression is weak and inconsistent. Given our findings,

there is an urgent need for new research to provide guidance for supporting sample size

considerations when using logistic regression techniques.
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The number of subjects in the smallest of two outcome groups (‘number of events’) relative

to the number of regression coefficients estimated (excluding intercept) has been identified

as a key factor driving the performance of binary logistic regression models [84, 85, 155].

This ratio is known as Events Per Variable (EPV). In small data sets, where EPV is low,

estimated associations between covariates and the outcome are often imprecise and biased

in the direction of more extreme values [68, 98, 127]. Similarly, prediction models built using

logistic regression in small data sets will lead to poor predictions that are too extreme and

uncertain [10, 85, 155, 169]. A value of 10 EPV is a widely adopted minimal criterion for

sample size considerations for binary logistic regression analysis [121,122,133].

Despite the wide acceptance of the minimal 10 EPV rule, the results of three well-known

simulation studies examining the minimal EPV criterion for binary logistic regression models

are highly heterogeneous [45, 134, 171]. These heterogeneous simulation results have in turn

led to conflicting minimal EPV recommendations in these papers. Only the study of Peduzzi

et al. [134] supports the 10 EPV rule, after concluding that ‘no major problem occurred’ if

EPV exceeds 10. In contrast, Vittinghoff and McCulloch [171] have argued that an EPV of

10 as a minimal guideline criterion is too conservative, showing that severe problems mainly

occur in the EPV = 2 to EPV = 4 range. Conversely, Courvoisier et al. [45] showed that

substantial problems may still occur ‘even if the number of EPV exceeds 10’. They showed that

the performance of the logistic model may depend on various factors other than EPV, including

the true strength of associations between covariates and outcome and the correlation between

covariates.

We aim to explain the heterogeneity between minimal EPV recommendations from previous

simulation studies [45,134,171]. In line with to these earlier studies, we focus on the accuracy

of logistic regression coefficients (i.e., logit coefficients) in low EPV settings. Two issues are

known to complicate the interpretation of logit coefficients in this setting. First, the estimation

of logit coefficients that are estimated by maximum likelihood can be inaccurate when EPV is

low. Second, ‘separation’ is likely to occur in low EPV settings. When separation occurs, the

logit coefficients that are estimated by maximum likelihood may not be estimable at all. We

first briefly discuss each of these two issues.

Accuracy of logit coefficients in small samples

In a typical binary logistic regression analysis, the strength of associations between covariates

and outcome are quantified by the logit coefficients, which are estimated by the method of
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maximum likelihood. While these estimators of the (adjusted) log-odds ratio have attractive

asymptotic properties (e.g., unbiasedness and consistency), these properties have been shown

not to apply in small samples. For example, the logit coefficients suffer from small sample

bias [68,98], leading to systematically overestimated associations. Also, asymptotic confidence

intervals often do not have nominal coverage rates in studies with small data sets [33, 134].

Both problems are expected to decrease with increasing sample size and increasing EPV.

The inaccuracies in the coefficients and corresponding confidence intervals lead to inaccurate

inferences about the true covariate-outcome associations. Hereafter we refer to these problems

as ‘inaccuracy in logit coefficients’.

Separation

A second source of difficulty may occur when a single covariate or a linear combination of

multiple covariates perfectly separates all events from all non-events [4,89]. This phenomenon

is referred to as ‘separation’ or ‘monotone likelihood’ (illustrated in Figure 8.1). Estimating

a logistic regression model by maximum likelihood on a ‘separated data set’ leads to non-

unique point estimates and standard errors of coefficients near the extremes of parameter

space [88]. On separated data, convergence of the iterative maximum likelihood estimation

procedure may not be achieved as the upper bound on the number of iterations is reached

(‘non-convergence’). Or, the solution may converge to a point that is not the maximum

likelihood [4]. Because convergence criteria will often differ between software programs,

estimates can vary considerably between software programs when fitting a logistic model on

separated data.

The probability of separation occurring increases with decreasing sample size and increasing

number of covariates. Hence, separation is likely to occur in low EPV data sets. In simulation

studies, including those that examined the minimal EPV criterion for binary logistic regression,

the occurrence of separated data sets has typically been treated as a nuisance. Researchers

remove the simulation data set when separation is detected. Doing so, however, a non-random

subset of simulated data sets will be missing when analyzing the simulation results: particularly

those data sets with strong associations between the covariates and the outcome [156]. The

approaches to identify and handle separated data may therefore strongly affect the results and

inferences of simulation studies.
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Figure 8.1: Graphical representation of separation (complete and quasi-complete) adapted from Albert
and Anderson [4]. Sample points for two variables X1 and X2 by outcome (Y ): open and filled circles
represent different levels of the outcome (Y = 0 or 1). (i) No separation; (ii) complete separation by
variable X2; (iii) complete separation by variables X1 and X2; (iv) quasi-complete separation by variable
X1 and X2.

Outline of the paper

In simulation studies involving small samples and low EPV, some degree of inaccuracy in logit

coefficients and separation is likely to coexist. Simulation results will therefore reflect the

net effect of inaccurate estimation and handling of separated data sets. To gain insight into

both problems separately, we will first investigate the factors driving the accuracy of logit

coefficients by examining scenarios where drawing separated data sets is highly unlikely (part

I). Next, we examine a range of scenarios where the probability of drawing a separated data

set is substantially larger than zero (part II). In part II, we monitor the variations in simulation

results due to different approaches of detecting and handling separated data sets. In both

parts we will evaluate whether a simple-to-apply penalized estimation procedure suggested by

Firth [61,89] in combination with profile likelihood based confidence intervals can effectively

improve the accuracy of logit coefficients in small samples. In the discussion, we will return to

the differences in results of the previous minimal EPV simulation studies [45, 134, 171] using

the findings from our simulations.
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Methods

General methods

For each simulated data set, N covariate vectors X1,⋯,XP were drawn from either an

independent multivariate normal distribution (in part I and part II) or an independent Bernoulli

distribution (in part II). The outcome variable (Y ) for each covariate vector was generated

from a Bernoulli distribution with a covariate vector specific probability derived by applying the

logistic function using the true values of the data generating model on the simulated covariate

data. The data generating models only included first order covariate (main) effects, thus were

of the form: logit(Y ) = β0 + β1X1 +⋯+βPXP .

On each generated data set we fitted the logistic regression model by maximum likelihood that

had the same form as the data generating model (i.e., fitting the correctly specified logistic

regression model). We additionally applied the modified score equations procedure suggested

by Firth [61] that removes a portion of the small sample bias that can be anticipated in

the maximum likelihood estimates, by introducing a penalty on the likelihood. The penalty

function is a Jeffries invariant prior [61]. An additional advantage of Firth’s correction is that

its coefficients, β̂F1 ,⋯, β̂
F
P , are finite even when estimated on a data set that is separated.

We examined the accuracy of estimating a primary logit coefficient, arbitrarily taking the

coefficient for the first covariate, β̂1, as the primary one. Based on guidance by Burton et

al. [36], we calculated the following quantities: i) bias in the primary coefficient, defined by:
¯̂
β1 − β1, where ¯̂

β is the arithmetic mean of β̂ML
1 or β̂F1 over all simulated data sets; ii) relative

bias in the primary coefficient, defined by (
¯̂
β1 − β1)/β1, iii) coverage of the 90% confidence

interval by calculating for each data set the Wald confidence interval by β̂ML
1 ±1.645×SE(β̂ML

1 ),

where SE(β̂ML
1 ) is the estimated (ML) standard error for β̂ML

1 . For β̂F1 we estimated the profile

likelihood 90% confidence interval [88]; iv) average 90% confidence interval width, defined by

average of the difference between the upper and lower bounds of the 90% confidence intervals;

v) mean square error (MSE): (
¯̂
β1 − β1)

2
+ (SD(β̂1))

2, where SD(β̂1) is the standard deviation

of β̂ML
1 or β̂F1 over the simulation data sets.

Simulation procedures

In total, 465 different simulation scenarios were examined. For each of these scenarios, 10,000

data sets were generated using R software version 3.1.1 [141]. For each data set, sampling was

continued until the prespecified criteria for sample size and the number of events were met,

keeping the first events and non-events generated up to the required number of each. This
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procedure ensured a fixed sample size (N) and number of events (EPV) in each data set. This

approach, which is equivalent to the approach used by Vittinghoff and McCulloch [171], takes

advantage of the properties of the logistic model where only the intercept is affected by this

sampling procedure.

The logistic regression models fitted by maximum likelihood and Firth’s correction were

implemented using the glm function in the stats library (version: 3.1.1) and the logistf

function in the logistf library (version: 1.21), respectively. To identify separation of

simulation data sets the maximum likelihood standard errors of parameters were monitored

through a re-estimation process [109]. This procedure is explained in detail in the Appendix.

Unless otherwise specified: the default software criteria for convergence were used, calculation

of the regression coefficient accuracy measures were based only on converged simulation

results and maximum likelihood estimates for data sets that exhibited separation were excluded

from the calculation of simulation results.

Methods Part I: accuracy of logit coefficients

A series of scenarios were set-up to identify which factors are driving the accuracy of the

logit coefficient. In this first part we limited ourselves to scenarios where the probability of

drawing a separated data set was close to zero (maximum percentage separated data sets in

a single simulation scenario of 0.3%; zero separated data sets in 98% of scenarios). To keep

the probability of drawing a separated data set low, in part I, covariate data were sampled only

from continuous (multivariate normal) distributions. Part I was further subdivided into four

small-scale factorial simulation studies (Ia to Id). In study Ia, the role of EPV and the true value

of β1 on accuracy of logit coefficients was studied for the case of a single continuous covariate.

The role of the number of covariates (P ) was evaluated in study Ib. In study Ic, the role of the

sample size was examined, reflecting the effect of increasing the number in the largest group

(non-events). The role of covariate correlations was studied in study Id. Details of these four

studies are summarized in Table 8.1.

Methods Part II: Detection and handling of separated data sets

In part II we evaluated the impact of different approaches for the detection and handling of

separated data sets on simulation results and inferences. Two different simulation studies were

conducted, which are explained below.
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Table 8.1: Design factorial simulation studies Ia to Id.

Study

Factors Ia Ib Ic Id

Sample size

EPV (with steps of) 15 to 150 (5) 15 to 150 (5) 6 to 30 (2) 6 to 30 (2)

Outcome
prevalence

1/2 1/2 1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5,1/10 1/4

Effect size

Value of eβ1 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 2, 4 2 2

Value of eβj , j > 1 Not applicable β1 = ⋯ = βP 2 2

Covariates

Number (P ) 1 2, 3, 4 2 2

Distribution (Multivariate) standard normal

Correlation Not applicable 0 0 .1, .15, .2, .25

IIa. Binary single covariate

In study IIa, we investigated the extent to which simulation results differ between using all

simulated data sets (a naive approach, using the software output regardless of convergence

status) versus removing all separated data sets for quantifying the accuracy of logit coefficients.

We also explored how the simulation results in terms of bias are affected by replacing the results

of separated data sets by the highest estimated coefficient on non-separated data (an ad-hoc

approach). Data were sampled for a single binary covariate with probability of sampling either

observation of .5. The manipulated factors were: EPV and the true value of β1. We considered

EPV values between 6 and 30, at incremental steps of size 2 and the values of the primary

coefficient (β1) were chosen as log(1), log(2) and log(4).

IIb. Single simulation scenario, continuous covariate

In study IIb, we evaluated the impact of using different methods to detect the presence of

separated data sets. In the first approach we used likelihood non-convergence as a criterion

for removing simulation data sets, as was done in previous studies [134, 171]. This type of

non-convergence occurs when the tolerance convergence criterion is not met while the upper

bound on the number of iterations is reached. We compare this convergence criterion to our

(computationally intensive) method of separation detection (see Appendix), and to the method

used by Courvoisier [45]: a simulation data set is removed if for any parameter j ≠ 0, ∣β̂j ∣

>log(50). To evaluate the effect of changing the likelihood criterion, four additional criteria

for convergence tolerance (tol) and maximum number of Fisher scoring iterations (max-iter)
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are used: tol: 1e-8, max-iter: 25 (glm function default), tol: 1e-6, max-iter: 25 (Type I), tol:

1e-10, max-iter: 25 (Type II), tol: 1e-10, max-iter: 50 (Type III). Univariate covariate data

were generated from standard normal distribution, the ratio of events to non-events was kept

constant at 1:1. EPV was fixed at 4 and β1 = log(4).

Results Part I: accuracy of logit coefficients

Figure 8.2 shows the simulation results for study Ia. With traditional logistic regression

(upper left panel), for true non-zero covariate-outcome associations the primary logit

coefficient (βML
1 ) was biased towards more extreme values (away from zero). Bias

decreased with increasing EPV through a non-linear function (that can be approximated by:

log(∣bias(βML
1 )∣) = λ0 − λ1log(EPV), where λ0 > 0 and λ1 > 0, for which the values depend on

the simulation setting). Bias in the logit coefficient did not reduce strictly to zero even for EPV

as large as 150. Bias depended on the true effect size of the coefficient with bias increasing in

case of stronger associations. The figure further illustrates that bias is symmetric but in opposite

directions for the conditions with the same true effect size (the effect of recoding the outcome

variable: such that β = log(2) becomes β = log(1/2) and β = log(4) becomes β = log(1/4), or

vice versa). Bias in Firth’s estimator (βF1 , upper right panel) was close to zero for all studied

EPV values and across all true effect sizes.

The middle left panel in Figure 8.2 shows slight over-coverage of the 90% Wald-confidence

interval for EPV <30. The profile likelihood confidence interval for Firth’s estimator, however,

was close to the nominal level for all studied conditions. The mean square error of βML
1 and

βF1 decreased with true effect size and EPV. The mean square error for βF1 was systematically

lower than for βML
1 .

The empirical sampling distributions of β̂ML
1 and β̂F1 at EPV = 20 (study Ia) are presented

in Figure 8.3. The sampling distributions show severe non-normality in case of non-zero

covariate-outcome associations. The degree of non-normality increased with true effect size.

The effect of Firth’s correction is illustrated by comparing the distribution of β̂F1 estimates to the

β̂ML
1 distribution: the β̂F1 estimates were shrunken towards zero; the magnitude of shrinkage

was proportional to the estimated effect size. The arithmetic mean of the β̂F1 distribution for a

non-zero true association was closer to zero and the long tail (tail in the direction of stronger

effect size) was smaller.

Figure 8.4 shows the relative bias under varying number of covariates (study Ib), sample size
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Figure 8.2: Results of simulation study Ia. Accuracy as a function of EPV and true value of the log-odds
ratio (β1). Left panel: maximum likelihood logistic regression, right panel: Firth’s correction.

(study Ic) and covariate correlation settings (study Id). The maximum likelihood estimates

were always biased away from zero. Bias decreased with the addition of more covariates and
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Figure 8.3: Density of estimated coefficients in simulation at EPV = 20 (study Ia) for different true values
of the log-odds ratio. Vertical dashed line is true value of the regression coefficient. Solid line: maximum
likelihood logistic regression; dashed line: Firth’s correction.

was affected by the size of the true effect (Figure 8.4, upper panel) and the total sample size

(Figure 8.4, middle panel). There was no apparent effect on bias by varying the amount of

correlation between covariates in the model (Figure 8.4, lower panel). In each study and each

simulation condition, βF1 was a close to unbiased estimator.

Table 8.2 summarizes the results for the four factorial simulation studies. Average bias and

average mean square error decreased with increasing EPV in case of maximum likelihood

estimates. Average coverage for the maximum likelihood Wald confidence interval based and

Firth’s correction profile likelihood confidence intervals were close to nominal (90%) in most

situations, with a small over-coverage in lower EPV settings (though not exceeding 93%). The
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Figure 8.4: Relative bias simulation studies Ib, Ic, and Id. Left panel: maximum likelihood logistic
regression, right panel: Firth’s correction.

average width of the confidence intervals and mean squared error were systematically smaller

after applying Firth’s correction.
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Results part II: Detection and handling of separated data sets

The results for study IIa are given in Table 8.3 and Figure 8.5. In Table 8.3 the simulation

results were calculated twice, once by removing the separated data sets from analysis and once

by leaving the separated data sets in, using the estimates at the point at which the model had

converged. Between these approaches the calculated bias and MSE for EPV values between

4 and 18 were noticeably different. Average coverage in those EPV ranges was not markedly

different, while average width of the confidence interval differed strongly depending on the

handling of separated data sets. For EPV values between 55 and 150, separation was detected

just eight times. In these simulations, only the calculated average width of the confidence

interval and, to a lesser extent, mean square error were different between the two approaches

of handling the separated data sets.

In the lower panel of Figure 8.5 it can clearly be seen that separation of the simulation data sets

was rare for EPV values of 18 or higher. For these scenarios, bias in the maximum likelihood

estimates (upper panel) for the non-zero true associations decreased with increasing EPV. For

an EPV values of 16 and lower, separation occurred more frequently. The likelihood of drawing

separated data sets also increases with true effect size of the coefficient. When removing those

data sets from the analysis (upper panel, solid line), for the non-null associations the bias is

underestimated, and even becomes negative at EPV values of 6 and 8. When replacing the

results for the separated data sets by the highest estimated effect sizes (dashed lines, upper

panel), the simulation outcomes are more in line with the patterns we observed in Part I.

Finally, using Firth’s correction (Figure 8.5, middle panel) all data sets were analyzed and the

relative bias was near zero across the whole range of EPV.

The results for study IIb are shown in Table 8.4. In this single scenario study, the prevalence

of separated data sets was 5.8% (as detected through the preferred re-estimation process, see

Appendix). The differences in the calculated simulation results between the six methods of

separation detection and estimation were large. Differences were noticeable especially in the

calculated (relative) bias, mean square error and width of confidence intervals. Coverage

was not significantly affected across the 6 approaches to detect separation. The success

rate of using convergence as a criterion to detect separation depended on the convergence

criteria. Relying on the Type III convergence criterion (only .09% non-convergence) makes the

simulation results non-interpretable. The use of ∣β̂ML
j ∣ >log(50) as a separation criterion in

this scenario shows very different results compared to our preferred re-estimation method to

detect separation.
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Table 8.3: Results simulation study Ib.

EPV 15 to 30 35 to 50 55 to 150

Separated data removed Yes No Yes No Yes No

Bias

Average bias -0.097 2.255 0.083 0.161 0.051 0.053

max 0.091 7.074 0.127 0.439 0.084 0.096

min -0.556 0.234 0.050 0.056 0.048 0.022

Average relative bias (%) -0.087 2.110 0.079 0.145 0.048 0.049

max 0.091 5.103 0.095 0.317 0.061 0.069

min -0.401 0.338 0.069 0.081 0.032 0.032

>+10% relative bias (%) 0 100 0 37.5 0 0

Coverage 90% CI

Average coverage (%) 92.7 93.4 89.1 89.1 90.4 90.4

max 98.3 98.8 90.6 90.6 91.8 91.8

min 89.7 89.8 87.9 87.9 89.2 89.2

>± 1% nominal (%) 75 75 50 37.5 25 25

Average width 4087 4437.2 2656 49.2 2005 2645

Mean Square Error

Average MSE 1251 64571 0.709 2243 0.397 0.422

Separated data sets

Total (%) 13.2 4.2 0.006

Discussion

Heterogeneity in findings between three previous simulation studies [45, 134, 171] that have

examined the minimal EPV criterion for binary logistic regression analysis was the motivation of

our study. EPV, which is thought to be an important driver behind the performance of logistic

regression models, is frequently used in sample size considerations and as a methodological

quality item for critically appraising published studies [121, 122, 133]. To explain the large

heterogeneity in minimal EPV recommendations, we distinguished between two small sample

issues that often coexist in small sample simulation studies in the context of logistic regression,

including minimal EPV studies: biased estimation of logit coefficients and the problem of

separation. While biased estimation of coefficients is often of primary interest, separated

data sets are an important nuisance. The approach to detect and handle to dealing with

separated data can have a strong impact on the results from simulation studies. We now discuss

separately: i) the drivers of the accuracy of logit coefficients; ii) the influence of separated

data sets on simulation results; iii) reasons for heterogeneity between the earlier minimal EPV

simulation studies.
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Table 8.4: Results simulation study IIb.

Estimator βF1 βML
1 βML

1 βML
1 βML

1 βML
1 βML

1

Separation detection NA Tracingb Estimatec None None None None

Convergence criteriona Default Default Default Default Type I Type II Type III

Data sets removed (%) 0 8.06 16.64 5.12 0.34 6.29 0.09

Bias 0.012 0.569 0.186 1.672 17.5 0.856 41.3

Coverage 90% CI 0.919 0.949 0.937 0.944 0.947 0.944 0.947

Mean width 90% CI 4.32 4.50 3.64 5018 13620 6.03 1135784

MSE 1.080 2.681 0.904 71.563 11532 319 173726
a default: tol: 1e-8, max-iter: 25, Type I: tol: 1e-6, max-iter: 25, Type II: tol: 1e-10, max-iter:25, Type III: tol: 1e-10,

max-iter:50.
b criterion: re-estimation process, variance of scaled standard errors >20 (see appendix).
c criterion: if for any parameter j ≠ 0, ∣β̂j ∣ >log(50).

Drivers of the accuracy of logit coefficients

Our results illustrate that the estimated coefficients in binary logistic regression analysis are

typically overoptimistic estimates of the true associations in small to moderated-sized data sets.

This over-optimism is commonly referred to as finite sample bias [103], and is well described

in statistics literature [10,155]. The bias can to a large extent be attributed to skewed sampling

distributions of the estimator in small data. Our simulations show that the finite sample bias is

larger for data sets with small EPV, and may not reduce strictly to zero even for an EPV of 150.

In simulations where by design separation of data sets occurred only rarely, we found that

bias depends on various factors besides EPV, notably, the true (multivariable) effect size of

the regression coefficient. This latter finding is to be expected, based on the analytical work

of Cordeiro and McCullagh [44]. Further, we showed that bias can be reduced by increasing

the total sample size while keeping EPV constant (i.e., increasing the number of non-events).

Bias at a fixed value of EPV also decreases with the number of covariates included. For a few

conditions, we found that the Wald confidence interval showed slight over-coverage at smaller

values of the EPV, i.e., for EPV <30 in the case of a single covariate. We could find no evidence

to support that the amount of correlation between covariates in the model affected the accuracy

of the coefficients as previously suggested [45].

Our study further suggests that Firth’s correction [61] can reduce finite sample bias close

to zero and reduce mean square error. Profile likelihood confidence intervals for the Firth’s

corrected estimates showed close to nominal behavior, and on average have smaller width

than the traditional Wald confidence interval for the maximum likelihood estimates. Firth’s

correction is one among several methods that have been demonstrated to meaningfully
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improve small sample performance of a logistic regression analysis [33, 133]. In particular,

these alternatives seem beneficial for analyzing data sets with sample sizes in the order of

a few hundreds. Procedures implementing Firth’s correction for logistic regression (and Cox

regression) are available in many statistical software packages (such as SAS, Stata and R), yet

it is still are rarely used.

The impact of separated data sets on simulation results

The traditional (maximum likelihood) logistic regression analysis of a dataset in which

the included covariates perfectly separate the binary outcome variable cannot be trusted.

In such cases, typically, very low or very high parameter estimates with large maximum

likelihood standard errors are returned by the statistical software program. The estimated

values, however, are rather arbitrary and depending on software settings such as likelihood

convergence criteria. In the context of simulation studies these extreme values can have a

large influence on simulation results.

Methods to detect separation in simulation studies can be computationally intensive [40,109]

and likely therefore not routinely applied in most simulation studies. We also showed that

convergence as a criterion for separation detection often fails. Separated data sets may

therefore often remain undetected.

If separation is detected, the common approach is to remove the results based on separated

data sets from the analysis. Steyerberg et al. [156] recognized that this causes informative

missingness of simulation results. Our simulations confirm that even when the proportion of

separated data sets is relatively small (∼5%), removing separated data sets from analysis has a

large impact on (apparent) bias, mean square error and width of the confidence intervals.

Alternatively, replacing these results, for example by the largest non-separated simulated

effects, may be a more realistic approach. It must be recognized that the choice of the replacing

value (mechanism) is again rather arbitrary and may heavily influence the simulation results.

Separation of the outcome by covariates not only occurs in the setting of the binary logistic

model. For example, separation can also occur with logistic regression for more than two

outcomes and Cox’s proportional hazards regression [34, 35]. Reporting on the proportion of

separated simulation data sets’ is, however, highly uncommon in simulation studies.

By applying Firth’s correction, the problems associated with separation can be avoided

altogether.
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Reasons for heterogeneity between EPV simulation studies

We identified two major reasons for the heterogeneity between the preceding simulation

studies [45, 134, 171]. First, differences in the design of the simulation studies may have

contributed to variations in simulation outcomes at the same level of EPV. The preceding

studies [45, 134, 171] differ, for example, in their range of simulated true effect sizes of the

regression coefficient, total sample size and the number of included covariates. Second, none

of these studies have sufficiently addressed the issue of separated simulation data sets. We

illustrated that separated data sets can lead to misleading simulation outcomes. As separated

data sets occur most frequently in low EPV settings, these settings are likely most affected.

The probability of drawing separated data in simulations depends on a multitude of factors,

including the total sample size and the true effect sizes of the coefficients [89]. Developing

simulation scenarios in realistic contexts where this probability is close to zero is difficult.

For example, it was difficult to design small sample simulation settings with binary predictor

variables while avoiding separation. Hence, in the setting of small EPV simulation studies,

developing realistic full factorial simulation designs (i.e., a simulation design where all possible

combinations of simulation factors are evaluated) in which the probability of drawing separated

data sets in each condition is close to zero does not appear to be possible.

Steyerberg et al. [156] suggested the use of Firth’s correction as a method to perform minimal

EPV simulation studies and we have shown that this solves the problem of separated data

sets. However, due to the impact of Firth’s correction on the estimated coefficients even

in the absence of separation, only little is learned about the behavior of traditional logistic

regression analysis that is commonly used and is based on the generally well-trusted principles

of maximum likelihood.

Conclusion

We conclude that the current evidence underlying the EPV = 10 rule as a minimal sample

size criterion for binary logistic regression analysis is weak. Due to the lack of solid evidence,

there is an urgent need for new guidance on determining the necessary sample sizes in view of

the number of evaluated covariates, for logistic regression analysis. Guidance on appropriate

sample size calculation for the development of diagnostic and prognostic prediction models

using binary logistic regression is also lacking. Much of the attention has been directed

toward performance of estimating the relations between covariates and outcome. However,

logistic regression is often used to develop multivariable models for prediction purposes and
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the impact of small samples in relation to number of covariates with respect to the model’s

ability to correctly predict outcomes (e.g. model calibration and discrimination) has received

little attention so far. New research in that area, building upon the results of our study, is

urgently needed. These new studies into minimal EPV criteria may also focus on alternative

logistic regression approaches, such as by applying Firth’s correction for which we showed

significantly improved performance of logistic regression analysis in small samples.
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Appendix

To detect separation in a data sets it is sufficient to monitor the maximum likelihood standard

errors of parameters during the estimation process [109]. The logistic regression model is

re-fitted on each simulation data set with 1,2,⋯,30 Fisher scoring iterations. The maximum

likelihood standard errors for each of the 30 refits are collected. This approach to identification

of separation is similar to the default method for separation detection in the brglm package

(Version 0.5-9) for R by Ioannis Kosmidis. Separation for a parameter is said to occur if the

variance of scaled standard errors (such that standard errors on first iteration equal 1) over

refits was larger than 20. This cut-off value was chosen based on a small pilot study. Results

not shown.
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Chapter 9

Guidance to construct and use a nomogram for

multinomial logistic regression models
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Abstract

The use of multinomial logistic regression models is advocated when modeling the assocations

of covariates with three or more mutually exclusive outcome categories. As compared to a

binary logistic regression analysis, the simultaneous modeling of multiple outcome categories

within a multinomial model often better resembles the clinical setting, where a physician

typically must distinguish between more than two possible diagnoses or outcome events for an

individual patient. A disadvantage of the multinomial logistic model is that the interpretation

of its results is often complex. In particular, the calculation of predicted probabilities for

the various outcomes requires a series of careful calculations. Nomograms are widely used

in studies reporting binary logistic regression models to facilitate the interpretation of the

results and allow the calculation of the predicted probability for individuals. In this paper

we outline a general approach for deriving a scoring chart and a nomogram for multinomial

logistic regression models, irrespective of the number of outcome categories that are present.

We illustrate the use of the nomogram and its interpretation using a clinical example.
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Introduction

The use of multinomial logistic regression modeling has been encouraged to study multiple

outcomes categories (and possibly their combination) simultaneously [17, 20]. The

multinomial logistic model can be considered to be an extension of the popular binary logistic

regression model, which is often used in the presence of two mutually exclusive outcome

categories. More specifically, multinomial logistic regression analysis can be viewed as a series

of binary logistic regression analyses where one of the outcome categories is the reference

category in each binary sub-model.

Currently, researchers often collapse multiple outcome categories into a single binary

(composite) outcome and use binary logistic regression models to analyze their data. By

collapsing potentially important information about the different outcome categories is lost.

It can also be argued that a binary outcome often does not accurately reflect clinical practice,

where physicians commonly have to make decisions while considering more than two relevant

choices. For instance, physicians often consider the presence of differential diagnoses (and

prognoses) for an individual patient simultaneously [20].

One of the key reasons why researchers might refrain from multinomial logistic regression

analysis is that the results from these models are more complex to interpret and more

elaborate than results from a binary logistic regression analysis. In the multinomial context,

regression coefficients are estimated for each binary sub-model reflecting the relation of

covariates to one outcome category relative to the reference category. The number of estimated

parameters quickly increases with additional outcome categories considered. The large amount

of information from multinomial models can easily overwhelm researchers and readers. In

addition, when using the multinomial logistic model for estimating probabilities for individual

patients, the computation involved for the various outcomes requires a series of careful

calculations.

A nomogram is often being used in the reporting of binary logistic regression models (for

recent examples, see [13,131]). A nomogram can not only improve insights of readers into the

results of a logistic model, it can also be used to arrive at a predicted probability of outcome(s)

of interest that is (are) tailored to the profile of an individual patient in a graphical manner.

Nomograms can thus facilitate clinical decision making during clinical encounters. So far,

however, nomograms have been used primarily for improving the reporting of models with only

two outcomes categories. We are aware of one recent paper that has reported the construction

of a nomogram for multinomial models, but this applications is limited to the results of a
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specific dataset and a limit number of outcome categories [11].

In this manuscript, we present how to construct, interpret, and use scoring charts and

nomograms for a multinomial logistic regression model. We will first specify the multinomial

regression model and then present a general approach for deriving the nomogram and scoring

chart for such models irrespective of the number of outcome categories that are present. We

will illustrate the use of the nomogram and its interpretation using a clinical example on the

risk of operative delivery [147].

Multinomial logistic model

Let yi denote the single observed outcome category of individual i, i = 1,⋯,N . Assuming that

this outcome is in one of K categories (e.g., a disease among K possible diseases), we may

assume Yi to be a multinomial random variable with probabilities πi1,⋯, πiK . Conditional on

J observed covariate values in vector xi, xi = {xi1,⋯, xij ,⋯, xiJ}, the probability of observing

category k is denoted by πk(xi). The multinomial logistic model where category K is treated

as the reference category, can then be defined as

ln
πk(xi)

πK(xi)
= lpk(xi) = αk +β

′
kxi, k = 1,⋯,K − 1, (9.1)

where αk is an intercept term, βk = {βk1,⋯, βkJ} is a vector of regression coefficients and

lpk(xi) is one of K − 1 linear predictors for individual i. We can now define the probability of

each possible category k by

πk(xi) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

exp{lpk(xi)}/[1 +∑
K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}] if k = 1,⋯,K − 1

1/ [1 +∑
K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}] if k =K.

(9.2)

Constructing the nomogram

The suggested nomogram is a special case of a group of nomograms that are formally known

as parallel scale nomograms. Doerfler [57] outlined the parallel scale nomogram that can be

constructed if a particular value can be calculated from the sum of two functions. To use this

approach for multinomial logistic models we make use of a natural logarithm transformation
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applied to the elements of equation 9.2, such that,

lnπk(xi) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

lpk(xi) − ln [1 +∑
K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}] if k = 1,⋯,K − 1

− ln [1 +∑
K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}] if k =K.

(9.3)

To simplify notation we let, oik = lnπk(xi), lik = lpk(xi) and

si = − ln [1 +∑
K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}].

The parallel scale nomogram makes use of the relation: oik = lik + si. Each of these three

elements in this relation corresponds to one of the three vertical axes of the nomogram. The

axes are denoted by L (left axis), O (middle axis) and S (right axis). Axis L is a scaled

function of linear predictor k,m1lik, where m1 is the scaling factor. Axis O corresponds to

the probability of observing category k,m2oik. Lastly, axis S is a scaled function of the sum of

exponentiated linear predictors, m3si.

The nomogram is depicted in Figure 9.1. Below we detail the 4 step procedure to arrive at this

nomogram. For further details about the construction of the parallel scale nomogram, we refer

to Doerfler [57].

Step 1: Placing the outer axes (L and S)

To obtain an adequately sized nomogram, determine the desired common height (h) for the

outer two axes (L and S) and the horizontal distance between them (d). The two parallel axes

are placed in the vertical direction. The values for h and d are assigned at the discretion of

the researcher in a common metric (e.g., centimeters or inches). Larger values for h and d will

allow for more precise reading of values.

Step 2: Determine the scaling factors m1, m2, m3

For determining the scaling factors for the outer axes (m1 and m3) the relevant ranges of lik

and si need to be considered. The limits of these ranges (llow, lup, slow, sup) may be determined

by the range observed in the data set where the model was developed, e.g., llow = min(l̂ik)

and lup = max(l̂ik). These limits define the corresponding limits of the axes. Once these

ranges are chosen, the scaling factors m1 and m3 are computed by m1 = h/(lup − llow) and

m3 = h/(s
up
− slow). The remaining scaling factor is given by m2 =m1m3/(m1 +m3).
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Figure 9.1: Nomogram for reporting multinomial logistic regression analysis. Axis L: lpk(xi), Axis O:
probability of outcome k, Axis S: ∑p exp{lpp(xi)}

Step 3: Placing the middle axis (O)

The O axis is placed parallel to the outer axes. The horizontal distance between the axes L and

O is given by dLO = d − d/(m1/m3 + 1).

Step 4: Placing tickmarks and labels

For the outer axes L and S two sequences of values for the tickmarks and corresponding labels

are defined: lT = (llow,⋯, lt,⋯, l
up

) and sT = (slow,⋯, s
t,⋯, s

up
). Tickmark t on the axis
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should be placed relative to the lower end of that axis at a distance of: m1 × (lt − l
low

) for axis

L andm3×(st−l
low

) for axis S. For axisO, we define: olow = exp{llow+slow}. Because the axis

O represents a log transformed probability scale, first a sequence of arithmetic probabilities o∗T

is defined with values between exp{olow} and 1. Then, tickmark t for this sequence may be

placed at m2 × (ln(o∗t ) − f(o
low

)) labeled by o∗t . Axis S is labeled by ∑K−1
p=1 exp{lpp(xi)}.

Constructing the scoring chart

The use of the nomogram by health professionals can be improved by additionally presenting

a scoring chart. This scoring chart provides a graphical approach to arriving at the values for

the two outer axes L and S of the nomogram for any relevant combination of values on the

covariates (xi). For brevity, in this section we only consider the case of a multinomial logistic

regression model with first order main effects. The scoring chart (and nomogram) can be

extended to accommodate situations where higher order and interaction effects are present.

To make the scoring chart user-friendly, the individual effects of covariate j, (β̂jkxij), that

make up the linear predictor k are rescaled to a ‘standardized’ score. The sum over these

individual effects together with a baseline-score make up a ‘standardized’ total score. This total

score is a linear transformation of lik. To facilitate the applicability of this standardized total

score approach to the nomogram, the scaling of axis L should be adjusted accordingly. Below

we detail the 3 step procedure to arrive at the scoring system that makes up the scoring chart.

Step 5: Standardized covariate effects: Points

The estimated multinomial logistic regression coefficients, β̂jk, are rescaled relative to the

largest (conditional) covariate effect on a scale that has a minimum of 0 and a maximum

of 100. First, the relevant ranges for each of the covariate variables are considered. Let

the boundaries of these relevant ranges be denoted: xlowj and xupj . The rescaling factor and

rescaled coefficients are then computed by: r = 100/max
j,k

(∣β̂jkx
up
j − β̂jkx

low
j ∣) and β̂∗jk = r× β̂jk.

The covariate effects are ‘standardized’ by, Pointsjk(xij) = β̂∗jkxij −min(β̂∗jkx
up
j , β̂∗jkx

low
j ).

Step 6: Standardized total effect: Total points

A baseline score for each category (except the reference category) is defined that that takes into

account the standardization that has been performed at step 5. The baseline score is computed

by: blk = r × α̂k +∑j min(β̂∗jkx
up
j , β̂∗jkx

low
j ). To also obtain a ‘standardized’ baseline score such

that the minimum rescaled baseline score is zero, we subtract the minimum baseline score,
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bl∗k = blk −min
k

(blk). The standardized total effect for category k given covariate values is then

given by, Totalk = bl∗k +∑j Pointsjk(xij). Notice that, lik = lpk(xi) = (Totalk +min
k

(blk))/r.

Step 7: Connecting the standardized total effects to the S-axis

A horizontal axes representing Totalk is placed near the lower end of the scoring chart. Another

parallel horizontal axis is placed: the values on this axis are related to the former axis by

exp{(Totalk +min
k

(blk))/r}. Taking the sum over the values that can be read off from the axis

for all categories (except the reference category) is all the information that is necessary for

determining the value on the S axis.

Empirical Example: Predicting the risk of operative delivery

To illustrate the suggested scoring chart and nomogram to report multinomial logistic models,

we use a previously published model on predicting the risk of operative delivery [147]. This

model has been developed using data from a randomized clinical trial conducted in the

Netherlands [175].

In short, the model was developed in 5667 laboring women with high-risk vertex (i.e. babies

in a normal position in the uterus) singleton pregnancies beyond 36 weeks of gestation that

met the inclusion criteria of the randomized clinical trial. Based on the combination of the

intervention (i.e. instrumental vaginal delivery (IVD) or caesarean section (CS)) and the

indication for the intervention (i.e. fetal distress (FD) or failure to progress (FTP)) women were

assigned to one of five distinctive outcome categories: spontaneous vaginal delivery (reference

category); instrumental vaginal delivery due to suspected fetal distress (IVD-FD); caesarean

section due to suspected fetal distress (CS-FD); instrumental vaginal delivery due to failure to

progress (IVD-FTP); or caesarean section due to failure to progress (CS-FTP).

The model included the antepartum variables: maternal age, parity, gestational age, maternal

diabetes mellitus, previous caesarean delivery, fetal gender, maternal hypertensive disorder,

suspected intrauterine growth restriction and antepartum estimated fetal weight. An

antepartum prediction model was developed using this set of variables (i.e. model 1 in Schuit

et al. 2012; see Table 9.1). For more details on the various outcome categories and candidate

predictors we refer to the original publication [147].
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Chapter 9

We used the reported multivariable associations to construct a scoring chart (Figure 9.2) that

presents the prediction model in a more insightful way. The different lines in the scoring chart

in between the ”Points” axis (upper end scoring chart) and the ”Total points” axis (lower end

scoring chart) can be interpreted as the different effect sizes of the model coefficients relative

to the relevant range of the covariates, with longer lines representing stronger effects.

Consider a non-diabetic patient with a maternal age of 32 years, a gestational age of 40.2

weeks, expecting her second baby boy with an estimated birth weight of 3540 grams. With

her firstborn she did not have a previous caesarean delivery. Using the scoring chart, these

patient characteristics can easily be converted into scores for the different outcome categories.

For example, to assess the score of this patient for risk of instrumental vaginal delivery due

to suspected fetal distress one first determines the position of 32 years on the IVD-FD line for

maternal age. When you draw a vertical line to the upper line indicated by ”Points” one sees

that a maternal age of 32 years corresponds to 10 points. The same can be done for all other

predictors for this outcome. Adding all points of the separate predictors to the baseline points

corresponding to the chosen outcome (i.e. IVD-FD) gives the total points for this particular

outcome, which can be marked at the line indicated by ”Total Points”. These steps can be

repeated to calculate the total scores for the other 3 outcome categories (i.e. CS-FD, IVD-FTP

and CS-FTP).

Finally, when a vertical line is drawn from the calculated total points per category marked on

the ”Total Points” axis to the parallel axis right under the former axis, you end up with all

information needed to draw the lines within the actual nomogram (Figure 3 9.3) to estimate

(read-off) the predicted probability of each outcome category for this particular patient.

To get the predicted probability for each of the four outcome categories (i.e. IVD-FD, CS-FD,

IVD-FTP and CS-FTP) you draw four lines from the point on the right axis (i.e. called ”S”) to

the respective total points this particular patient received for the respective outcome categories.

On the middle ”Predictive Probability” axis you now find the predictive probabilities of the four

outcomes for this particular patient. Finally, subtracting these 4 predictive probabilities from

1 gives the probability of the reference category, in this case the probability of a ”spontaneous

delivery”.
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Conclusion

We expect that our general approach to construct and report score charts and nomograms for

multinomial logistic regression models will facilitate the interpretation and use of such models

to a wider audience. Our approach is flexible and generalizable and can be used irrespective

of the number of outcome categories and types of covariates present.
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Figure 9.2: Score chart - case study Schuit et al.
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Figure 9.3: Nomogram - case study Schuit et al.
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A key challenge in a diagnostic accuracy study is to discriminate between subjects who have the

target condition of interest and those who do not. This process of determining each subject’s

target condition status is known as verification [16, 18]. In most diagnostic accuracy studies,

where the interest is in studying the accuracy of a diagnostic index test(s), verification proceeds

by applying a single diagnostic reference test to the study subjects [104, 145]. The reference

test results are then compared with those of the diagnostic index test(s) to calculate measures

of accuracy for the diagnostic index test(s), such as sensitivity, specificity, predictive values,

area under the ROC curve and diagnostic odds ratios [104].

This classical diagnostic accuracy paradigm [145] relies on the important assumption that

the single reference test that is used for verification has perfect accuracy for detecting the

target condition. A reference test that has perfect accuracy is referred to as a ‘gold standard’

[28, 104, 143]. Unfortunately, due to the absence of a gold standard for many diseases

[135, 145, 166], researchers often face situations where the true target condition status of

studied subjects cannot be verified with sufficient accuracy. The classifications of subjects

to their target condition status are then prone to misclassification error. When ignored,

these errors can in turn lead to severely biased inferences about the accuracy of the index

test(s) [29,112,176]. This type of bias is often referred to as ‘imperfect verification bias’ [28],

which can also affect the evaluation of markers and diagnostic models.

Alternative approaches to verification have been proposed that aim at improving the evaluation

of diagnostic accuracy of index tests in the absence of a gold standard. In the studies presented

in this thesis, we critically reviewed two of these approaches, namely: latent class analysis

(LCA) and composite reference standards (CRS). Both of these approaches have found wide

application in the existing literature (see Chapters 2 and 6). At the same time, however, both

the use of LCA and CRS have been critiqued for being imperfect solutions for the gold standard

problems in diagnostic accuracy research [54,136].

This chapter is structured as follows. First, we summarize the principles, strengths and

limitations of both LCA and CRS in the context of our findings and current literature. Further,

we will focus on the problem of studying diagnostic accuracy in the absence of a gold standard

with only few diagnostic tests. An overview is given of potential approaches to improve LCA

in the presence of few diagnostic tests. Finally, this chapter will end with some concluding

remarks.
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Studying diagnostic accuracy using LCA or CRS

LCA and CRS both rely on combining the results of multiple diagnostic tests. By definition,

in the absence of a gold standard, none of these diagnostic tests is assumed to have perfect

accuracy for detecting the target condition. The rationale for using multiple imperfect

diagnostic tests rather than a single reference test is that combining the results of multiple

imperfect tests leads to a more accurate verification of the target condition than by any

available single reference test in isolation. Consequently, the improved verification will reduce

- and ideally eliminates - imperfect verification bias and thus leads to more valid estimates of

accuracy of the index test(s).

Despite their similarities, LCA and CRS differ substantially in the way the results of multiple

imperfect tests are combined. The CRS can be viewed as an inherently deterministic approach

to verification: each study subject is classified into a definitive target condition status. This

classification is based on an a priori defined and fixed classification rule [9]. In contrast, LCA

is an inherently probabilistic approach, where the uncertainty of the true target condition for

each subject is reflected in a target condition status probability derived for each individual

subject. The target condition is a latent variable that is defined by a statistical model using the

association between diagnostic test results in the data [94].

The CRS is often considered the most intuitive and clinically appealing approach to alleviate

the problem of the absence of a gold standard. Indeed, when accurately reported, this method

for target condition verification is transparent and reproducible. In Chapters 6 and 7 of this

thesis, however, we clearly document that there are serious problems with the use of a CRS.

Firstly, a CRS does not eliminate imperfect verification bias; in some cases target condition

verification using a CRS will in fact be worse than using one of the ‘component’ tests used in

this CRS as a reference test. Secondly, the direction of this verification bias is hard to predict or

to adjust for. Hence, these properties make the validity of the CRS approach for the general use

in diagnostic accuracy studies that lack a single acceptable reference standard for the target

condition under study questionable. The application of LCA in such instances has also received

much critique in literature. The key arguments against the use of LCA and possible nuances to

these arguments are summarized in Table 10.1.

One issue that can affect both the applications of LCA and the CRS approach is the fact that,

very often, the diagnostic tests that can be applied to study subjects is limited to only a few

diagnostic tests. Both approaches rely on combining the results of multiple tests, hence, can be

affected by limitations in the number of diagnostic tests available. In the next section we will
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Table 10.1: Classical arguments against latent class analysis and possible nuances.

Arguments Nuances

For clinicians, the results of a latent class analysis
are output of a ’black box’ [9]

The ’black box’ character can be reduced by: i)
explicitly mentioning and checking assumptions
(Chapter 4); ii) explicating rationale for
modeling choices and performing sensitivity
analyses (Chapter 4); iii) reporting additional
information about that supports face validity
(Chapter 2)

Latent class analysis is sensitive to correlated test
errors (i.e., violation of the conditional
independence assumption) [136]

Latent class analysis comprises a broad family of
models including those that explicitly account for
correlated test errors (Chapter 2 to 5); other
approaches that use multiple imperfect tests to
define the true disease status are also affected by
correlated errors between tests (Chapter 7)

Latent class analysis requires assumptions that
are essentially unverifiable (i.e., cannot be fully
tested [136])

This is true for any method that deals with
missing data or measurement error; when
adequate degrees of freedom are available, the
critical assumptions of the latent class model
(e.g. dependence structure) can in fact be tested
by comparing model fit to the observed data
(Chapter 3 and 5)

The target condition is not explicitly defined in a
latent class analysis: it is an implicit
mathematically defined entity [135]

When the object(s) of study cannot be observed
directly it is often replaced by something
comparable that can be observed (a proxy) or a
mathematical model. Using mathematical
models for making inferences about such
unobserved objects or relations is also common
in other areas of research, for example,
confounding adjustment in non-randomized
intervention studies and (multiple) imputation
for missing data

focus specifically on this issue.

Diagnostic research in the absence of a gold standard with only few

diagnostic tests

Unnecessary diagnostic testing for the purpose of gathering data for diagnostic studies can be

unethical, particularly when these tests are invasive or after a treatment decision for a subject

can already be made. Diagnostic testing can also be expensive and time consuming, e.g., in

the case of imaging tests. Diagnostic test accuracy research is therefore often performed in

situations where the number of diagnostic tests that is applied to study subjects is limited to

only a few tests. For example, in Chapter 2 we reviewed the literature and found that latent

class analysis is often performed is situations where only 3 or 4 diagnostic tests were available.
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Performing a diagnostic accuracy study using the CRS approach requires data on a minimum

of three diagnostic tests: one index test and two so-called component tests that are used in the

composite rule. However, data obtained from only two component tests may not always be

deemed sufficient for target condition verification. Applications of CRS that require as many as

nine component tests can be found in literature [149].

Similar to a CRS, a typical LCA that involves applying the standard 2-class latent class model

(see Chapters 2 and 3) also requires data on at least three diagnostic tests [136]. However,

such an analysis relies on the assumption that these three diagnostic tests have uncorrelated

errors. More precisely, for this analysis it is assumed that the diagnostic test results are locally

independent (i.e., independent given the latent target condition status). In practice, this

assumption is often not reasonable [31, 174]. In addition, with only three diagnostic tests

the standard 2-class latent class model is ‘saturated’, meaning that the fit of this model to the

data cannot be determined (see Chapter 5). LCA is thus particularly vulnerable when data

on only a few correlated diagnostic tests are observed. To avoid making unrealistic simplifying

assumptions and to account for correlated diagnostic test errors in a LCA with few test (three or

even less), the diagnostic test data can be augmented. The advantages of such data augmenting

in latent class analysis has so far received only limited attention. In the next section we provide

an overview of approaches that can be used to augment the diagnostic test data to improve a

LCA.

Overview of methods to augment the diagnostic test data for LCA

The commonly applied 2-class local independence LCA (2-class LI latent class model, for details

see Chapter 2 and 3) is said to be ‘nonidentifiable’ when data from only 2 diagnostic tests

are available. A model is nonidentifiable if there exist at least two choices of parameters

for which the distributions of observed data are the same [75]. A model violates a minimal

requirement for identifiability when more parameters are estimated than there are degrees of

freedom available in the data. For the case of the 2-class LI latent class model and two binary

diagnostic tests: 5 parameters are estimated while 3 degrees of freedom are available in the

data. When the diagnostic tests have correlated errors (i.e., violate the local independence

assumption), latent class models that account for this dependence need to be specified (see

Chapter 2, 3 and 5). These local dependence latent class models require additional parameters

to be estimated and therefore need a minimum of 4 diagnostic tests to be identifiable (the exact

number of diagnostic tests needed depends on the specification of the dependence structure

and the number of latent classes).
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Table 10.2: Approaches to augment imperfect diagnostic test data and alleviate identification constraints
for improving latent class analysis.

Approach Explanation

Add diagnostic test(s) Augment existing study data by adding the results of
additional diagnostic tests

Add covariate(s) / grouping
variable(s)

Covariates that modify the accuracy of a test and prevalence
of the (latent) target condition can provide additional
information to estimate parameters of the latent class model

Fix parameter(s) to a ‘known value’

When a parameter of the latent class modela can be
assumed known based on substantive knowledge (e.g., the
sensitivity or specificity of a certain diagnostic test can be
assumed to be 100%), the corresponding parameter can be
fixed a priori to this ‘known value’ while the remaining
parameters are estimated freely

Use partial gold standard verification
When a gold standard exists and it can be applied to only a
subset of patients, the verification information of this subset
of patients can be used in a latent class analysis

Use informative prior distribution(s)
In a Bayesian context, informative prior distribution(s) can
be employed for the latent class model parametersa for
which there is reliable prior information available

a In the simplest case where there are 2 latent classes within which all tests are conditionally
independent, the latent class model is parameterized by the sensitivity and specificity of the tests and
the prevalence of the target condition; in more complex latent class models the parameters may need
to be transformed to be expressed in terms of sensitivity, specificity and target condition prevalence.

Several data augmenting approaches can be used to alleviate identification constraints when

the number of diagnostic tests is small. In addition, some of these approaches increase precision

of estimates, account for existing local dependencies between diagnostic tests and improve

robustness of inferences to misspecification of the latent class model. An overview of these

approaches is given in Table 10.2. In the following we briefly discuss each of these approaches.

Adding diagnostic test(s)

The most obvious approach to augment the diagnostic tests data is by obtaining data on

additional diagnostic tests. By increasing the number of diagnostic tests, the degrees of freedom

in the data increases (degrees of freedom are calculated 2J − 1, where J is the number of

diagnostic tests). Besides degrees of freedom, also insight into the accuracy of these added

tests is gained. In contrast, adding diagnostic tests may also complicate modeling when an

added diagnostic test exhibits local dependencies with the other diagnostic tests.
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General discussion

Adding covariate(s) / grouping variable(s)

When data are obtained from more than one different groups (i.e., populations): each of

these groups contributes 2J − 1 to the degrees of freedom. This principle underlies the well-

known Hui-Walter latent class model [94]. In their seminal paper Hui and Walter described

the case of 2 groups and J = 2 locally independent diagnostic tests for which the model

is identifiable, provided that the prevalences of the target condition in the two groups are

different. Generalizations of the Hui-Walter model to latent class models for diagnostic tests

results that are assumed conditionally dependent have also been described (e.g., see [30,58]).

In a similar manner, the availability of a covariate that modifies diagnostic test accuracy

can also alleviate the problem of non-identifiability. Furthermore, local dependencies can

be adjusted for by letting the accuracy parameters vary according to the covariate [80]. It

should be noted that despite the apparent increase in degrees of freedom, especially when the

covariates are weak, latent class models with covariates or grouping variables are not always

identifiable [75,100].

Fix parameter(s) to a known value

When one or more parameters of the latent class model can be fixed to a ’known’ value,

the number of parameters that need to be estimated is reduced [72]. This approach may

be appropriate when, for example, the sensitivity or specificity of one of the diagnostic tests

is widely acknowledged to be perfect and the parameters of the latent class model are fixed

accordingly. Albert [5] described an application of a latent class model where for one diagnostic

test both sensitivity and specificity were assumed to be known. By performing simulation, he

further showed that this approach increased the robustness of inferences from the LCA.

Use gold standard verification in a subset of patients

Albert and Dodd [7] have discussed the value of incomplete but perfect verification with a

gold standard on a (potentially non-random) subset of subjects. This approach is suitable

when a gold standard exists for the target condition of interest but is prohibitively expensive

or invasive, and thus cannot be carried out in all subjects. This approach has similarities to the

two-part likelihood functions that have been described in the diagnostic literature on partial

verification bias [18].
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Chapter 10

Use informative prior distribution(s)

In a Bayesian context, the elicitation of informative prior distributions based on expert opinion

may be possible for some of the parameters in the latent class model. While fixed value

constraints require a very high level of certainty, in practice it might be more realistic to define a

small range of possible values for one or more parameters. Provided that the prior information

is proper, informative prior distributions can be used to obtain estimates for models that are

otherwise non-identifiable [53,71,101].

Concluding remarks

The absence of a gold standard is an ubiquitous problem in diagnostic research. Of special

interest is the increasing number of research situations where the index test may outperform

the existing reference standard. The strength of LCA and its various extensions is that it allows

researchers to estimate various diagnostic performance measures of interest using all available

information. The credibility of LCA is increased when modelling assumptions and choices are

made explicit and the impact of alternative modelling choices are investigated. Investigating

these model assumptions and fit is however more problematic if the number of available tests

that can be used for LCA is limited. We have discussed various approaches to improve LCA

in such low-information situations. Future research initiatives around LCA should be directed

towards the effectiveness and applicability of these approaches.
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Summary

A key problem faced in many diagnostic studies is the absence of a single reference standard

that can accurately distinguish between patients with and without the target condition. This

problem is commonly referred to as absence of a gold standard. In the absence of a gold

standard, the classification of the target condition is prone to error. When these classification

errors are ignored, the evaluation of the accuracy of the test(s) under evaluation or the

estimation of the prevalence of the target condition can be severely biased.

This thesis examines potential solutions that are aimed at alleviating the problems associated

with the absence of a gold standard. In particular, we focus on latent class modeling and

composite reference standards: two commonly used methods in diagnostic test evaluation

literature.

Chapter 2 provides a systematic review of the use of latent class models in diagnostic accuracy

studies where there is no acceptable reference standard. We identify a sharp increase in the use

of latent class models in the past decade, notably in the domain of infectious diseases. A critical

assumption underlying the majority of the reviewed latent class model applications was that

diagnostic test results are stochastically independent conditional on the unobserved (latent)

disease status. Testing this local independence assumption is essential as its violation can lead

to biased inference about the true value of diagnostic tests and prevalence of disease. Our

review shows that 28% of the reviewed studies failed to report any information that enables

verification of model assumptions or performance.

Chapter 3 examines the performance of goodness-of-fit testing to detect violation of the local

independence assumption underlying the criticized ’standard’ 2-class latent class model. Our

Monte Carlo simulation study shows that goodness-of-fit tests lack power to detect relevant

local independence violations at sample sizes that are typically found in empirical diagnostic

studies. The study also shows that a parametric bootstrap procedure improves the evaluation

of goodness-of-fit in terms of Type-I error control in the case of sparse diagnostic test data.

Chapter 4 presents a Bayesian latent class analysis on the results of five diagnostic tests for

childhood pulmonary tuberculosis obtained from 749 hospitalized South African children. Our

study confirms the widely accepted belief that commonly used confirmatory tests for pulmonary

tuberculosis lack sensitivity when performed in children. Furthermore, using the latent class

analysis we estimate that approximately 46% of true pulmonary tuberculosis negative children

in the cohort received anti-tuberculosis treatment, indicating substantial overtreatment.
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Summary

Chapter 5 revisits the evidence presented in the influential paper by Albert and Dodd,

Biometrics, 2004, that cautioned against the use of latent class models. We identify

problems with the evidence from their simulations that have important consequences for

the interpretation. Also, later studies building on the 2004 paper suffer from the same

problems. A targeted simulation study shows that the evidence on non-distinguishability

between alternative random effect latent class models is not as conclusive as earlier suggested.

We argue that new research is needed showing if and when latent class analysis yields valid

results for drawing inferences about diagnostic test accuracy and disease prevalence.

Chapter 6 focuses on composite reference standards, pre-defined classification rules combining

the results of two or more imperfect component diagnostic tests. The aim of the composite

reference standard approach is to improve the accuracy of classification of subjects with respect

to their target condition over that of any of the individual component tests in isolation. We

provide suggestions for improving the transparency of reporting such composite reference

standard analyses.

Chapter 7 studies the potential bias in estimates of diagnostic test accuracy that can be

anticipated when using composite reference standards. We show that a composite reference

standard can lead to significantly biased inferences about the diagnostic value of test(s) under

study. In an individual diagnostic study, the magnitude and direction of this bias may be

difficult to predict and adjust for, especially when diagnostic test results are not stochastically

independent conditional on the (latent) disease status.

In Chapter 8 the widely used criterion of a minimum of 10 events per variable for

logistic regression analysis is challenged. Reasons for the large heterogeneity in results and

recommendations between earlier events per variable simulation studies are identified and

explained. It is shown that the issue known as ‘separation’ can dominate the results of such

a simulation study. A simple correction method (known as Firths correction) can however

alleviate some of the problems associated with a low number of events per variable in logistic

regression.

Chapter 9 outlines a general approach for deriving scoring charts and nomograms for

multinomial logistic regression models. We argue that using a scoring chart in combination

with a nomogram can improve the reporting of multinomial logistic regression models and

facilitate clinical decision making during clinical encounters. A clinical example on the risk of

several types of operative delivery is used to illustrate the application.
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Summary

The absence of a gold standard for many diseases poses a frequently encountered problem

in diagnostic research. There is currently no consensus on how to best address this problem.

In this thesis we have shown that composite reference standards can cause large biases in

inferences about diagnostic test accuracy and target condition disease prevalence. It was also

shown that latent class analysis should be used with caution. In Chapter 10 we suggest various

approaches to improve latent class analysis by augmenting the diagnostic test data, for example

by using covariate data or by elicitation of informative prior distributions in a Bayesian analysis.

Future research should be directed at further elucidating the merits and pitfalls of statistical

modeling to account for the absence of a gold standard.
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Een veelvoorkomend probleem in diagnostisch onderzoek naar de waarde van diagnostisch

testen is het ontbreken van een referentiestandaard waarmee met zekerheid de aanwezigheid

van de aandoening onder studie (zoals een specifieke ziekte) kan worden aangetoond of

uitgesloten. Dit probleem staat bekend als het ontbreken van een gouden standaard. Het

ontbreken van een gouden standaard leidt vaak tot fouten in de vaststelling van de aandoening

onder studie. Het negeren van deze fouten leidt vervolgens tot vertekende schattingen van de

accuratesse van de diagnostische test(en) onder studie of tot vertekende schattingen van de

prevalentie van de aandoening.

In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we potentiële oplossingen voor het probleem van het ontbreken

van een gouden standaard. We richten ons specifiek op latente klasse analyse en samengestelde

(composite) referentiestandaarden. Beide methoden worden veelvuldig gebruikt in studies

naar de accuratesse van diagnostisch testen wanneer een gouden standaard ontbreekt.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een systematisch literatuuroverzicht van het gebruik van latente klasse

modellen in diagnostische studies waarin een gouden standaard ontbreekt. Het gebruik

van latente klasse modellen is de afgelopen tien jaar sterk toegenomen. Deze toename is

vooral aanwezig in het domein van infectieziekten. Een cruciale aanname die ten grondslag

ligt aan de meerderheid van de onderzochte latente klasse analyses is dat de diagnostische

testresultaten onderling onafhankelijk zijn conditioneel op de latente aandoeningsstatus (aan-

of afwezigheid van de aandoening). Het testen van deze aanname van lokale onafhankelijkheid

is essentieel omdat schending ervan kan leiden tot vertekende schattingen van de accuratesse

van diagnostische testen onder studie en de prevalentie van de aandoening. Ons overzicht

laat zien dat in 28% van de onderzochte studies geen enkele informatie wordt gerapporteerd

waarmee de modelaannames of modelprestaties van de gebruikte latente klasse modellen

kunnen worden gecontroleerd.

Hoofdstuk 3 evalueert de prestaties van ‘goodness-of-fit’ testen om schendingen van de

aanname van lokale onafhankelijkheid te detecteren bij het gebruik van een standaard 2-

klassen latente klasse model. Onze Monte Carlo simulatiestudie laat zien dat de gebruikelijke

goodness-of-fit testen te weinig power hebben om relevante schendingen van de lokale

onafhankelijkheidsaanname te detecteren in steekproeven met gangbare grootte. Onze studie

laat ook zien dat een parametrische bootstrap procedure de evaluatie van goodness-of-fit

verbetert in termen van Type-I fout controle in diagnostische studies waar de data dun

verspreid zijn.
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Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert een Bayesiaanse latente klasse analyse in een studie met 749 in het

ziekenhuis opgenomen Zuid-Afrikaanse kinderen die vijf diagnostische testen voor pulmonaire

tuberculose hebben ondergaan. Onze studie bevestigt de algemene overtuiging dat enkele

veelgebruikte testen om pulmonaire tuberculose aan te tonen een lage sensitiviteit hebben in

kinderen. Verder wordt met behulp van de latente klasse analyse geschat dat circa 46% van

kinderen zonder pulmonaire tuberculose toch anti-tuberculose behandeling hebben gekregen.

Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt de resultaten van het invloedrijke manuscript van Albert en Dodd,

Biometrics, 2004, waarin gewaarschuwd wordt voor het gebruik van latente klasse modellen.

We identificeren problemen met het gepresenteerde bewijs in het manuscript uit 2004 en in

latere studies over dit onderwerp. Deze problemen hebben belangrijke consequenties voor de

interpretatie van de studieresultaten. Een nieuwe, doelgerichte simulatiestudie laat zien dat

het eerder aangetoonde gebrek aan onderscheid tussen verschillende random effect latente

klasse modellen minder algemeen geldend is dan eerder gesuggereerd werd. Nieuw onderzoek

is nodig waaruit blijkt in welke situaties latente klasse analyse valide resultaten oplevert en

wanneer niet.

In Hoofdstuk 6 ligt de focus op samengestelde referentiestandaarden. Dit zijn vooraf

gedefinieerde classificatieregels waarmee de resultaten van twee of meer imperfecte

(component) diagnostische testen worden gecombineerd. Het doel van het gebruik van de

samengestelde referentiestandaard is het verbeteren van de vaststelling van de aandoening

onder studie ten opzichte van de classificatie op basis van een enkele component test.

Suggesties voor het verbeteren van de volledigheid en transparantie van de rapportage van

samengestelde referentiestandaard analyses worden gegeven.

Hoofdstuk 7 bestudeert de vertekening in schattingen van de accuratesse van diagnostische

testen door het gebruik van samengestelde referentiestandaarden. We laten zien dat

een samengestelde referentiestandaard tot sterk vertekende conclusies over de waarde van

diagnostische testen kan leiden. De omvang en richting van deze vertekening is moeilijk te

voorspellen en te corrigeren, vooral wanneer de diagnostische test resultaten lokaal afhankelijk

zijn. Wij geven expliciete formules waarmee de omvang van deze vertekening kan worden

bestudeerd.

In Hoofdstuk 8 wordt het veelgebruikte criterium van 10 events per variabele voor logistische

regressie analyse betwist. In dit hoofdstuk tonen wij waarom eerdere simulatiestudies over

events per variabele grote verschillen in resultaten en aanbevelingen lieten zien. We laten zien
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dat een probleem dat bekend staat als separatie de resultaten van een simulatiestudie kunnen

domineren. Een eenvoudige correctiemethode (bekend als de correctie volgens Firth) kan

de vertekening in schattingen van de regressie-coëfficiënt aanzienlijk verlagen in logistische

regressie met weinig data.

Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft een algemene aanpak voor het afleiden van scorekaarten en

nomogrammen voor multinomiale logistische regressie modellen. We laten zien dat het gebruik

van een scorekaart in combinatie met een nomogram de rapportage van de resultaten van een

multinomiaal logistisch regressie model kan verbeteren en bovendien klinische beslissingen

kunnen faciliteren. Wij illustreren onze aanpak aan de hand van een klinisch voorbeeld over

het risico op verschillende vormen van operatieve bevallingen.

Het ontbreken van een gouden standaard voor veel aandoeningen is een veelvoorkomend

probleem in diagnostisch wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Er is momenteel geen consensus over

hoe dit probleem het best kan worden aangepakt. In dit proefschrift hebben we laten zien

dat het gebruik van samengestelde referentiestandaarden kan leiden tot sterk vertekende

conclusies over de accuratesse van diagnostische testen en de prevalentie van de aandoening

onder studie. Ook het gebruik van latente klasse analyse is niet zonder risicos. In Hoofdstuk

10 worden methoden aangedragen waarmee latente klasse analyse kan worden verbeterd door

extra data toe te voegen aan de resultaten van de diagnostische testen, bijvoorbeeld door

het gebruik van covariabelen en informatieve priorverdelingen in een Bayesiaanse analyse.

Toekomstig onderzoek moet gericht zijn op het verder aanscherpen van de mogelijkheden en

grenzen van statistische oplossingen bij afwezigheid van een gouden standaard.
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